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The increasing demand for surfactants worldwide has a deep impact on the environment 

and public health since petrochemical-based surfactants represent most surfactants in 

the market today. The quest for environmentally friendly surfactants has driven research 

toward surfactants from renewable sources with enhanced performance and low toxicity, 

based on natural building blocks, and produced by clean and sustainable technologies. 

Surfactants containing natural structural motifs, such as amino acids, are of great 

interest as they can be synthesized from renewable natural feedstock and, hence, 

undergo degradation that results in harmless products. They are derived from a versatile 

combination of amino acid diversity, molecular architecture, chirality and often stimuli-

sensitive self-assembly. In addition, they are expected to have improved interfacial and 

targeted aggregation properties and enhanced biocompatibility and biodegradability. 

Amino acid-based surfactants are composed of an amino acid residue in the polar 

headgroup and a variable number of aliphatic chains in the apolar region. They can self-

aggregate into micelles, vesicles, microemulsions, liquid crystalline phases, and more 

unusual supramolecular structures, such as tubules, fibers, ribbons and coils. All these 

aggregates have enormous fundamental interest and biological relevance, with high 

potential application as stimuli-sensitive nanocarriers for biomolecules, such as drugs, 

nucleic acids, peptides and proteins. In this context, the current project broadly aimed at 

studying novel surfactants derived from amino acids, namely lysine, threonine and 

serine, not only addressing a fundamental investigation of their interfacial, phase 

behavior and aggregation properties but also exploring their potential biomedical 

applications. A recurring approach adopted in this work is that we resort to systems 

where electrostatic interactions, mediated by aqueous media, between anionic and 

cationic counterparts—e.g. a surfactant aggregate and an oppositely charged 

macromolecule like a protein, a cellulosic polymer or a nucleic acid—play a pivotal role 

in determining the physicochemical properties of the mixtures. As a conceptual strategy, 

we typically started by investigating the basic interfacial properties of the surfactants, 

followed by the study of the phase behavior of mixtures and then the structural 
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characterization of selected colloidal aggregates of interest. This solid physicochemical 

basis then allowed for the biological studies to be pursued (cytotoxicity evaluation, 

encapsulation/complexation of biomolecules and their release in near physiological 

conditions). 

The first part of this work focused on the study of lysine-derived surfactants. The 

latter are anionic, double-tailed molecules with asymmetric tail lengths, which possess 

the ability to self-assemble into tubular structures, at temperatures below a characteristic 

Krafft temperature designated as Tm. Three families of novel surfactants were studied: i) 

8Lysn and mLys8, ii) 10Lysn and mLys10, both with n, m = 12, 14 and 16; and iii) the 

isomer pairs 12Lys16/16Lys12, where all the numbers represent the number of C atoms 

in each alkyl chain. The effects of the chain length mismatch and structural isomerism of 

the compounds on the interfacial properties and self-assembly in water were 

investigated. All the surfactants below Tm self-organize into tubular structures, which 

display various types of morphology (tubes, flattened structures, ribbons and twisted 

coils) and entrap solvent in an entangled three-dimensional network, thus inducing 

gelation. Cryo-TEM, cryo-SEM and SAXS revealed that the tubules consist essentially 

of long, hollow cylinders with a multilamellar structure and bilayers in hydrated solid state. 

In addition to being temperature-sensitive, showing tubule-micelle and tubule-vesicle 

phase transitions, these surfactants are also pH-sensitive, as they possess a protonable 

carboxylate group in their structure. After these studies, the interactions of the tubular 

aggregates with a model protein, lysozyme (LZM), were investigated with the aim of 

developing topical applications for the tubule-based hydrogels. These gels are efficient 

in entrapping LZM and show different release profiles, depending on the applied stimulus 

(temperature or pH). Cytotoxic studies showed that these systems are rather 

biocompatible and promising for use in biological applications, such as wound dressing. 

In another work, we explored the phase behavior and structural characterization 

of mixtures of the lysine surfactant 16Lys12 and two cationic hydroxyethyl cellulose 

polymers with different structural architecture, JR400 (a homopolymer) and LM200 (a 

hydrophobically modified polymer). Electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions dictate the 

phase behavior and colloidal nanostructures observed. Three main phase regions were 

identified: a region of bluish dispersions containing polymer-bound tubules or polymer-

bound vesicles, at surfactant charge excess; a region dominated by a white precipitate, 

forming near charge equimolarity; and a region of highly viscous hydrogels at polymer 

charge excess. For chosen compositions in the bluish dispersion region, in vitro 

cytotoxicity tests showed good cytocompatibility for these surfactant/polymer systems. 

Another part of the work focused on the phase behavior of mixtures of anionic 

threonine-derived surfactants with cationic surfactants. The interfacial and aggregation 



profile of the amino acid-based surfactants with different chain length (CnThr, n = 8 - 16) 

was evaluated, showing that all systems formed micelles in solution. Phase maps, in the 

diluted region, of mixtures of C12Thr with serine-based gemini surfactants, (12Ser)2N5 

and (12Ser)2N12), and conventional bis-quat gemini surfactants (12-2-12, 14-2-14, 16-

2-16, 12-5-12 and 12-12-12) were studied with the main purpose of finding regions where 

vesicles formed spontaneously. Significant differences in phase behavior were observed 

among these systems and vesicle regions were found for all catanionic mixtures except 

those containing the 12-5-12 and 12-12-12 gemini. Depending on the surfactant mixing 

ratio, positively and negatively charged vesicles, also with different sizes distributions 

and pH were obtained. This versatility and colloidal stability, together with the low 

cytotoxicity observed, leaves open the future exploration of these catanionic vesicles as 

delivery systems for molecules of therapeutic interest. 

Finally, we focused on the development and characterization of novel vectors for 

therapeutic siRNA delivery, based on three serine-derived gemini surfactants and the 

helper lipid monoolein (MO). The serine derivatives have different spacer linker (amine, 

amide and ester) and this molecular structure parameter influences the properties of the 

aggregates formed (either micelles or vesicles) and their complexes with nucleic acids. 

The results showed that the three serine/MO systems have good capacity to complex 

efficiently siRNA via electrostatic interactions, with low levels of cytotoxicity associated. 

Furthermore, these systems showed the capacity to deliver siRNA and thus silence the 

target gene, with high percentages of down regulations, being good candidates as 

lipofection vectors for RNAi-therapies. 

Through a rational strategy and rigorous multitechnique characterization, our 

studies reveal, from a fundamental point of view, the variety of self-assembly phenomena 

that amino acid-based surfactants exhibit, per se and mixed with other molecules, 

rationalizing, at a molecular and thermodynamic level, the mechanisms behind the 

interactions at stake. In addition, we explored some of the biological properties of these 

aggregates, opening the door to a range of relevant applications in molecular delivery. 

 

Keywords: Soft nanomaterials; Amino acid-based surfactants; Self-assembly; 

Interfacial properties; Phase behavior; Tubular structures; Vesicles; Hydrogels; 

Catanionic mixtures; Delivery systems; Cytotoxicity. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

A crescente procura por tensioativos à escala mundial tem um profundo impacto no meio 

ambiente e na saúde pública, uma vez que, atualmente, a grande maioria dos 

tensioativos disponíveis são de origem petroquímica. Em particular, a procura por 

tensioativos amigos do ambiente estimulou o desenvolvimento de tensioativos 

inspirados em sistemas biológicos com desempenho melhorado e baixa toxicidade, e 

produzidos através de tecnologias limpas e sustentáveis.  

Os tensioativos derivados de aminoácidos são constituídos por um resíduo de 

aminoácido no grupo polar e um número variável de cadeias alifáticas na região apolar. 

Quando em solução aquosa, apresentam um comportamento de auto-agregação 

complexo, devido à combinação entre a estrutura anfifílica, quiralidade, interações 

hidrofóbicas e, ao nível dos grupos polares, interações eletrostáticas e interações de 

hidrogénio. Assim, os tensioativos derivados de aminoácidos podem não só agregar sob 

a forma de micelas, vesículos, microemulsões e fases líquido-cristalinas, mas também 

na forma de estruturas supramoleculares mais invulgares e intrigantes, tais como 

túbulos, fibras, fitas e hélices. Esta versatilidade estrutural tem um enorme interesse sob 

o ponto de vista fundamental e grande relevância biológica, dado o elevado potencial 

de aplicação dos agregados como veículos sensíveis a estímulos para transporte de 

biomoléculas (fármacos, ácidos nucleicos, péptidos e proteínas). 

Neste contexto, este projeto de doutoramento teve como objetivo geral estudar 

novos tensioativos derivados de aminoácidos (lisina, treonina e serina), efetuando uma 

investigação fundamental das suas propriedades interfaciais, de comportamento de fase 

e de auto-agregação, e também explorando possíveis aplicações biomédicas e 

farmacêuticas. Uma abordagem recorrentemente adotada foi o recurso a sistemas em 

que as interações eletrostáticas, mediadas por meio aquoso, entre co-solutos aniónicos 

e catiónicos—por exemplo, um agregado de tensioativo e uma macromolécula de carga 

oposta, como uma proteína, um polímero celulósico ou um ácido nucleico—

desempenham um papel central na determinação das propriedades físico-químicas das 

misturas. Como estratégia concetual, começámos tipicamente por investigar as 

propriedades interfaciais básicas dos tensioativos, seguindo-se o estudo do 
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comportamento de fases de misturas e, em seguida, a caracterização estrutural de 

agregados coloidais de interesse. Esta base físico-química sólida permitiu depois a 

realização dos estudos biológicos, tais como a avaliação de citotoxicidade, e os estudos 

de encapsulação/complexação de biomoléculas e da sua libertação/expressão em 

condições próximas das fisiológicas. 

A primeira parte do trabalho centrou-se no estudo de novos tensioativos 

derivados de lisina. Estes compostos consistem em tensioativos aniónicos de dupla 

cadeia de comprimento assimétrico e têm a capacidade de gelificar a solução devido à 

formação e reticulação de estruturas tubulares. Foram estudadas três famílias de 

tensioativos: i) 8Lysn e mLys8, ii) 10Lysn e mLys10, ambos com n, m = 12, 14 e 16; e 

iii) os isómeros 12Lys16/16Lys12, onde os números representam o número de átomos 

de carbono em cada cadeia alquílica. Foram investigados os efeitos da assimetria no 

comprimento da cadeia e do isomerismo estrutural dos compostos nas suas 

propriedades interfaciais e de auto-agregação. Todos os tensioativos, para 

temperaturas inferiores à temperatura de Krafft, auto-organizam-se sob a forma de 

estruturas tubulares, as quais exibem vários tipos de morfologias (tubos, fitas enroladas 

e fitas torcidas) e se emaranham numa rede tridimensional. A estrutura, estabilidade e 

mecanismos de formação dos túbulos foram examinados e analisados em pormenor. 

Através de cryo-TEM, cryo-SEM e SAXS verificou-se que a estrutura dominante são 

nanotubos e microtubos ocos, de estrutura multilamelar com bicamadas em estado 

sólido hidratado. Os tensioativos para além de serem sensíveis à temperatura, com 

transições de fase túbulo-micela e túbulo-vesículo, são também sensíveis ao pH. 

Seguidamente, foram realizados estudos de interação dos agregados tubulares com 

uma proteína modelo, lisozima (LZM), com vista à aplicação tópica dos hidrogéis 

observados. Os géis revelaram-se eficazes na retenção de LZM e mostraram diferentes 

perfis de libertação, dependendo do estímulo aplicado (temperatura ou pH). Estudos 

citotóxicos mostraram ainda que estes sistemas são bastante biocompatíveis e 

promissores para uso em aplicações biológicas. 

Ainda no âmbito dos tensioativos de lisina, estudou-se o comportamento de 

fase e morfologia estrutural de misturas tensioativo/polímero, envolvendo o tensioativo 

16Lys12 e dois polímeros catiónicos derivados da hidroxietil celulose, JR400 e LM200. 

Interações eletrostáticas e hidrofóbicas controlam o comportamento da fase e as 

estruturas coloidais observadas. Três regiões fásicas principais foram identificadas: 

dispersões azuladas contendo agregados de polímero com túbulos ou vesículos, para 

excesso de carga do tensioativo; um precipitado branco, na proximidade da 

equimolaridade de carga; um gel altamente viscoso, para excesso de carga do polímero. 

Os géis consistem em redes densas de túbulos emaranhados e cadeias poliméricas. 



Testes de citotoxicidade efetuados para dispersões com diferente concentração de 

tensioativo e polímero mostraram bons níveis de citocompatibilidade. 

Outra parte do trabalho centrou-se no estudo do comportamento de fase de 

misturas baseadas em tensioativos derivados de treonina. Estudou-se o perfil interfacial 

e de agregação de tensioativos aniónicos monoméricos baseados em treonina, com 

diferente comprimento de cadeia (CnThr, n = 8 - 16). Com o objetivo de encontrar 

regiões de estabilização de vesículos, foram posteriormente estudados os diagramas 

de fase de misturas cataniónicas envolvendo o derivado C12Thr e tensioativos gemini 

baseados em serina, (12Ser)2N5 e (12Ser)2N12, e gemini bis-quat convencionais  

(12-2-12, 14-2-14, 16-2-16, 12-5-12, 12-12-12). Observaram-se diferenças significativas 

no comportamento de fase dos sistemas e regiões de formação de vesículos para 

diversas misturas. Dependendo da razão molecular catiónico/aniónico, foram obtidos 

vesículos com carga positiva e negativa, diferentes distribuições de tamanhos e pH. 

Esta versatilidade e estabilidade coloidal, associada à baixa citotoxicidade observada, 

deixa em aberto a exploração futura destes vesículos como sistemas de veiculação. 

Finalmente, outra vertente do trabalho incidiu no desenvolvimento e 

caracterização de novos vetores para entrega terapêutica de siRNA, com base em três 

tensioativos gemini derivados de serina, e monooleína (MO) como lípido auxiliar. Os 

derivados de serina possuem diferentes tipos de ligação química no espaçador (amina, 

amida e éster), o que influencia as suas propriedades de agregação e complexação com 

ácidos nucleicos. Os sistemas gemini/MO estudados não apresentam níveis de 

citotoxicidade significativos e têm elevada capacidade para complexar siRNA. Esta 

interação origina complexos vesiculares/micelares-siRNA com diâmetros médios ótimos 

para aplicação, tanto in vitro como in vivo. Para além disso, observou-se elevadas 

percentagens de silenciamento genético, indicando que as formulações estudadas são 

eficazes como vetores de lipofeção para terapias baseadas em siRNA. 

Através do desenho racional de moléculas e nanomateriais moles, e de uma 

caracterização físico-química detalhada envolvendo vários métodos experimentais, 

tentou-se racionalizar a nível molecular e termodinâmico os variados fenómenos de 

auto-organização exibidos por tensioativos derivados de amino ácidos e suas misturas. 

Além disso, foram avaliadas propriedades biológicas de sistemas selecionados, 

abrindo-se as portas para aplicações relevantes no âmbito da veiculação molecular. 

 

Palavras-chave: Nanomateriais moles; Tensioativos derivados de aminoácidos; Auto-

agregação; Propriedades interfaciais; Comportamento de fase; Estruturas tubulares; 

Vesículos; Hidrogéis; Misturas cataniónicas; Sistemas de entrega; Citotoxicidade. 
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This thesis is divided in four chapters. The contents of each chapter are summarized 

below. 

CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

In the first chapter, we present an overview of the interfacial and self-assembly features 

of surfactants and the main physicochemical properties of different types of aggregates, 

namely micelles, vesicles and tubules. In addition, the biocompatibility and bioactivity of 

surfactants are addressed. This chapter provides the reader with the fundamentals 

necessary to follow the work developed throughout this PhD project. 

 

CHAPTER 2: Experimental Section 

In the second chapter, we provide data on the relevant compounds used in this work and 

methodological details on sample preparation. The cell lines used in the cytotoxicity 

assays are also described. Furthermore, the experimental methods and procedures 

used in this work are briefly described. 

 

CHAPTER 3: Results and Discussion 

This chapter is organized as a compilation of published or submitted papers. In each 

paper, the obtained results are presented, critically analyzed and put into context with 

respect to the available literature. The main achievements and contributions to the 

different fields of each paper are therein highlighted. 

 

CHAPTER 4: Conclusions and Future Perspectives 

In the last chapter, we put forth the main conclusions drawn from the different aspects of 

the work, attempting a global analysis and an outline of the main achievements of this 

thesis. Suggestions for future work are also included, with the aim of deepening complex 

issues and addressing open questions that emerged during this work. 

Structure and Organization of this Thesis 
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1.1. Surfactant Self-Assembly 

1.1.1. Surfactants: structure and self-organization 

Surfactants form a distinctive class of chemical compounds with outstanding 

characteristics and properties. Their name derives from the fact that they are  

surface-active agents, with a tendency to adsorb in interfaces (the boundary between 

two distinct phases). This characteristic comes from the amphiphilic structure of the 

surfactants, which contains a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic part (Figure 1.1a). The 

hydrophilic part is soluble in water and is composed by a charged polar moiety, 

commonly called the headgroup, while the hydrophobic part is not water-soluble and is 

based on a non-polar chain, usually known as the surfactant tail. The hydrophilic part 

has great affinity for water but is not very soluble in non-polar solvents, and can be a 

charged or a non-charged strongly polar group (such as ethylene oxide). The 

hydrophobic part is commonly a hydrocarbon chain (branched or linear) that may contain 

aromatic structures. Due to their dual nature, surfactant molecules are not fully 

compatible with either a polar or a non-polar medium, originating always conflicts 

between the affinity of the polar headgroup and the hydrophobic tail towards each 

medium, and forcing the surfactant molecules to adopt unique orientations in aqueous 

solution. Furthermore, it is because of their dual nature that surfactants present 

remarkable physical properties—like the decrease of surface/interfacial tension, 

modification of wettability, emulsification, dispersing ability, and the capability to 
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spontaneously self-assemble in solution—and are thus amenable  for numerous 

applications from laboratory to commercial products.1, 2 

 

Figure 1.1 a) Schematic representation of the general structure of a surfactant molecule; b) the five main types of 

surfactants. 

 

When sufficiently diluted in solution, surfactants exist in the form of individual 

unimers, but to reduce unfavorable interactions between the hydrophobic tails and the 

solvent, they tend to adsorb at the air-water interface. With adsorption at the interface, a 

monolayer is formed, with a concomitant decrease in surface tension. As the 

concentration of the surfactant in solution increases, there is “saturation” of the interface 

and after a certain concentration - the critical micellar concentration, cmc - the surfactant 

molecules begin to aggregate. Structures called micelles are assembled, with the 

hydrophilic groups exposed to solvent, forming the corona of the micelle, and the 

hydrophobic groups shielded in the micellar interior. After cmc, there is a coexistence 

between micelles and unimers in solution (Figure 1.2). The driving factor for the two 

behaviors of the surfactants in solution, adsorption and aggregation, is the hydrophobic 

effect.1 The main reason that surfactants do not experience phase separation, like an 

ordinary oil-water system, is the unfavorable steric and electrostatic interactions between 

the hydrated headgroups. Therefore, while the hydrophobic effect defines the beginning 

of aggregation process, the repulsions between the headgroups determine its end. 
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Figure 1.2 Schematic illustration of the behavior of surfactants in solution. Adapted.1 

 

Typically, surfactants are classified according to the nature of their polar 

headgroup, more specifically according to its charge. Thus, four types of surfactants can 

be distinguished: anionic, cationic, nonionic, zwitterionic and catanionic, as illustrated in 

Figure 1.1b).3 Anionic surfactants, in which the hydrophilic part carries a negative charge, 

are the most widely used surfactants in industrial applications, as e.g. cleaning products, 

emulsifiers and dispersants, due to their low production cost. The most commonly 

hydrophilic groups are carboxylates, sulfates, sulfonates and phosphates.2 

Cationic surfactants have a positive charge at the hydrophilic part, usually from 

alkyl amines or a quaternary ammonium salts. Their tendency to adsorb at negatively 

charged surfaces makes them useful as anticorrosive agents for steel, flotation collectors 

for mineral ores, dispersants for inorganic pigments, antistatic agents for plastics, fabric 

softeners, hair conditioners, anticaking agent for fertilizers and bactericides.4-6 Lately, it 

was found that cationic surfactants derived from quaternary ammonium salts have great 

potential in biomedical application as antifungal and antimicrobial agents.4, 7, 8 The 

cationic headgroup of these surfactants provide their high affinity toward DNA and  

RNA,9-11 cell membranes and intracellular organelles, such as mitochondria, making 

them promising candidates in the field of gene therapy and drug delivery.12-17  

Surfactants whose hydrophilic part are uncharged are called nonionic 

surfactants. Typically they are constituted by a polyether or a polyhydroxyl in the polar 

headgroup.2 Their solubility in water is due to the presence of functional groups with high 

water affinity. They have been used in several industrial applications as emulsifiers, 

dispersants and detergents. A gradual replacement of the commonly used anionic 
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surfactants by nonionic surfactants has been taking place, since the latter are milder to 

the environment.2 

Zwitterionic surfactants present both negative and positive charges in the 

hydrophilic group and consequently are electrically neutral.2 The main characteristic of 

these surfactants is their dependence on the solution properties in which they are 

dissolved. In acidic medium, the surfactants acquire a positive charge and behave like 

cationic surfactants, while in alkaline medium they become negatively charged and 

behave like anionic ones. At the isoelectric point they act as zwitterionic species, showing 

a minimum in solubility, detergency and wetting ability. The presence of both a positive 

and negative charge renders these molecules overall uncharged at neutral pH. The 

positive charge is almost invariably a quaternary ammonium group, while the anionic one 

is provided by a carboxylate, sulfonate or phosphate group.2 This class of surfactants 

show excellent dermatological properties (low eye and skin irritation) and is used in 

shampoos and other personal care products. 

An emerging class of surfactants are the so-called catanionic surfactants, that 

are composed of an equimolar proportion of two oppositely charged surfactants from 

which the inorganic counterions are removed.18 They may resemble the zwitterionic 

surfactants by having no net charge, but the key difference is that the distance between 

the two opposite charges is not fixed. In water, they exhibit enhanced properties when 

compared to the starting surfactants from which they are formed, namely strong 

synergistic properties. The latter include improved surface activity, enhanced adsorption 

and far lower critical aggregation concentrations, and also the formation of  

self-aggregated structures not present in the parent surfactants.18 Several applications 

have been reported for catanionic surfactants, namely in materials processes 

(separation and purification), electronics (semiconductors), and molecular recognition 

(photonic nanostructures and biosensing).19 

In addition to the classification of surfactants according to their headgroup, it is 

also possible to classify them according to the hydrophobic group, more specifically, 

according to the number of chains as single-, double-, triple-chained, etc. Inside these 

classes, many subclasses can also be attributed considering the chemical nature of the 

headgroups (carboxylates, sugar-based, amino acid-based, etc.). Some also fall out of 

this classification, such as dimeric surfactants (bolaamphiphiles and gemini surfactants), 

which emerged from the attempt to improve interfacial activity in relation to conventional 

monomeric surfactants. Gemini surfactants have two polar head groups and two 

hydrophobic chains linked together by a spacer of variable length and structure. They 

have different physicochemical properties than their monomeric counterparts, such as 

lower critical surfactant concentration (cmc), higher surface activity and distinct 
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aggregation behavior.20, 21 Bolaamphiphile surfactants are molecules that have two polar 

headgroups, each at the end of a hydrophobic chain. They show enhanced water 

solubility and, consequently, higher cmc, apart from differing aggregation behavior, when 

compared with the analogous monomeric surfactants.2  

 

1.1.2. Surfactant self-assembly 

As mentioned before, an important property of surfactant molecules is their ability to  

self-aggregate in a given solvent to form different types of colloidal aggregates, a 

property commonly referred to as surfactant self-assembly.2, 3 The main requirement to 

have a favorable spontaneous self-organization is the attainment of an absolute 

minimum Gibbs energy for a given set of conditions (like temperature, pressure and 

composition). By undergoing self-aggregation, surfactants molecules can form structures 

where both moieties (hydrophilic and hydrophobic) are solvated in their preferred 

environment, causing a lower free energy. Like adsorption, surfactant self-assembly is 

driven by the hydrophobic effect, but it is also largely influenced by the repulsive 

interactions between polar headgroups (due to ionic repulsions or steric impediments of 

bulky polar headgroups), which in combination ultimately lead to the formation of  

well-defined, discrete aggregates. Amongst the most common and simplest colloidal 

structure formed are micelles, which have a finite size, like vesicles and microemulsions. 

More complex and unlimitedly large self-assembly structures, with intermediate 

properties between liquids and crystals, are called liquid crystals. The surfactant 

structure greatly affects the aggregation process, since both the type of polar headgroup 

and the configuration of the hydrocarbon chain will determine the type of aggregate 

formed. 

 

1.1.2.1. Rationalization models 

Several practical applications can take advantage of the type of structure formed in 

solution by surfactants. Thus, the phenomenon of surfactant self-assembly in solution 

has been the subject of countless theoretical and experimental studies. It is possible to 

predict, approximately, the type of aggregate that a surfactant can form in solution 

through its surfactant packaging parameter, Ps. The relationship between the volume 

and length of the hydrophobic chain and the interfacial area of the polar headgroup 

determines the type of aggregate preferentially formed. Ps can be calculated using the 

following expression3, 22: 
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𝑃 =               (1.1) 

 

where Vhc and lhc are the volume and length of the fully extended hydrocarbon chain, 

respectively, and ahg is the optimal interfacial area occupied by the polar headgroup.  

Broadly speaking, Ps defines as reference structure a cylinder of area ahg and 

length lhc, which tends to form a bilayer of zero curvature (Figure 1.3). If the volume of 

the hydrocarbon chain is equal to the cylinder volume, Ps = 1 and a bilayer structure is 

favored. On the other hand, if the alkyl chain volume is smaller, the overall shape of the 

surfactant molecule is more like a cone or truncated cone, originating much lower Ps 

values. Thus, surfactants characterized by Ps = ⅓ form spherical micelles, while Ps 

values between ⅓ and ½ originate elongated micelles. If the Ps value is between ½ and 

1, the preferred aggregates are disklike micelles or vesicles. The same applies to cases 

where the alkyl chain volume is higher than ahglhc. Here, since Ps > 1, the molecular 

geometry is more like an inverted cone or inverted truncated cones, hence originating 

reverse structures, like reverse cylinders and reverse spherical micelles. 

 

Figure 1.3 Surfactant packing parameter (Ps) and its relationship to geometric shapes. Adapted.1 

 

The volume, Vhc, and the length, lhc, of the extended hydrophobic chains can be 

calculated using the following expressions: 

 

𝑉 /nm = 0.0274 + 0.0269𝑛            (1.2) 

𝑙 /nm = 0.154 + 0.127𝑛             (1.3) 
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where nc is the number of carbon atoms in the hydrocarbon chain. For the same 

surfactant molecule, ahg can assume very different values depending on the medium 

conditions, such as temperature, salt concentration, etc, and it is not possible to 

associate a specific fixed area to a given headgroup. The ahg value should be an 

equilibrium parameter and not just a geometric value based on the chemical structure of 

the headgroup.2 

An alternative rationalization method of surfactant self-assembly is the 

spontaneous curvature of a surfactant film (Ho). The mean curvature adopted by the 

surfactant film is defined by the following expression: 

 

𝐻 = +              (1.4) 

 

where R1 and R2 are the radius of curvature in two perpendicular directions. The 

assignment of the radius signal is accepted, by convention, as positive when a planar 

surfactant surface bends away from water onto itself and as negative when it bends 

towards the aqueous media. The surfactant film always adopts a curvature that will 

minimize the Gibbs energy, which is designated as spontaneous mean curvature (Ho) 

(Figure 1.4). Thus, a normal micelle takes on a positive curvature value, while reverse 

structures have negative curvature values. A lamellar phase, characterized as a planar 

film, has zero curvature, with both radii having an infinite value. On the other hand, more 

complex structures, like bicontinuous ones, can adopt more intricate saddle-like 

geometries, with two main radii of curvature with opposite signs. 

 

Figure 1.4 Representation of the different radii of curvature, R1 and R2, of different geometric figures: a) sphere: R1 and 

R2 are both positive; b) cylinder, R1 is positive and R2 takes an infinite values; and, c) saddle-like structure, R1 is negative 

and R2 is positive. 

 

The knowledge of the Ho value is relevant since the aggregates adopt geometries in 

which the spontaneous curvatures correspond to the minimization of the Gibbs energy 
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of the system. Qualitatively, the underlying concept of Ho is analogous to that of PS in 

that the preferential curvature also reflects the dependence between the polar and  

non-polar ratio of the surfactant. However, in more general terms, the Ps concept is 

related to individual surfactants whereas the Ho model considers the overall physical and 

mechanical properties of the surfactant film. These parameters are indeed influenced by 

several factors such as temperature, surfactant concentration, the presence of salts or 

co-solutes, which consequently affect the type of structures formed. A connection 

between the two models, Ps and Ho can be established. Ps defines a preferred aggregate 

structure, and this one is the aggregate for which the spontaneous mean curvature Ho is 

adopted by the film. 

As mentioned, the concentration of surfactant is one of the factors that influences 

the type of structures formed in solution. With increasing number of molecules in solution, 

spatial constraints exist, leading to an increase in inter-aggregate interactions. With the 

continuous increase of surfactant molecules, the aggregates formed can rearrange their 

spatial composition to a more favorable configuration, according to the available volume. 

Thus, structural transitions are observed with a gradual increase in the surfactant 

concentration in solution, as illustrated by the Fontell diagram (Figure 1.5). This diagram 

predicts an idealized phase sequence for a given surfactant: micellar solution → 

hexagonal phase → lamellar phase → reverse phases (hexagonal and micellar). Cubic 

phases may occur at any point, after the micellar phase. 

 

Figure 1.5 The Fontell diagram: an ideal logical sequence of surfactant self-assembly structures when the surfactant 

concentration increases. Adapted.1 
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As the surfactant concentration increases in the bulk of solution, interactions 

between the aggregates (intermicellar interactions) begin to play a critical role. The 

increasing concentration leads to a micellar growth and the arise of different micellar 

shapes (rod-like or disk-like micelles). At even higher concentrations, the increase of 

micelles in solution leads to intermicellar repulsions, which causes a structural 

rearrangement and the formation of liquid-crystals or mesophases. Liquid crystals have 

three basic structures: i) the hexagonal phase (H), a high viscosity phase, consisting of 

cylindrical aggregates packed in a hexagonal unit cell; ii) the lamellar phase (L), 

composed of stacks of surfactant bilayers separated by water regions; and iii) the cubic 

phase (cub), which is a viscous and stiff phase, with a wide range of structures, 

comprising discrete cubic phases (cubic arrangement of globular micelles, I) and 

bicontinuous cubic phases (V).3 The subscripts 1 and 2 indicate whether the phase is 

direct (continuous in water) or reverse (discontinuous water domains), respectively, while 

the greek letter in subscript refers to the physical state of the alkyl chains, α for the liquid 

crystalline state, and β for the gel state (hydrated quasi-crystalline state).  

 

1.1.2.2. Aqueous phase behavior 

The phase behavior of surfactants in solution is fundamental to understand the properties 

of these systems and is relevant for numerous research studies and industrial 

applications of surfactants. It is closely dependent on the different molecular structures 

and, consequently, on the different self-assembled aggregates formed in solution. 

According to Gibbs’s definition, phase is any portion of a system that is physically uniform 

(i.e., all constituent parts are in the same physical state) and whose chemical 

composition and structure are homogeneous. However, the phase diagrams of 

surfactant systems are usually very complex and dependent on variables such as 

pressure, temperature and chemical composition. Phase behavior studies rely on the 

investigation and analysis of phase diagrams, which are the most effective approach to 

summarize and characterize the behavior of surfactants.  

Surfactants behave in aqueous medium essentially in two ways: i) as soluble or 

micelle-forming surfactants (⅓ < Ps > ½), typically single-chained surfactants; and ii) as 

insoluble (swelling) or bilayer-forming surfactants (Ps   ̴ 1 ), usually double-chained 

surfactants. For micelle-forming surfactants, with increasing concentration one observes 

formation of spherical micelles, that remain practically unchanged with increasing 

surfactant concentration until phase separation, or a micellar growth, with the micelles 

transforming in terms of size and shape, until phase separation is also reached. In the 
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case of bilayer forming-surfactants, saturation of the system is reached very quickly and 

often without the formation of micelles, only a solution of unimers is observed. After 

saturation, a new phase is formed, consisting typically of a lamellar liquid-crystalline 

phase or a hydrated crystalline phase.2, 23 In the following section, the phase behavior 

for the different classes of surfactants will be illustrated. 

 

Single-chained surfactants 

The surfactants chosen to demonstrate the typical phase behavior of single-chained 

surfactants are DTAC (dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride), CTAB 

(hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide), both cationic, and the anionic surfactant SDS 

(sodium dodecylsulfate) (Figure 1.6). DTAC is soluble at room temperature,  

self-aggregating in the form of a micellar solution (spherical micelles). This behavior 

remains up to 40 wt% surfactant, and then the micelles rearrange themselves into a 

discrete cubic arrangement (I1). Further increase in concentration leads to the formation 

of a hexagonal liquid crystalline phase (H1), the subsequent appearance of a second 

cubic phase, bicontinuous (V1), a lamellar phase (Lα) and then hydrated crystals. Up to 

85 °C the phase behavior remains unchanged, with the disappearance of the cubic 

phase I1 at this temperature. The second change in the system with temperature is only 

registered at 185 °C, with the vanishing of phases H1 and V1, and at 208 °C when the 

lamellar phase disappears, forming an isotropic liquid. CTAB is a surfactant with a Krafft 

temperature of about 27 ºC, due to the long 16-carbon alkyl chain. Above this 

temperature, and similar to DTAC, the formation of liquid crystalline structures is 

observed but with some differences, namely in the formation of a viscoelastic solution at 

14 wt%, consisting of elongated micelles that arise from strong micellar growth. The 

anionic surfactant SDS has very similar trends to those previously described. However, 

its Kraftt temperature is around 17 °C and hydrated solid phases are observed close to 

room temperature. In addition, there is no formation of intermediate cubic phases 

between the hexagonal and the lamellar phases. 
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Figure 1.6 Chemical structures and phase diagrams of single-chained surfactants: a) dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride 

(DTAC. Adapted.24); b) hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB. Adapted.25); and c) sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS. 

Adapted.26). 

 

Double-chained surfactants 

Double-chained surfactants tend to be less soluble in water than single-chained ones, 

due to the high degree of hydrophobicity, conferred by the two hydrophobic chains, and 

the value of Ps. Even at low concentrations, these surfactants tend to swell and originate 

lamellar phases, consisting of bilayer structures. The aqueous phase behavior of  

double-chained surfactants is illustrated with the phase diagrams of the cationic 

surfactant didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB) and the anionic surfactant 

sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT) (Figure 1.7). 

In aqueous solution, over the whole composition range and above its gel-to-liquid 

crystal temperature, DDAB exhibits a rich phase behavior, characterized essentially by 

the linear swelling of its lamellar phase.27 This behavior has to do with DDAB’s very low 

solubility in water, due to its strong hydrophobicity and its packing parameter, that 

dictates a preference for bilayer-based structures.3 Therefore, at 25 °C and low 

concentration, DDAB displays complex equilibria involving giant onion structures and 

uni- and multilamellar vesicles; at higher concentrations, the surfactant forms two 

lamellar phases in water: a dilute (or swollen) lamellar phase, Lα´, between 3 and  

25 wt%, and a concentrated (or collapsed) lamellar phase, Lα´´, between 83 and 91 wt% 

surfactant. Furthermore, the two lamellar phases are in equilibrium in a wide two-phase 

region, between 25 and 83 wt%.27, 28 

AOT is an anionic surfactant that combines the geometrical characteristics of 

bulky apolar groups and a small polar headgroup, which favors the formation of lamellar 

or even reverse phases. AOT consists of two branched acyl chains connected via the 

relatively bulky C4 succinate connector to the small SO3 headgroup. Thus, the AOT-water 

system is dominated by a wide lamellar phase, between 10 and 70 wt%, followed by a 

small bicontinuous cubic phase, between 73 and 80 wt%, and a reverse hexagonal 

phase above 82 wt%. 
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Figure 1.7 Chemical structures and phase diagrams of double-chained surfactants: a) didodecyldimethylammonium 

bromide (DDAB. Adapted27); and b) sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT. Adapted29). 

 

Pseudodouble-chained surfactants (salt-free catanionic surfactants) 

Pseudodouble-chained surfactants, commonly denominated as catanionic surfactants, 

are surfactants formed upon the combination of 2 oppositely charged ionic surfactants 

and subsequent removal of counterions.18, 23, 30, 31 They can be formed by surfactants 

with same alkyl chain length, giving rise to symmetrical catanionic surfactants, or by 

surfactants with different chain length, originating asymmetrical catanionic surfactants. 

In water, catanionic surfactants give rise to true binary systems and exhibit many peculiar 

properties, e.g. a large number of different aggregate structures and complex phase 

equlibria, which result from the strong electrostatic attraction between the cationic and 

anionic headgroups as well as the hydrophobic interactions between the surfactant tails. 

Research on binary salt-free catanionic surfactants–water systems over the entire 

concentration range is comparatively scarce.32 The catanionic surfactant’s phase 

behavior has been seen to criticically dependend on the solubility differences of the 

individual ions.23 If individual surfactants have the same alkyl chain length or similar ion 

solubilities, the catanionic surfactant in solution typically form lamellar phases, acting 

similar to zwitterionic surfactants, showing a catanionic surface near zero charge.31 Still, 

if the individual surfactants have an alkyl chain length mismatch, causing different 

solubilities in water, the surfactant film acquires charge, approaching the behavior  of 

ionic surfactants.30 

The surfactant hexadecyltrimethylammonium octylsulfonate (TASO) is used here 

to illustrate the phase behavior of a catanionic surfactant based in individual surfactants 

with different chain length (Figure 1.8).30, 33 TASo is soluble in water at room temperature 

and show a phase diagram dominated by two lamellar phases (Figure 1.8b). Between 

2.6 and 15 wt% a dilute lamellar phase (Lα´) forms, whereas above 54 wt% a 

concentrated Lα´´ is stable. Between these single phase regions, the two phases coexist 

in the range of 15 and 54 wt% surfactant. In the dilute region of the phase diagram 
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(Figure 1.8a), below 2.6 wt%, there is prevalence of a biphasic region, consisting of the 

lamellar phase Lα´ and an isotropic L1 phase, composed of stable vesicles. Upon 

sufficient temperature increase, an unusual transition to a single phase solution of 

elongated micelles is observed. 

 

Figure 1.8 Aqueous phase diagram for the catanionic surfactant hexadecyltrimethylammonium octylsulfonate (TASo): a) 

dilute region, between 0 and 3 wt%; b) complete phase diagram at 25 °C. Adapted.33 

 

Nonionic surfactants  

Nonionic surfactants involve a wide diversity of polar headgroups and molecular 

structures. The most important nonionic surfactants are fatty alcohol ethoxylates, for 

which the polar headgroup is a polyether consisting of oxyethylene units, formed by the 

condensation of ethylene oxide. These surfactants are usually described as CmEn, where 

m is the alkyl-chain length and n is the number of oxyethylene groups of the polar 

headgroup. CmEn nonionic surfactants show a gradual dehydration of the headgroups 

when temperature is raised, which leads to a continuous increase of the Ps and a 

decrease of Ho.2 

A well know nonionic surfactant is the pentaethylene glycol monododecyl ether 

(C12E5), whose binary phase diagram in water is very complex (Figure 1.9a). At low 

concentrations and temperature, the surfactant self-assembles into micelles, originating 

a micellar phase (L1). With increasing temperature, the initially spherical micelles 

undergo a growth process, decreasing their spontaneous mean curvature Ho and 

becoming flexible and long wormlike micelles. At even higher temperatures, the 
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surfactant spontaneous curvature is further decreased, and branched micelles form. The 

lower solution critical temperature (cloud point) of the liquid-liquid coexistence region is 

31.9 °C. With continuous temperature increment, Ho reaches zero and, depending on 

concentration, a phase transition to a L3 sponge or Lα phase is observed. At higher 

temperatures, reverse structures are formed. On the other hand, at low temperatures, 

the increase in concentration first leads to a hexagonal liquid crystalline phase (H1) at 

ca. 35 wt% and then to a narrow cubic phase (V1) around ca. 60 wt%, just before the 

appearance of Lα mesophase.  

Monoolein (MO) is a polymorphic lipid which attracted much interest in the 

scientific community due to its application in diverse areas (e.g pharmaceuticals, food, 

cosmetics, agriculture and protein crystallization).34, 35 Its phase diagram is very unusual 

and shows the complexity that the presence of an unsaturated chain may induce in 

surfactant phase behavior (Figure 1.9b).36 With increasing MO content, two bicontinuous 

cubic phases are formed Ia3d type (cub´) and Pn3m type (cub´´). Up until 40 °C and at 

around 80 %wt, a phase transition into a lamellar liquid crystalline phase (Lα) occurs, 

which vanishes with increasing temperature into a L2 phase. On the other hand, there is 

a phase transition with increasing temperature, from the bicontinuous cubic phase (cub´´) 

into an inverse hexagonal phase, H2 and finally into the L2 phase. A striking feature of 

the binary MO-water system is the excess-water phase separation region, which consists 

of a structured liquid crystalline phase and a water-rich phase. In this two-phase region 

at room temperature and up to very temperature (≈ 85 ºC), dispersed particulates named 

cubosomes are formed. 

 

Figure 1.9 Phase diagram and molecular structures of non-ionic surfactants: a) pentaethylene glycol monododecyl ether 

(C12E5. Adapted.37); and b) monoolein (MO. Adapted.36) 
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1.1.3. Micelles 

Micelles are the most basic surfactant self-assemblies. They can be either discrete - 

spheres, oblates, prolates, disks or cylinders—or continuous aggregates, in the form of 

long unconnected rods with variable rigidity or branched rods, with circular cross section. 

These aggregates may occur in water-rich or oil-rich solutions, forming normal or reverse 

micelles, respectively. For normal micelles, the surfactant film is curved toward oil or 

upon itself (Ps < 1, Ho > 0), whereas in reverse micelles the film curves in the opposite 

direction (avoiding water) and thus reverses its curvature (Ps > 1, Ho < 0). 

As mentioned before, the concentration at which aggregation starts is called 

critical micelle concentration (cmc). The cmc depends on the temperature, through the 

solubility, and on the structure of surfactant molecules. The solubility of surfactants 

increases somewhat with temperature up to a point called the Krafft point (or Krafft 

temperature, TKr) after which it increases drastically. The Krafft temperature is defined 

as the minimum temperature where surfactants can form micelles. At concentrations 

below the cmc, the surfactant molecules exist in the form of unimers. Micelles are formed 

at concentrations above the cmc and temperatures above the Krafft temperature of the 

surfactant (Figure 1.10a).2, 38 Below surfactant Krafft temperature, no micelles form 

regardless of the concentration of surfactant, and upon reaching cmc, any further 

addition of surfactant will just increase the number of micelles in solution (Figure 1.10c). 

Upon surfactant solubilization in water, the molecules initially occupy the interface, 

removing the hydrophobic parts of the surfactant from contact with water and reducing 

the system Gibbs energy by lowering the interfacial Gibbs energy (Figure 1.10c-1). Then, 

when the surface coverage by the surfactants reaches a limit and the interfacial Gibbs 

energy per unit area (surface tension) decreases (Figure 1.10c-2) down to a minimum, 

the surfactants start aggregating into micelles, hence again decreasing the system’s  

Gibbs energy now by decreasing the contact area of hydrophobic parts of the surfactant 

with bulk water (Figure 1.10c-3). 

Beyond cmc, the solutions begin to show changes in physical properties, such as 

surface and interfacial tension, refractive index, conductivity and viscosity  

(Figure 1.10b).2 These differences come from changes in the bulk solution, more 

precisely from the transformation of the free surfactant unimers, present at the initial 

solution, into the micelles. For a given system, micellization occurs over a narrow 

concentration range. 
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Figure 1.10 a) Schematic phase diagram for a binary surfactant-water system; b) behavior of some physical properties 

and their discontinuity associated with the formation of micelles, at the cmc, with increasing surfactant concentration;  

c) surface tension as a function of surfactant concentration. 

 

1.1.3.1. Thermodynamics models of micellization 

As previously mentioned, micellization is driven by two opposing factors: the hydrophobic 

effect, that drives association, and the headgroup repulsions, that define the mean 

aggregation number. Although many efforts have been made towards theoretical 

understanding of surfactant solutions, capturing the nature of such solutions is still 

considered somewhat elusive. Many thermodynamic models have been proposed for 

micelle formation. Here we will discuss two of the most common thermodynamic models 

that address micelle formation, the phase-separation and the mass-action models.3 

 

Phase-separation model 

The phase separation model assumes that the formation of micelles resembles a phase 

separation process, in which the micelles exist as an infinite and independent 

thermodynamic phase. The cmc is thus understood as the saturation concentration of 

the unimers in solution. Consequently, above cmc, the addition of surfactant does  affect 

the concentration of unimers2 and, once the aggregation has started, it becomes more 

and more favorable to add another unimer onto the micellar phase. To describe the 

distribution of surfactant molecules between the solution and the micellar phase, the 

chemical potential of the surfactant in the micellar phase has to be equated to those of 

surfactants that are soluble in the aqueous phase. Thus, the standard molar Gibbs 
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energy of micellization, ΔmicG°m, which represents the Gibbs energy difference between 

surfactant chemical potential in the micelle and its standard chemical potential in infinite 

dilute solution can be written as 

 

∆ 𝐺° = 𝜇° − 𝜇° = 𝑅𝑇 ln𝑥            (1.5) 

 

where u°
mic is the standar chemical potential of the micelle, u°

s is the unimer standard 

chemical potential, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature and xcmc is the 

cmc expressed in surfactant molar fraction. 

From a thermodynamic point of view, however, the formation of micelles is not a 

phase transition, because the micelle formation does not create a new macroscopic 

phase. The pseudo-phase separation approach represents the case when the 

aggregation number N in the micelles is assume to approach infinity, not being able to 

properly describe the size of micelles. Thus, this model fails to describe the start-stop 

mechanism of micelle formation.1 In fact, micelles are not unlimited assemblies, but 

aggregates with finite N. Another drawback of this model is the fact that it does not 

consider the counterion dissociation in the case of ionic surfactants. The phase 

separation model provides a useful understanding of micellization mostly for nonionic 

micelles, offering a useful approach to obtain ΔmicG°m.  

 

Mass-action model 

The mass-action model considers the micelle formation as a thermodynamic balance, or 

a chemical equilibrium, between the free surfactant unimers and micelles.38  At low 

concentrations, N surfactant unimers (S) assemble into an SN aggregate: 

 

𝑁S ⇋ S               (1.6) 

 

where N free surfactant molecules form a micelle (SN). Both the micelles and the free 

unimers are treated as solutes in an aqueous solution. In the mass-action model, the 

thermodynamic formulations are slightly different for nonionic and ionic surfactant 

solutions. For instance, in the micellization process of an anionic surfactant (S-C+), N 
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surfactant unimers, S-, associate with P counterions, C+, to yield a micelle of negative 

net charge N - P. This process can be described as follows: 

 

𝑁S + 𝑃C ⇋ S
( )              (1.7) 

 

The degree of counterion dissociation (or equivalently, micelle ionization), α, is defined 

as: 

 

𝛼 =
  

= 1 −              (1.8) 

 

The standard molar Gibbs energy of micellization, ΔmicG°m, which can be obtained 

through the thermodynamic relations between the standard Gibbs energy and the 

equilibrium constant, is given by: 

 

Δ 𝐺° = (2 − 𝛼) 𝑅𝑇 ln𝑥             (1.9) 

 

Equation (1.9) is only valid for monomeric surfactants with monovalent counterions, in 

salt free solutions. For neutral micelles, α takes the value 0 and for fully charged micelles 

it takes the value 1. For gemini surfactants, it can be shown that ΔmicG°m is determined 

by:39 

 

Δ 𝐺° = (1.5 − 𝛼) 𝑅𝑇 ln𝑥        (1.10) 

 

In the mass-action model, the micelle aggregation number, N, is a fundamental 

parameter, which reflects the ratio between the micelle volume and the hydrocarbon 

chain volume. This model is more accurate in describing the micellization start-stop 

mechanism, since it relates N with the Gibbs energy of micellization. This model 

assumes the existence of a single micelle in equilibrium with the unimer, in which a 

specific value of N predominates. 
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1.1.3.2. Micellar growth 

When surfactants are placed in contact with water, the system tends to minimize its 

Gibbs energy. This minimization is obtained by decreasing the contact between 

hydrophobic chains and water molecules, forming, after cmc, micelles. The micelles have 

a structure in which the hydrophobic chains are in contact with each other, creating a 

micellar core. In turn, the surfactant polar headgroups are on the surface of the micelle, 

further reducing the contact between the alkyl chains and water.40 Due to the strong 

hydrophobicity of the micelle core, compounds that are insoluble or partially soluble in 

water, such as oils, aromatic molecules and drugs, can be solubilized, giving rise to 

transport nanosystems. Micellar aggregates appear in various shapes and sizes, 

depending on the molecular nature of the surfactant as well as on the total concentration 

and other thermodynamic parameters. There is, however, one basic structural feature 

commonly shared by all aggregates: the diameter of their hydrophobic core is always on 

the order of the surfactant´s molecular length. At a concentration very close to the cmc, 

the micelles are spherical or nearly spherical on a time-average basis. As the 

concentration increases, the micelles may remain spheroidal or grow and become flat 

(oblate or disklike) or elongated (prolate, cylindrical, or rodlike), with the elongated shape 

being more often encountered than the flat shape (Figure 1.11). As we have seen before, 

the micelle shape is determined by Ps value of the surfactant. Thus, surfactants 

characterized by values of Ps < ⅓ give rise to spherical micelles, when Ps varies between 

⅓ < Ps < ½ the surfactant tend to form elongated micelles, that can be considered as the 

precursor of the hexagonal phase, and surfactants with ½ < Ps < 1 form disklike micelles, 

which can be viewed as precursors of surfactant bilayers and of lamellar phases. Lastly, 

surfactants with Ps > 1 form reverse micelles. 

 

Figure 1.11 Different types of micelles aggregates: a) spherical micelle, b) disklike/globular micelle, c) elongated, 

cylindrical, or rodlike micelle, and d) reverse micelle. 

 

Surfactant micellar growth is a very common phenomena and several factors can 

indeed influence the growth. The propensity to growth strongly increases with the 

increase of the surfactant alkyl chain length, and for shorter chain surfactants (up to  

C8- C10) there is no significant growth. For ionic surfactants, a temperature decrease 
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promotes micellar growth, on the other hand, non-ionic surfactants show the contrary 

behavior (micellar growth in increasing temperature). There is also a great variation of 

micellar growth with the nature of the counterion. Organic counterions, such as salicylate, 

promote micellar growth for long-chained ionic surfactants. Finally, addition of salts 

promotes micelle growth for ionic surfactants. 

 

1.2. Vesicles and Tubular Aggregates 

1.2.1. Vesicles 

Vesicles are composed of two surfactant monolayers in water (or other solvent) in which 

the hydrophobic region of each monolayer faces the other and the hydrophilic part is 

facing the solvent. They are colloidal aggregates that are organized into closed bilayer 

structures, enclosing a pool of solvent in their interior, usually spherical, ranging from a 

few nanometers to several micrometers in diameter. Surfactants that have bulky polar 

heads and several branched hydrocarbon chains, whose packaging into micellar 

structures is not favorable, tend to associate in extended planar bilayers or in vesicles. 

Although the extended planar bilayers are a thermodynamically viable option for the 

aggregation of some bulky surfactants, there are situations where formation of vesicular 

structures is more favorable. Extensive bilayers have edge boundary regions along 

which hydrocarbon chains can be exposed to an aqueous environment, resulting in an 

energetically unfavorable situation. On the other hand, the formation of an infinitely 

extensive structure is unfavorable from an entropic point of view. The formation of 

vesicles avoids these two situations, since the formation of a closed system removes the 

problem of exposure of hydrophobic groups to water and the formation of finite size 

structures effectively reduces entropy loss.41 

The so-called normal vesicles can interact with polar solutes through the vesicle 

surface (e.g. by electrostatic interactions), while nonpolar solutes can be solubilized in 

the hydrophobic core of the bilayer (Figure 1.12a). The less common reverse vesicles 

can also be assembled, in which the bulk and the vesicle pool contain an organic solvent 

and the surfactant polar headgroups contact a thin water layer (Figure 1.12b).  

An essential physical parameter that characterizes vesicles is the gel-to-liquid 

crystal transition temperature (Tm).42 Below Tm, the hydrated headgroups and the 

hydrophobic chains are in a quasi-crystalline state, with almost all the hydrophobic 

chains adopting a trans configuration. On the other hand, above Tm the chains are 

already in high conformational disorder (liquid-like state). Tm dictates and allows to infer 

which form the vesicle adopts, since when the system temperature is higher than Tm 
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vesicles adopt a spherical structure, while for temperatures below Tm they tend to adopt 

a structure with irregular domains in the double layer, such as disk-shaped,43 regular 

polyhedron-vesicles44 and irregularly faceted vesicles45, among others. 

 

Figure 1.12 Schematic representation of the cross-section of: a) a normal and b) a reverse vesicle.  

 

The minimum critical radius (Rc) which a surfactant with a Ps close to 1 can  

self-assemble can be estimated through: 

 

𝑅 = 𝑙
   (   )

 (   )
=

  
         (1.11) 

 

where, lhc is the hydrocarbon chain length. Additionally, the mean aggregation number 

(<Nag>) can be estimated from the mean vesicle radius through: 

 

𝑁 = 4𝜋[𝑅 + (𝑅 + 2𝑙 ) ]/𝑎          (1.12) 

 

where ahg is the optimal area occupied by the surfactant headgroup. 

Vesicles can be classified in terms of size, number of lamellae, stability and 

method of preparation.40 In terms of size and number of lamellae, vesicle populations 

typically have a certain degree of polydispersity, that often can be described by normal 

or log-normal distributions.46 The ultra-small unilamellar vesicles (USUV) have a mean 

radii on the order of 5 to 10 nm. Vesicles with radii between 10 to 50 nm are called small 

unilamellar vesicles (SUV) and the large unilamellar vesicles (LUV) have sizes between 

50 and 250 nm. The giant unilamellar vesicles (GUV) are typically larger than 250 nm. 

In addition, multilamellar vesicles (MLV), composed of many concentric bilayers, can 
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reach a few hundred nm to several μm, as well as multivesicular vesicles (MVV), which 

is a vesicle composed by internal vesicles. 

Vesicles are the most widespread and important form of self-assemblies in 

nature, since they are bilayer structures and hence resemble the structural basis of 

biological membranes. The versatile nature of vesicles renders them with several 

important applications. Their structure is compatible with many characteristics of 

biological membranes, such as compartmentalization, permeability control of solutes, 

recognition and signaling, and support matrix for proteins.47 As a result, they are widely 

used as biomimetic systems in biosciences, for instance in protein reconstitution studies. 

Furthermore, they are also employed in pharmacology as drug (anticancer drugs, 

vaccines) and gene-delivery agents,11 in water-based systems for cosmetic use, in food 

science, in micro-reactor chemistry, and many other applications.42, 48 

 

1.1.2.1. Methods of formation: spontaneous vs non-spontaneous 

According to their formation, vesicles can be commonly classified as non-spontaneously 

or as spontaneously formed. Spontaneously formed vesicles occur due to simple 

dissolution and mild mixing of the surfactant or surfactant mixtures, with the action of 

weak shear-forces, or upon cooling/heating from another aggregation state. They have 

long-term stability and may even be true equilibrium structures. 

On the other hand, non-spontaneously formed vesicles are prepared by 

mechanical or chemical methods which involves strong energy and are only kinetically 

stable aggregates, that is, they exist in a state of higher Gibbs energy and consequently 

are thermodynamically unstable. With time, they flocculate and coalesce to return to their 

thermodynamic stable state, the lamellar phase. 

 

Non-spontaneous vesicle formation methods 

Non-spontaneous vesicle formation methods involve the dispersion of a lamellar phase 

with high energy input to break and disperse the lamellae into smaller vesicles. There 

are two main methods to produce vesicles: mechanical and chemical methods.49 The 

mechanical methods consist on the fragmentation of extended Lα sheets structures using 

high magnitude shear forces. The most common mechanical methods are the surfactant 

film hydration and the ethanolic injection (Figure 1.13a, b).50 In the surfactant film 

hydration method (Figure 1.13a), the surfactant is dissolved in a suitable organic solvent, 

normally chloroform or ethanol, and, afterwards, the solvent is removed, under reduced 

pressure using a rotary evaporated, yielding a thin surfactant film on the sides of a round 
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bottom flask. To ensure complete removal of the solvent, the flask is placed in a high 

vacuum pump overnight. The resulting film is then hydrated with water. In the ethanolic 

injection method (Figure 1.13b), the surfactant solution, prepared in ethanol, is slowly 

injected into an aqueous solution at 50 - 60 °C, with continuous vortex mixing. 

Subsequently, ethanol evaporates giving rise to the vesicles. Both methods produce 

polydisperse vesicle populations, and unilamellar and multilamellar vesicles of different 

sizes can be observed. In order to control the type and size of vesicles, making them 

less polydisperse, techniques such as sonication (by bath or tip) and extrusion are used 

(Figure 1.13c). In high-pressure extrusion, the surfactant solution is forced to pass 

through a polycarbonate filter, with defined pore size, to yield metastable vesicles with 

controlled size (by the pore size of the filter). In the sonication method, high energy input 

is provided to the system which disrupts the vesicle bilayers, yielding relatively 

homogeneous small unilamellar vesicles (SUV). 

 

Figure 1.13 Schematic representation of vesicle non-spontaneous formation: a) surfactant film hydration method, and  

b) ethanol injection method. c) Schematic representation of vesicle formation and homogenization of vesicle size 

techniques: c1) the dried surfactant film is the start of vesicle formation; c2) upon addition of water and agitation, the 

surfactant lamellae swell and form MLVs; c3) extrusion of MLVs creates LUVs; and, c4) sonication of MLVs creates a 

homogenous population of SUVs. Adapted.51 
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1.1.2.2. Composition and stability 

Several amphiphilic systems such as lipids,52 mixtures of different lipids,53  

double-chained surfactants,54, 55 lipid-surfactant mixtures,56, 57 catanionic mixtures,58-62 

and polymers,63 have the ability to self-assemble into vesicles. The vesicles formed by 

each one of these systems have different colloidal stability.58, 62 

Lipid-based vesicles, or liposomes, have biocompatible characteristics, as they 

are composed of natural lipids (typically phospholipids). This fact accounts for their most 

important advantages as drug carriers, namely low toxicity and low antigenicity, 

biodegradability and metabolization in vivo, and for their liposomal properties, such as 

membrane permeability.64, 65 Liposomes can be very effective in entraping, protecting 

and preventing degradation of therapeutic nucleic acids on their journey to the target 

site.66, 67 Furthermore, liposomes can be coated with PEG (polyethylene glycol), in a 

process called PEGylation, to avoid recognition and elimination by cells of the 

reticuloendothelial system and have a longer circulation half-life.68, 69 The PEGylation 

also provides a linker for connection of targeting ligands to allow for specific targeting, 

enhanced the interaction with cell surface receptors expressed on targeted cells, for 

example. The main problems of lipid vesicles involve poor serum stability due to 

interaction with the cell membranes and serum proteins, including complement 

activation, induction of pro-inflammatory cytokines, leukopenia and thrombocytopenia.70 

Still, several studies have shown that liposomes are not as immunologically inert as 

previously suggested.71 Surfactant vesicles in comparison with lipid-based vesicles 

exhibit distinct improvements with respect to colloidal stability. For instance, unilamellar 

vesicles form spontaneously in catanionic mixtures and are stable for long periods of 

time.58, 61 Furthermore, liposomes are frequently subject to chemical degradation by 

hydrolysis and peroxidation, affecting the bilayer permeability, leading to its disruption.46 

Also, liposomes are frequently non-spontaneous formed, with reduced stability in time, 

as they tend to aggregate and fuse, evolving to the original lamellar phase that was 

dispersed to form the liposomes. 

 

1.2.2. Catanionic systems 

As previously discussed, aqueous mixtures of two oppositely charged surfactants, or 

catanionic surfactant mixtures, frequently show enhanced properties compared to 

individual surfactant solutions, exhibiting strongest synergism in properties, namely high 

surface activity, improved adsorption and low critical aggregation concentration.72, 73 

Additionally, catanionic mixtures display rich phase behavior typically controlled by 
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electrostatic interactions, geometric packing constraints and hydrogen bonding, and the 

assembly into a range of nanostructures, from small spherical and rod‐like micelles to 

vesicles, tubular aggregates and liquid crystals. So, such systems offer numerous 

possibilities for the control of molecular self‐assembly and phase behavior, by using 

surfactant molecules with appropriate geometry and adjusting the surfactant mixing ratio, 

total surfactant concentration and salt.  

There are several relevant differences between dilute and concentrated 

catanionic systems. In dilute mixtures, micellar growth and spontaneous formation of 

stable vesicles can happen as well as phase separation (usually solid precipitation). In 

high concentrations mixtures, a broad variety of liquid crystalline phases can be formed, 

some of which are not present in the individual binary surfactant-water system.54 A 

schematic phase diagram, at full concentration range, for a catanionic surfactant mixture 

in water is displayed in Figure 1.14a. The concentration regions in which vesicles form 

are represented by the lobes on both sides of the equimolar line, indicating that vesicles 

are stabilized by the presence of excess of one of the surfactants relative to the other. 

At the highest excess of one of the surfactants, usually mixed micelles of various sizes 

and shapes can be found, including globular, elongated (worm‐like) and branched ones. 

In the majority of catanionic mixtures at equimolar concentration, precipitation occurs 

and a new catanionic surfactant is formed, which very often possesses lamellar (smectic) 

structure.54, 73 The precipitate can be redissolved by increasing concentration of one of 

the surfactants, triggering the formation of vesicles. Even though catanionic precipitates 

are normally observed only near equimolar compositions or in samples below their Krafft 

temperature, they are considered to be the main obstacle for the applications of 

catanionic mixtures.72  

 

Figure 1.14 a) A schematic triangular phase diagram of a catanionic mixture, at constant temperature and pressure. The 

dashed line indicates the equimolar line separating the diagram into the cationic‐rich and the anionic‐rich region. Notation: 

mic - micellar phase, V - vesicle region, +/- - neat charge of the aggregates, P - solid precipitate. Adapted.74 Phase 

diagrams for the catanionic mixtures: b) DDAB/SDS/H2O system( adapted75), and c) DDAB/AOT/H2O system (adapted76) 

over the full composition range at 25 °C.  
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The ternary phase diagram of the catanionic DDAB/SDS/H2O and 

DDAB/AOT/H2O systems are shown in the Figure. 1.14b and c, respectively. SDS and 

AOT are single and branched double-chained surfactants, respectively, which associate 

strongly with DDAB, through electrostatic interactions between headgroups and a large 

entropic gain related with counterion liberation from the catanionic interface. They are 

expected to cause different phase behaviors when in mixtures with DDAB, as indeed 

observed. In both mixtures, the phases formed by the anionic surfactant alone have a 

reduced capacity of solubilizing the cationic surfactant. Likewise, a lamellar phase, DIII, 

and a sponge phase, L3, appear for the SDS and AOT system, respectively, even with 

very limited stability in both cases. On the DDAB-rich side, a water-swollen lamellar 

phase DI is destabilized by small amounts of any of the anionic surfactants, a 

consequence of electrostatic effects. However, in the DDAB/SDS mixture, the collapsed 

lamellar phase DII, incorporates a large fraction SDS, while in of DDAB/AOT system the 

DII is very small, incorporating a negligible fraction of AOT, indicating the presence of 

packing constraints imposed by the branched hydrophobic region of AOT. Furthermore, 

the lamellar phase is easily destabilized to generate a reverse cubic (I´) and a reverse 

micellar phase (L2). At high concentrations and at equimolar and near-equimolar molar 

rations, the strong association leads to a bicontinuous cubic phase (I), for DDAB/SDS, 

and a reverse hexagonal phase, (F2´), for DDAB/AOT. Moreover, in the DDAB/AOT 

mixture, two different reverse hexagonal phases (F2 and F2´) coexist in multiphase 

regions. 

Catanionic mixtures are appealing not only from a fundamental point of view but 

also because of a wide range of practical and industrial applications. Current research 

lines focus on applications such as in biomedicine and in personal hygiene 

formulations.77 Catanionic vesicles, with their relative ease of preparation and long‐term 

stability, attract attention as possible alternatives to lipid liposomes for the delivery of 

drugs and genetic material in the human body. In addition, catanionic vesicles can be 

built up from biocompatible surfactants, such as amino acid‐derived surfactants, as will 

be discussed in the next section.58, 59, 78, 79  

 

1.1.5.1. Catanionic vesicles 

Spontaneous vesicle formation in catanionic mixtures can be rationalized using the 

surfactant critical parameter (Ps) model. In the case of surfactant ion pairing, the effective 

headgroup area decreases, compared to the value of each of the surfactants individually, 

while the volume of the hydrocarbon tails increases. As a result, the effective Ps per 
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surfactant approaches unity, supporting the formation of low curvature structures, such 

as vesicles and flexible bilayers. In addition to geometric parameters, the curvature 

Gibbs energy and its dependence on bilayer composition should also be considered. For 

the bilayer to have non‐zero mean spontaneous curvature, its two individual leaflets 

should have in principle the same composition. The two individual leaflets of a catanionic 

vesicle, instead, are presumed to have different composition, originating equal and 

opposite spontaneous curvature, which leads to a non-zero mean curvature bilayer. This 

is reached by having non‐ideal mixing of oppositely charged surfactants.  

Catanionic vesicles usually have high degree of polydispersity, and their stability 

can be designed by the choice of surfactant molecular structure. Branched surfactants 

or those containing a bulky group in the alkyl tail usually form more stable vesicles.80 

Similarly, in asymmetric catanionic surfactant mixtures, with different alkyl chain numbers 

or length as well as different chain morphology, the vesicle phase is often considerably 

enlarged and found in a wide compositional range.81-83 The size, surface charge density 

and permeability of catanionic vesicles can be shaped by changing temperature, 

concentration, molar ratio and chain length of surfactants of individual surfactants.84 

The spontaneous formation of catanionic vesicles is of particular interest due to 

their various applications in nanotechnology, pharmaceutical formulations, drug delivery, 

gene therapy, cosmetic products formulations and food processing.48, 77, 85-88 

 

1.2.3. Amino acid-based surfactants 

The increasing global demand for surfactants has had a great impact on the environment 

and public health. The pursuit for environmentally friendly “green” surfactants has 

prompted research toward surfactants based on natural structural motifs.89, 90 Thus, 

surfactants constituted by natural building blocks have been synthesized, using 

renewable sources and clean and sustainable technologies. Natural structural motifs like 

amino acids, sugars, fatty acids have been used in the synthesis of such green 

surfactants. 

Amino acid-based surfactants, obtained by condensation of natural amino acids 

with fatty acids (or their derivatives), stand as emerging biocompatible and 

biodegradable amphiphiles.91, 92 Conventional cationic surfactants have a broad range of 

applications, namely in biomedical and drug/gene delivery applications, although with 

the tremendous drawback of demonstrating high cytotoxicity.93 Another negative point is 

the low biodegradability and high aquatic toxicity, which compromises their wider use 

from an environmental perspective. 
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Imae et al in the early 90s developed anionic surfactants derived from aspartic 

acid, glutamic acid and alanine, which self-assemble in water as fibers.94 Other amino 

acid-based anionic surfactants have been synthesized, most of them being N-acyl amino 

acid carboxylates.95 The group of Infante and co-workers have synthesized and 

evaluated, from a biological point of view, cationic arginine-derived surfactants.90 The 

arginine derivatives show great antimicrobial activity, good emulsifying properties, and 

their conjugation with cationic liposomes systems improves the transfection efficiency, 

as demonstrated in gene therapy studies.96 The same group synthesized, characterized 

and evaluated the biological profile of lysine-derived surfactants, showing that they 

present high biodegradability, low aquatic toxicity, low hemolytic activity and low irritation 

potential.97-101 This set of results showed that anionic surfactants derived from lysine are 

excellent candidates for being used in pharmacological, cosmetic and biomedical 

applications. In recent years, Vale, Marques and co-workers developed novel serine- 

and tyrosine-based cationic surfactants (gemini and monomeric) and their 

physicochemical and toxicological properties were evaluated. All the compounds show 

enhanced interfacial properties and good toxicological profile.58, 79, 102-104 Furthermore, 

three series of serine cationic gemini surfactants with different spacers—amide, amine 

or ester bonds—connecting the two serine carboxylic acid groups have been 

synthesized. The surfactants have enhanced interfacial properties and lower cytotoxicity 

relative to conventional bis‐quat gemini and monomeric surfactants.105 Further studies 

demonstrated the ability of these amphiphiles to compact DNA, per se and mixed with 

the helper lipid DOPE.56 

 

1.2.4. Self-Assembled Tubules 

Aside from the self-assembly into micelles, vesicles and liquid crystalline phases of 

different nature, surfactants have the possibility of forming supramolecular aggregates. 

For this, requirements such as specific molecular architecture, namely chiral centers and 

possibility of hydrogen bonding, are deemed essential.106-108 A variety of supramolecular 

structures of nano- and micrometer scale are described in the literature, namely fibers, 

flattened structures, ribbons, helixes and tubes (nano and microtubes).109, 110 Due to their 

high aspect ratio and 1D dimensional morphology these aggregates will be collectively 

designated as tubular structures. 

Several molecules have the ability to form tubular structures and the most 

common of these are tubules, twisted ribbons and helical ribbons (Figure 1.15). These 

aggregates can also be classified according as nano-aggregates, if their diameter is 
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equal or less than 1000 nm, and micro-aggregates if it is greater than 1000 nm.109 

Regardless of their detailed morphology, tubular structures are found in several 

applications, namely templating for nanochemistry,111 controlled release for medical and 

pharmaceutical applications,112, 113 formation of composite materials,114 templating for 

photochemical polymeration115 and low molecular weight gelation.116-120 

 

Figure 1.15 Most relevant morphologies of supramolecular aggregates. Adapted.107 

 

In terms of composition, tubular aggregates may be formed by several types of 

amphiphilic molecules, encompassing bile salt/lecithin mixtures,121 lipids and 

phospholipids,106, 122, 123 glycolipids,124, 125 polymers,126, 127 cationic and anionic 

amphiphiles in the presence of rigid aromatic counterions,128, 129 peptides,130 and amino 

acid-derived surfactants.116, 131-135 

 

1.2.4.1. Tubule formation: mechanism and driving forces 

There are several possible models for the formation process of tubular aggregates. 

Some focus on the existence of a chiral center on the amphiphilic molecules, others on 

the molecular tilting upon packing, and some on the establishment of non-covalent 

interactions (like van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding, π-stacking and 

electrostatic interactions). However, most aggregation theories refer to the molecular 

chirality as the main responsible for tubule formation. Thus, chirality-dependent  

self-assembly is based on the fact that chiral interactions impose molecules to pack with 

neighboring molecules at a non-zero angle.136-140 Molecular chirality induces a particular 

orientation of the bilayer that is energetically preferred.109 The progressive and 

continuous tilt of the chiral molecules, causes the whole membrane to initially twist into 

a ribbon.141 Mechanisms of tubule formation by the chirality-dependent process in 

surfactants are represented in Figure 1.16. The tubule formation initiates with the  
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self-assembly into micelles or vesicles, above cmc and surfactant Krafft temperature. 

Upon temperature lowering, there are two possible processes for tubule formation, which 

are based on the formation of an intermediate coiled ribbon: 1) decrease of the helix 

pitch of the intermediate coiled ribbon, keeping its width constant, or 2) increase the 

width of the intermediate coiled ribbon, keeping the helix pitch constant.110,137,142 

Furthermore, tubular aggregates are only stable at temperatures below surfactant Krafft 

temperature, with a tubule-micelle or tubule-vesicle transition occurring above that 

temperature. For the specific case of amino acid-based surfactants, supramolecular 

aggregation is driven by the chirality-dependent mechanism due to the presence of at 

least one chiral center in the amino acid region of the amphiphile. 

 

Figure 1.16 Mechanisms of tubule formation by the chirality-dependent process: 1) shortening of the helical pitch keeping 

constant the ribbon width and 2) widening of the ribbon width with constant helix pitch. Adapted.109, 143 

 

In the case of molecules lacking chiral centers, the mechanisms behind the 

supramolecular self-aggregation of surfactants are based on spontaneous mean 

curvature 144 and orientational order.145 The first mechanism is based on the onset of a 

spontaneous mean curvature led by an asymmetry in distribution of the surfactant 

molecules. It is assumed that initially the surfactant unimers aggregate into vesicles and 

after cooling of the vesicle solution the membrane rigidity becomes anisotropic, due to 

the fact that it is easier to fold the bilayer in a direction normal to the tilt direction than in 

one parallel direction to it. On the other hand, the mechanism based on the orientational 
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order suggests that there are topological changes in the surfactant bilayers because of 

the molecular tilting and orientational order. The bilayers become anisotropic, after 

selection of a tilting direction by the molecules. Tubules become the most energetically 

favored structure when the elastic constant of the shifts in the orientational plane is high. 

 

1.2.5. Gels 

Gels are a class of soft materials which are characterized by their ability to absorb a large 

amount of solvent, either organic (for organogels146) or aqueous (for hydrogels147). 

Interestingly, the gel state can be defined both as a solid state, because of the capacity 

of gels to self-support their own weight, and as a liquid, on account of the gel composition 

made of a large majority of a liquid (generally > 98 w/w).148-150 The term hydrogel 

describes three-dimensional network structures formed in water from natural or synthetic 

polymers, natural proteins, or peptides developed from short amino acids sequences  

(< 20 amino acids). Hydrogels are generally categorized into two categories:  

i) permanent or chemical gels, which are covalently cross-linked networks, and  

ii) reversible or physical gel, in which the networks are organized by molecular 

entanglements and weaker forces like electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding or 

hydrophobic interactions, all of which are easily modified by physical changes.151  

Reversible or physical hydrogels are also known as supramolecular hydrogels, 

and their ability to dynamically assemble and disassemble several times, due to the 

formation and breaking of non-covalent interactions, has attracted great interest from the 

scientific community. The straightforwardness of the formation of supramolecular 

hydrogels, involving the mixing of the gelator and water, followed by the application of a 

stimulus to initiate the gelation process, led these soft materials to be of interest for a 

wide range of applications.152,153 Depending on the system, different stimuli can be 

applied, namely temperature, ultrasound, salt addition, addition of a specific chemical, 

pH, light and electromagnetic fields.148-150 

Thus, stimuli-responsive hydrogels can respond to the surrounding environment, 

namely to temperature and pH changes. Temperature-sensitive hydrogels are also 

designated as thermogels and they can display changes in their swelling behavior 

according to the external environment.154 

Due to their remarkable properties is terms of biocompatibility and 

biodegradability, hydrogels of many synthetic and natural derivatives have been 

produced with their end use mainly in tissue engineering, pharmaceutical and biomedical 

applications.155 Due to their high water absorption capacity and biocompatibility they 
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have been developed as wound dressing, for drug delivery, as sanitary pads as well as 

trans-dermal systems, dental materials, implants, injectable polymeric systems, 

ophthalmic devices and hybrid-type organs (encapsulated living cells).156-161  

 

1.3. Biological characterization of surfactants 

1.3.1. Biocompatibility evaluation 

Biocompatibility of surfactants molecules and soft materials based on surfactants 

(biomaterials) can be assessed using batteries of in vitro and in vivo tests. According to 

the International Standard Organization (ISO 10993),162 in vitro cytotoxicity trials should 

be the first tests to evaluate the biocompatibility of any material to be included in 

biomedical devices. Only after confirmation of their non-toxicity should the investigation 

of the product's biocompatibility go on, with the essential trials using laboratory animals. 

In vitro tests are performed outside of the body, often using cell culture systems, with the 

aim of simulating the clinical situation. In vivo assays simulate real body condition and 

are clinically more relevant than in vitro test, even though they are expensive, time 

consuming and have ethical issues concerning animal testing.163 However, they have 

their own flows. Growing ethical concerns over the use of animals in laboratory testing 

have persuaded the scientific community to limit the number of animals used in 

toxicological studies. Furthermore, there are considerable physiological differences 

between humans and animals that impact the absorption, distribution, metabolism and 

excretion of chemicals. In vitro assays are often carried out as screening tests as they 

are experimentally controllable, repeatable, fast, inexpensive, simple, use small amount 

of test material, reduce the use of animals, have a high quality control, and find 

applications in various systems. On the other hand, their major drawback is their failure 

to capture the inherent complexity of organ systems. They may not account for 

interactions between cells and biochemical processes that occur during metabolism. 

Each model comes with its own benefits and challenges, but both are necessary. Even 

so, there have been many efforts to reduce the use of animal testing. The European 

Union Reference Laboratory for Alternatives to Animal Testing (EURL ECVAM), from the 

European Commission, has been making great efforts in the research for alternative 

methods to animal experimentation. It has a long tradition in validating methods which 

reduce, refine or replace the use of animals for testing of chemicals and biologicals. 

There are several tests, recommended by the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) and other relevant organizations, to evaluate the biocompatibility 
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of compounds or materials, such as cytotoxicity, sensitization, genotoxicity, implantation, 

among others. In this thesis, we will analyze the in vitro cytotoxicity assessment. 

 

1.3.1.1. In vitro characterization: cytotoxicity testing 

Cytotoxicity assessment analyzes the deleterious effects of compounds, materials and 

medical devices on the living organism.164 It was the earliest and simplest in vitro 

approach to evaluate biocompatibility of materials. These tests could be used to validate 

low toxicity of a new compound or drug, to determine the efficacy of chemicals with a 

desired toxicity (pesticides, anticancer agents), and to assess cytotoxicity related to  

self-assembled structures, soft materials or biomaterials. There is a broad variety of in 

vitro cytotoxicity models: i) 2D cell culture model, ii) 2D coculture model, iii) 3D culture 

model, iv) tissue slice/grafting model, and v) microscale cell culture model.133 

 

Figure 1.17 In vitro cytotoxicity evaluation of cells in response to pharmaceutical or chemical compounds. 

 

Furthermore, it is important to consider the type of compound/material to be 

tested and the possible interactions with cellular components, according to their future 

use, before choosing the cytotoxic test and the model systems. Thus, different endpoints 
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based in cell's biology can be evaluated, such as metabolism, mitochondrial activity, cell 

proliferation, or cell membrane integrity (Figure 1.17). 

In vitro test systems often include three main components: a biological system, 

cell/material contact, and a biological endpoint.165 The biological system can be either 

2D or 3D cell cultures or a whole organ culture. Cell/material contact can be established 

in three different ways: direct contact, indirect contact, and contact through extracts and 

eluates. Various biological endpoints can be assessed to record the response of the 

biological system to the tested materials. 

 

Biological system 

Cell culture has been emphasizing itself as a very useful and important tool in cytotoxicity 

tests when researching and developing new drugs and delivery vehicles, in the field of 

genetic engineering, medicine, pharmaceutical, and cosmetics.166, 167 There are several 

advantages and limitations of using cell cultures which are summarized in Tables 1.1 

and 1.2, respectively.168 

 

Table 1.1 Advantages of cell culture. Adapted.168 
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Table 1.2 Limitations of cell culture. Adapted.168  

 

Cell culture has been used in several studies of cellular and molecular biology 

(increasing the understanding of cell regulation and physiology). Some cell culture 

applications, considering the cell constituents are resumed in Figure 1.18.168  

There are two major categories of cell cultures: primary cultures and cell lines. 

Primary cultures are obtained directly from plant or animal tissues and are 

heterogeneous, exhibiting distinct cell populations and different states of cell 

differentiation, thus each sample taken from the donor is unique. Therefore, primary 

cultures are quite complex, requiring complicated culture media and systems that are 

extremely difficult to normalize, keeping a short time in culture, having a limited capacity 

to multiply and being favorable to the development of contamination.169 On the other 

hand, cell lines can be obtained from maintaining primary cultures and they are 

constituted by a single type of cells that propagates in a limited way of cell divisions, 

being more stable and allowing greater reproducibility in relation to primary cells. 

Furthermore, cell lines can be also constituted by immortalized cells with a fast and 

continuous growth.169 Immortalized cells are often derived from tumors, through the 

accumulation of mutations. Cell lines produced by these methods are habitually 

transformed, genomically unstable and display cellular properties that diverge from their 

normal equivalent. It has been lately shown that the ectopic expression of hTERT, 

encoding the catalytic subunit of human telomerase, can expand the life span of normal 

human cells without causing cellular transformation and genomic instability.170 Thus, 
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from a very heterogeneous culture (primary culture), containing different types of cells 

from the original tissue, a more homogeneous cell line can be obtained. 

 

 

Figure 1.18 Cell culture applications. Adapted.168  

 

Cell/material contact 

In vitro tests for biocompatibility involve the placement of a material or a component of a 

material in contact with a cell, enzyme, or some other isolated biological system. The 

contact can be either direct, when the material contacts the cell system without barriers, 

or indirect, when there is a barrier of some sort between the material and the cell system. 

Direct tests can be further subdivided into those in which the material is physically 

present with the cells and those in which some extract from the material contacts the cell 

system.162, 171 

 

Biological endpoint 

The endpoint choice for in vitro cytotoxicity tests is very important. Examples of biological 

endpoints used in cytotoxicity testing include: i) morphological evaluation using histology 

or ultrastructural analysis of the cells using the SEM or TEM; ii) cell viability and 
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proliferation and iii) cell function assays. Cell viability assays are based on various cell 

functions such as cell membrane permeability, enzyme activity, cell adherence, ATP 

production, co-enzyme production, and nucleotide uptake activity.172 The assessment of 

cell proliferation is defined as the cell division activity in a sample. On the other hand, 

cell viability measurements measure healthy cells in a sample, either by directly counting 

or by measuring an indicator for healthy cells, in cell populations. A broad-spectrum cell 

viability assays is currently used in the fields of toxicology and pharmacology.  

The choice of the assay is crucial in the assessment of the interaction type.173 

There are several types of cell viability assays, such as trypan blue, eosin, erythrosine 

B, MTT, MTS, XTT, LDH, crystal violet assay; resazurin (Alamar Blue), ATP and  

real-time viability assays. Some of the most common cytotoxicity assays will be 

described in more detail.  

 

1.3.1.2. Cytotoxicity assays 

Various in vitro cytotoxicity assays have been utilized and classified based on their 

endpoints. Nevertheless, selecting the right one from a variety of assays depends upon 

the need and experimental setup and design. 

 

MTT assay 

MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2–5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assay is one of the 

most used colorimetric assays to assess cell viability, which is evaluated through the 

determination of mitochondrial function of cells by measuring the activity of mitochondrial 

enzymes, such as succinate dehydrogenase.174,175 MTT is reduced to a purple formazan 

by NADH, which can be quantified by light absorbance at a specific wavelength. It is an 

easy to use, safe, highly reproducible assay and is widely used to determine both cell 

viability and cytotoxicity. On the other hand, the cytotoxicity associated to MTT formazan 

makes it difficult to remove cell culture media from the plate wells due to floating cells 

with MTT formazan needles, giving significant well-to-well error. Additional control 

experiments should be conducted to reduce false-positive or false-negative results that 

are caused by background interference due to inclusion of particles. This interference 

could lead to an overestimation of the cell viability. This can often be controlled by 

subtraction of the background absorbance of the cells in the presence of the particles, 

but without the assay reagents.174 Cell viability is expressed as a percentage of living 
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cells in the tested material versus the percentage of cells in the positive cytotoxicity 

control.176-178 

 

Figure 1.19 Principle of the MTT assay. 

 

LDH assay 

LDH (lactate dehydrogenase) is an oxidoreductase enzyme found in nearly all living cells 

(animals, plants, and prokaryotes) that is released into the cytoplasm upon cell lysis. It 

is a colorimetric assay that measures the membrane integrity. The assay quantitatively 

assesses the stable, cytosolic LDH enzyme, which is released by damaged cells. When 

cell viability decreases, the integrity of the plasma membrane also decreases and the 

LDH enzyme is released into the culture medium. The level of LDH is higher in damaged 

cells contrasted to normal cells. The LDH activity is evaluated based on the conversion 

of lactate to pyruvate (Figure 1.20). LDH reduces nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

(NAD) to reduced NAD (NADH) and release H+ ions; these ions catalyze the reduction 

reaction of the tetrazolium salt (INT) to give the colored formazan compound, which 

shows the absorbance at 490 – 520 nm. The oxidation of NADH to NAD+ is detected 

spectrophotometrically at 340 nm. NADH shows more absorbance in comparison to 

NAD+ at 340 nm. The amount of color product formed is directly proportional to the 

activity of LDH in the sample.179 

The LDH assay is a reliable, fast and with simple evaluation method. The 

assessment of intracellular LDH through the culture medium is an indicator of irreversible 

cell death, through the assessment of membrane integrity. One of the limitations of the 

LDH assay is its limited use to serum-free or low-serum conditions, since this compound 

has inherent LDH activity, which limits the assay cultured period. 
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Figure 1.20 Principle of the LDH assay. 

 

Resazurin assay 

The resazurin reduction assay, also known as Alamar Blue assay, is based on the 

conversion of the blue nonfluorescent dye resazurin, into the pink fluorescent resorufin 

by mitochondrial and other enzymes, such as diaphorases.180 Resazurin is a non-toxic 

phenoxazin-3-one dye and cell-permeable redox indicator that can be used to monitor 

viable cells. Viable cells convert continuously resazurin into resorufin, increasing overall 

fluorescence and color of the cell culture medium. The quantity of produced resorufin is 

related to the number of viable cells and can be quantified using a microplate reader 

fluorometer. The resazurin assay is relatively inexpensive and more sensitive than 

tetrazolium assays. However, fluorescent interference from test compounds is 

sometimes seen. 

 

Figure 1.21 Principle of the Resazurin assay. 
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Acridin orange (AO) + propidium iodide (PI) assay 

Acridine orange (AO) is an intercalating dye that can permeate both live and dead cells. 

AO will stain all nucleated cells to generate green fluorescence. Propidium iodide (PI), 

not being able to permeate intact cell membranes, can only enter nonviable cells and 

cells with compromised membranes. Once attached to nucleic acids, its fluorescence 

increases 20-30-fold and causes the cell to fluoresce red. When cells are stained with 

both AO and PI, live nucleated cells only fluoresce green and dead nucleated cells only 

fluoresce red. Due to Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), the PI signal absorbs 

the AO signal in nonviable cells, ensuring no double positive results. Cell viability is 

calculated by analyzing the ratio of the number of live to the number of dead fluorescing 

cells. This assay can not only be used to measure the viability of nucleated cells in cell 

culture and purified samples but also in complicated samples such whole blood, bone 

marrow, bronchoalveolar lavage, tumor digests, primary samples and many more. 

 

1.3.2. Bioactivity of amino acid-based surfactants 

Amino acid-based surfactants have shown to have several applications in different areas, 

as antimicrobial agents,90,181 in pharmaceutical, food, personal care and cosmetic 

formulations due to their excellent emulsifying and antimicrobial activities,182 as vehicles 

in drug therapy,119, 134 as transfection vectors,56,96 and in interactions with biomolecules 

and biointerfaces. 

Drug delivery deals with the design, synthesis and treatment of suitable materials 

for the safe and efficient delivery of drugs to patient’s tissues. However, several 

obstacles are faced, such as the low aqueous solubility of drugs, drug partial degradation 

during their travel through a biological system, adverse side effects, and accumulation 

of the drug in undesired organs or tissues. The development of suitable biocompatible 

formulations with optimized drug loading and release properties, long shelf life, low 

toxicity, and target delivery with sustainable release, controlled by a physiological or a 

chemical trigger, is of paramount interest. It has lead the scientific community to develop 

self-assembled systems with ever higher efficacy for drug delivery purposes.183 Amino 

acid-based surfactants are attractive compounds to address this goal, generating a 

panoply of self-assembled structures, often sensitive to external stimulus such as pH, 

temperature, ionic strength. Furthermore, it is important to choose drug carriers that meet 

the requirements of the desire purpose, with aggregate properties like size and charge 

being pivotal. As drug carriers, amino acid-based vesicles have been subject to 

increasing interest in recent years.48,59 They may be considered a viable alternative to 
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the classical formulations, showing good stability, low hemolytic effects, and a natural 

antimicrobial activity, which is not provided by conventional ones.  

Amino acid-based surfactants can be promising novel biomaterials in drug delivery 

systems, given their biocompatible properties and low cytotoxicity. A synergistic 

formulation, combining a natural antimicrobial cationic surfactant from lysine  

(Nε-myristoyl lysine methyl ester) with the sodium salt of hyaluronic acid was developed 

in order to be used as a coating for viscose fabric in wound healing and textile 

medicine.184 Biocompatible thermoresponsive surfactant gels have also been 

described.185-187 The cytotoxicity of the polymer-surfactant systems, assessed through in 

vitro experiments on a human epithelial cervical carcinoma cell line, was substantially 

balanced by their superior efficiency at low concentrations. This fact appears especially 

attractive for applications involving temperature-induced thickening, useful in 

pharmaceutical and biomedical areas. 186 

Gene therapy is a technique utilized to treat diseases caused by missing, defective 

or overexpressing genes. DNA compaction in livings cells is a critical process, being 

important to regulate cellular activities through gene transcription, cellular proliferation, 

and differentiation. The abilities to compact DNA, protect it against enzymatic 

degradation and release it after reaching the desired compartment in the target cell, are 

crucial requirements for the design of efficient vectors for gene delivery. Gene transfer 

vectors commonly used are mostly based on viruses, which arises considerable 

biosafety concerns associated with carcinogenicity, immunogenicity, and broad tropism. 

Non-viral vectors such as cationic liposomes offer a nonimmunogenic and safe 

alternative for systemic gene delivery, but are, in general, less efficient than viral 

vectors.188 DNA molecules are known to interact with cationic surfactants with the 

formation of complexes between DNA and surfactants with potential application in gene 

therapy.17 Recently, several cationic gemini surfactants have been synthesized 

comprising one or more basic amino acids residues. They showed different efficiencies 

in mediating DNA transfection. Mcgregor et al synthesized a new class of gemini 

surfactants as vehicles for gene delivery into cells, attempting a systematic structure-

activity study.189 Lysine- and glycine-based gemini surfactants have drawn much 

attention as efficient agents in gene and drug delivery.190,191 

The amino acid-based surfactants used in this work, when in aqueous solution, 

originate different types of self-aggregates, ranging from vesicles to supramolecular 

tubular structures, with great versatility in terms of shape, size, surface charge and 

sensitivity to external stimuli, such as pH and temperature. This versatility gives them the 

possibility of being explored for several applications, namely in the pharmaceutical and 

biomedical field. 
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1.4. Scope and goals of this thesis 

This PhD project was developed in the Surfactants, Colloids and Soft Nanomaterials 

group within the RG3-Nanostructures & Self-organization R&D Group, Centro de 

Investigação em Química da Universidade do Porto (CIQUP), at the Department of 

Chemistry and Biochemistry of Faculty of Sciences of University of Porto (DQB-FCUP). 

It was a collaboration with a research group from the Centre of Molecular and 

Environmental Biology (CBMA) from the University of Minho. The project aimed at 

studying novel surfactants, also in collaboration with organic chemistry researchers from 

LAQV/Requimte (DQB-FCUP), in order to explore their aggregation properties and 

interactions with biological molecules. 

The work developed throughout this thesis is part of a wider line of research 

aimed at the development, physicochemical characterization and biological applications 

of novel surfactants derived from amino acids. The interest on this type of surfactants 

systems from their potential biocompatibility and reduced toxicity compared to more 

conventional compounds used in commercial formulations. Another advantage of using 

amino acids as building blocks for the synthesis of surfactants is the variety of molecular 

structures that can be created, open possibilities in terms of aggregation and biological 

properties. This work has thus essentially aimed at the development, physicochemical 

characterization, cytotoxicity evaluation and biological applications of amino acid-derived 

surfactants based on lysine, threonine and serine. Focus has been placed on the 

spontaneous formation of self-assemblies such as tubular structures and catanionic 

vesicles, and on their potential for biomedical applications as delivery agents. 

The surfactants are derived from the amino acids lysine (Lys), threonine (Thr) 

and serine (Ser). In the case of the first two, there is one amino acid per molecule with 

negative charge, while the Ser derivatives have a dimeric gemini configuration, with two 

residues and charges per molecule. The lysine and serine derivatives are double-

chained surfactants unlike threonine compounds, which have only one aliphatic chain. 

Furthermore, the synthesized molecules have variable chain length: the lysine 

derivatives have chains between C8 and C16, with length asymmetry, the threonine 

derivatives have chains between C8 and C16, and the serine compounds have C12 

chains, and covalent spacers of different nature and different length (C5 and C12). 

The first goal of this work was to characterize the interfacial and aggregation 

properties of the amino acid-based surfactants. Furthermore, we intended to perform a 

structural characterization of the self-assembled structures. Aiming at possible uses in 

pharmaceutical and biological applications for the self-assembled aggregates, two 

different paths were followed in this thesis. One involved the study of the supramolecular 
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aggregation observed in neat lysine-based surfactants and the other, the study of mixed 

surfactant systems involving the threonine and serine surfactants and the possibility of 

formation of stable vesicles. 

Initially, a detailed study of the formation process and fine structure of the lysine 

tubular aggregates was made, with emphasis on the effect of temperature and pH. 

Subsequently, we investigated the capacity and efficiency of the tubular structures for 

the loading of a model protein, lysozyme (LZM), either by encapsulating it inside the 

tubules or by electrostatic adsorption on the surface of the bilayers. Cytotoxicity studies 

were carried out in order to obtain information about the toxicity of the free aggregates 

and lysine-gel/LZM complexes in human cells. At the end of this project we aimed at 

obtaining the necessary knowledge about the systems to be able to produce a viable 

system for wound dressing or other topical applications. Another parallel goal in this 

areas, was to study the interaction, phase behavior and microstructure resulting from the 

molecular and colloidal interactions between the lysine surfactant 16Lys12 and two 

cationic cellulosic polymers, JR400 and the LM200, characterizing the morphology, 

thermal behavior and cytotoxicity of the surfactant-polymer nanostructures and gels 

formed.  

In the study of mixed systems involving the threonine- and serine-surfactants, 

rather than studying the complete aggregation behavior of the binary surfactant-water 

systems, the goal was to probe mixed surfactant systems for regions where vesicles 

form spontaneously. The spontaneous formation of vesicles with long term stability has 

been extensively studied in the literature, but studies involving biocompatible amino  

acid-based surfactants are still relatively scarce. Our aim here was to develop stable 

catanionic vesicles based on threonine-derived surfactants and aggregates based on 

serine surfactant/monoolein (MO) mixtures for gene delivery. Regarding the threonine-

based catanionic vesicles, different goals were set, namely: to map the stability regions 

of spontaneously formed vesicles; to determine vesicle size, structure, polydispersity and 

net charge; and to evaluate the associated cytotoxicity. Regarding the serine-based 

studies the main goal was to design suitable vectors for intracellular gene delivery with 

low cytotoxicity. The main goals here were to study and characterize the phase behavior 

and aggregate morphology of serine-based gemini/MO aggregates, to study the 

cytotoxicity profile the systems, to evaluate the interaction and the transfection efficiency 

between the gemini/MO aggregates and small interfering RNA. 
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2.1 Materials 

The synthesis of the amino acid-based surfactants used in this work has been previously 

reported.1-3 The purity of the compounds was confirmed by 13C and 1H NMR, and high 

resolution mass spectroscopy (HRMS), as reported in the papers.  

 The data for the synthesized amino acid-based surfactants and conventional 

gemini surfactants used in this work are summarized in Tables 2.1 – 2.3: lysine-based 

surfactants - Table 2.1 (Papers 1 – 3); conventional gemini surfactants – Table 2.2 

(Paper 5); and threonine- and serine-based surfactants – Table 2.3 (Paper 4 and 5). The 

molecular structure of the polymers used in Paper 3 are illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

Highly purified lysozyme from chicken egg white (≥ 98 %) was obtained from 

Sigma Aldricjh. The transfection reagent Lipofectamine®RNAiMAX and the Quant-iT™ 

RiboGreen® RNA assay kit was purchased from Life Technologies. siRNA targeting the 

enhanced green fluorescent protein (sieGFP) and a siRNA negative control duplex 

(siCONTROL) were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies. The respective 

compositions are:  

sieGFP: sense strand = 5'-CAAGCUGACCCUGAAGUUdTdT-3'; antisense strand = 5'-

AACUUCAGGGUCAGCUUGdTdT-3' 

siCONTROL: sense strand = 5'-(5'UGCGCUACGAUCGACGAUdTdT3'); antisense 

strand = 5'-AUCGUCGAUCGUAGCGCAdTdT-3'. 
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Table 2.1 Structure, name, acronyms and molecular mass of the lysine-based surfactants studied (Papers 1-3). 

 

Table 2.2 Cationic gemini surfactants used in this work: acronyms, IUPAC name, molecular mass and molecular structure 

(Paper 5). 
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Table 2.3 Structure, name, acronyms and molecular mass of the threonine and serine-based surfactants studied (paper 

4 and 5). 

 

Figure 2.1 JR400 and LM200 polymers used in this work (Paper 3). 
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Experimental details on the preparation of surfactant solutions, surfactant/polymer and 

surfactant catanionic solutions can be found in the respective experimental part of the 

different articles. 

 

2.2.  Biological studies 

2.2.1. Protein loading studies 

Protein loading studies (Paper 2) were carried out at buffered pH = 10 in previously 

selected lysine-base surfactant systems. The surfactant solution (3 mM) was heated 

above surfactant Krafft temperature (Tm) and a predetermined volume of lysozyme was 

added (0.150 and 0.375 mg of total protein). The heating did not exceed 60 °C since this 

is the denaturation temperature of lysozyme. The samples were vortexed for 1 minute to 

ensure total homogenization of the mixture and were left to rest at 6 and 25 ºC 

(depending on surfactant Krafft temperature) for 8 days. Different incubation times (2, 4 

and 8 days) were tested, to ensure that the maximum amount of lysozyme would interact 

with the tubules, in order to obtain the maximum loading. After this time, the formed 

tubule-containing gels were centrifuged at 14000 g for 15 min to separate the gel from 

the excess solvent - the supernatant. The latter was collected and evaluated to quantify 

the amount of protein present by measuring the absorbance at 215 nm.  

The LZM entrapment efficiency is obtained by determining the amount of LZM in 

the rinse solutions after centrifugation, relative to the total amount of LZM initially added, 

according to: 

 

% LZM =  
( )

( )
× 100           (2.1) 

 

where % LZMsup is the percentage of lysozyme present in the supernatant, m(LZM)sup is 

the mass of the lysozyme present in the supernatant and m(LZM)t is the initial lysozyme 

mass. So, the entrapment efficiency (%) is obtained as: 

 

% entrapment efficiency = 100 − % LZM           (2.2) 

 

For the study of LZM release profile (Paper 2), the dialysis method was applied. 

Membranes of molecular weight cut-off 50 kDa (spectra/Por® 6) were soaked before use 
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in ultrapure water at room temperature for at least 1 hour to remove the preservative, 

followed by rinsing thoroughly in ultra-pure water. The surfactant/LZM gels were placed 

in dialysis bags of 7 cm initial length and 7.5 mm diameter. The bags, with final length of 

5.0 ± 0.2 cm, were closed at both ends with clamps, tested for leakage, and then placed 

vertically in the container comprising 50 mL phosphate buffer. Two different pH values 

of release medium were testes, pH = 7.4 or pH = 5.5, to assess the pH effect on the 

destabilization of the tubules and the possible release of the protein. Aliquots of the 

release medium were withdrawn for spectrofluorimetric analysis at different time points 

and replaced with equal fresh medium volumes. The fluorescence of the collected 

samples, diluted as necessary with release medium, was measured at 340 nm  

(λex = 305 nm). The cumulative release (%) was calculated in relation to the signal 

intensity of the total loaded protein.  

 

% cumulative release =
( )

( )
× 100          (2.3) 

 

where m(LZM)alq is the mass lysozyme from the aliquot of release medium and m(LZM)t 

is the total mass of lysozyme in the tubule/LZM complex. The results are presented as 

the average of 3 independent assays. 

 

2.2.2.  Cell lines 

The aseptic cell culture techniques are performed to ensure all cell culture procedures 

are performed to a standard that will prevent contamination from bacteria, fungi and 

mycoplasma and cross contamination with other cell lines.4 All experiments involving the 

manipulation of cells and solutions to be used in cell cultures were performed in a laminar 

flow chamber (class II), with previously autoclaved material and solutions. The BJ-5ta 

cell line, used in Paper 2, and the L929 cell line, used in Papers 3 and 5, will be briefly 

described below. 

Telomerase-immortalized normal human skin fibroblasts (BJ-5ta cell line) were 

obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC® CRL-4001™) through LGC 

standards and cultured at 37 °C, in humified environment with 5 % of CO2. The culture 

medium contained 4 parts of DMEM (Dulbecco´s modified Eagle´s medium) and 1 part 

of Medium 199, supplemented with 10 % (v/v) heated inactivated fetal bovine serum 

(FBS) (Gibco, Life techologies), 1 % (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin solution (Sigma Aldrich) 

and 10 µg·mL-1 hygromycin B (Sigma Aldrich). 
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The BJ-5ta cells were subjected to subculture processes at 80 to 90 % 

confluence. Thus, the culture medium was removed, the cells were washed with PBS 

once and suspended through incubation with trypsin (2 min, 37 ºC and 5 % CO2) in order 

to break the intercellular and cells-substrate interactions. The action of trypsin was 

inhibited with the addition with complete medium. The culture was maintained at a 

subcultivation ratio of 1: 3, 3 times a week. The cells were kept in an incubator with 5 % 

CO2, at 37 ºC and with controlled humidity. 

Normal mouse (Mus muslucus) subcutaneous connective tissue, areolar and 

adipose tissue, fibroblasts (L929 cell line) were obtained from American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC® CCL-1™) through LGC standards and cultured at 37 °C, in humified 

environment with 5 % of CO2. The culture medium contained DMEM (Dulbecco´s 

modified Eagle´s medium), supplemented with 10 % (v/v) heated inactivated fetal bovine 

serum (FBS), 1 % (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin solution (Sigma Aldrich ) and 10 µg·mL-1 

hygromycin B (Sigma Aldrich). Like BJ-5ta cells, the L929 cells were also subjected to 

subculture processes at 80 to 90 % confluence. The entire protocol is similar, with the 

difference that the culture was maintained at a subcultivation ratio of 1: 6, 3 times a week. 

The cells of this line retain various physiological properties observed in vivo, thus 

constituting a reliable and reproducible model of connective tissue fibroblasts. They grow 

in monolayers and adhere to a substrate (treated glass or plastic). This cell line is widely 

used in cytotoxicity and biocompatibility assays and is recommended by several 

regulatory entities. 

 

2.2.3. Cytotoxicity assays 

Different cytotoxicity experiments were carried out during this thesis. In paper 2, the neat 

surfactant gels were profiled by assessing indirect contact toxicity at different pH (10, 11 

and 12), adjusted with NaOH or buffer solutions. Thus, the cytotoxic profile of the 

surfactant/LZM gels at pH = 10 buffer was evaluated again by indirect contact and the 

IC50 values calculated using the MTT assay. Furthermore, to identify apoptotic/necrotic 

from viable cells, cells were further dually stained with acridine orange (AO), a nucleic 

acid-binding fluorophore stains in green viable cells, and propidium iodide (PI), which 

stains in red the nuclei of cells with compromised membranes.  

In paper 3 and 5 the cytotoxicity associated to 16Lys12/JR400 and 

16Lys12/LM200 systems, threonine-based catanionic mixtures, respectively, and their 

individual constituents was assessed in L929 cell line from fibroblasts of subcutaneous 

connective tissue of Mus musculus (mouse) using MTT assay.  
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 In all cytotoxic assays the cells, at pre-determined density, were added to 96-well 

culture microplates (100 μL per well) and incubated overnight (37 °C and 5 % CO2). After 

24 h, the cells were incubated with the different systems under study (different 

concentrations of the same system, diluted in complete medium to determine the IC50 

value; or different systems; or different conditioning medium). In the life control, 100 μL 

of cell suspension in complete culture medium was added, whereas in the death control 

the cells were exposed to 30 % DMSO for the MTT and resazurin assay or 100 % 

ultrapure water for the LDH release assay. 

 

MTT assay protocol 

The cells (L929, paper 3 and 5, and BJ-5ta, paper 2) were incubated with the systems, 

previously diluted in cell culture medium at different concentrations, with a maximum 

water/buffer concentration of 5 %, and were tested for 24 and 48 h. Briefly, the cells were 

plated in a 96-well plate, at a density of 1 x 104 cells/well, and left to adhere overnight. 

The cells were then incubated with the systems, under the conditions explained above. 

After 24 and 48 h incubation periods the culture medium was removed and substituted 

with 80 µL of MTT (5 mg·mL-1 in PBS) to each well. The 96-well plates were incubated 

for 2 h (37 °C, 5 % CO2) after which an aliquot of 120 μL of DMSO/ethanol 1:1 (v/v) was 

added into each well to solubilize the intracellularly MTT formazan formed, with gentle 

shaking. The absorbance at 570 nm was measured in a microplate spectrophotometer 

(SpectraMax Plus 384, Molecular Devices). The results show the mean values of 3 

replicates from 3 independent experiments. 

 

Acridine orange (AO) + propidium iodide (PI) 

To identify apoptotic/necrotic from viable cells, cells were further dually stained with 

acridine orange (AO) and propidium iodide (PI). This assay was performed in paper 2, in 

pre-conditioned medium (8 or 24 h) of lysine tubule/LZM systems. After 24 or 48 h 

incubation with medium conditioned, cells were washed with PBS 1x and incubated with 

PI solution (50 µg/ml in PBS) for 15 min, followed by with AO solution (50 µg/ml in PBS) 

for another 15 min, always at 37 ºC, 5% CO2, in the dark. The fluorescence was analyzed 

qualitatively by an inverted fluorescent microscope (Olympus IX71) using FITC and 

TRITC filters. 
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2.3 Experimental techniques 

2.3.1. Surface tension  

Surface tension derives from a physical force in the surface of a liquid that occurs 

because the molecules of the liquid pull their neighbors in all directions, decreasing the 

surface area. It arises from the imbalance of intermolecular attractive forces that 

molecules at the surface experience relatively to the molecules of the bulk. When a solid 

body contacts a surface, the surface tension acts along the entire wetted perimeter of 

that body, L, pulling the body towards the solution. The resulting force, FR, can be 

calculated by the following expression: 

 

𝐹 =  ∫ 𝛾 𝑑𝐿
 

              (2.4) 

 

Several experimental methods can be used for measuring the surface tension of 

a liquid, which can be divided into three categories, depending on the measured 

property: i) force methods, such as the drop weight, the Wilhelmy plate and the Du Noüy 

ring methods, ii) pressure methods, which include the maximum bubble method, and iii) 

shape methods, such as the pendent and the sessile drop methdods.5 In this work, the 

Wilhelmy plate method was used.  

In the Wilhelmy method, the force (F) with which the platinum-alloy plate is puled 

downwards by a liquid surface is measured. The plate, with a perimeter L = 2 (l  + d), 

has a rough surface which allows good adhesion of the liquid, ensuring that the contact 

angle is close to 0º (Figure 2.2). The surface tension force (L γ cosθ), is equal to the 

weight of the liquid meniscus adsorbed onto the plate and detected by a balance, and 

can be expressed through the equation: 

 

𝐹 = 2 (𝑙 + 𝑑) 𝛾 cos 𝜃             (2.5) 

 

where Fw is the meniscus weight detected by the balance, θ is the contact angle defined 

by the meniscus´ shape on the wet platinum surface plate, and l and d are the width and 

thickness of the plate, respectively. Considering the plate thickness negligible, when 

compared with the width, and θ  virtually equal to 0º, equation 2.2 can be rewritten and 

simplified to: 
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𝐹 = 2 𝛾 𝑙              (2.6) 

 

Figure 2.2 Representative scheme of a fully wet Wilhelmy plate in contact with an aqueous solution. 

 

Surface tension can be also be defined as a Gibbs energy per unit area of 

interface. Thus, under conditions of constant pressure (p) and temperature (T) for a 

single component system (like a pure liquid), surface tension represents 

thermodynamically the variation of the Gibbs energy per unit interfacial area: 

 

𝛾 =
,

              (2.7) 

 

Surface tension studies were performed in order determined the critical micellar 

concentration (cmc). The experiments consist in measuring the surface tension (γ) of a 

solution with increasing surfactant concentration.6 The gradual increase in surfactant 

concentration in solution results in the unimers accumulating at the surface, causing the 

gradual decrease of surface tension, until saturation of the surface is reached and the 

cmc is attained. From this point on, a plateau is attained, and the addition of more 

surfactant does not significantly affect the surface tension value (it only increases the 

number of micelles present in bulk solution). If the surface tension value is plotted as a 

function of the logarithm of the surfactant concentration (γ vs. ln(m/m0), the cmc can be 

determined as the break in the plot (Figure 2.3). Thus, a linear fit can be done on the 

linear portion of the surface tension variation with concentration before and after the cmc. 

The intersection of the two straight lines is taken to be the cmc of the surfactant. From 

surface tension measurements other interfacial parameters can be calculated, being the 

most relevant the maximum surface excess (Γmax) and the minimum surface area per 
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surfactant headgroup (as). The Γmax can be calculated from the maximum slope observed 

of the linear fit to γ vs. ln(m/m0) just before the cmc, according to Gibbs adsorption 

isotherm: 

 

𝛤 = −
 

,

            (2.8) 

 

where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, m is the surfactant molal 

concentration (m0 = 1 mol·kg-1), and ni is number of independent species at the interface. 

as can be calculated through Γmax: 

 

𝑎 =
 

              (2.9) 

 

where NA is the Avogadro constant. 

 

Figure 2.3 Representative graph of the variation of the surface tension with the logarithm of the surfactant concentration. 

 

Procedure and equipment 

A Dataphysics DCAT11 surface tensiometer with a Wilhelmy plate was used in this work. 

The plate is made of a platinum-iridium alloy with roughed surfaces and precisely known 

geometry: length, 10 mm; width, 19.9 mm; and thickness, 0.2 mm. Before each 

experiment, the plate was thoroughly cleaned and flamed. The surfactant solutions used 
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in surface tension measurements were prepared on the same day of the experiment 

using ultra-pure water from a Milli-Q system or buffer solutions. During the measurement, 

inside the tensiometer, the vessel containing the sample is elevated until the hanging 

plate, attached to a balance, breaks the surface. The temperature is kept constant using 

a thermostated Julabo water bath (± 0.1 °C). The vessel is then lowered so the lower 

edge of the plate is aligned with the surface. The plate is attached to a calibrated balance 

that will measure a mass value over a variable time interval, and automatically convert it 

by the software SCAT11 into a force value expressed in mN·m-1. The surface tension is 

given by: 

 

𝛾 = =            (2.10) 

 

where mmeas is the mass value measured by the balance, g is the gravitational 

acceleration, L is the plate´s wetted perimeter and θ is the contact angle of the liquid with 

the plate. The roughness of the platinum-iridium plate ensures that θ = 0°, i.e. that there 

is complete wetting by the liquid, and equation 2.6 can be simplified as: 

 

𝛾 =              (2.11) 

 

2.3.2 Differential scanning calorimetry 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is an experimental method widely used in the 

thermodynamic characterization of phase transitions in several systems, with the aim of 

obtaining parameters such as the temperature, enthalpy change and entropy change of 

the phase transition. Like most other thermal analysis techniques, DSC is widely applied 

in the characterization of organic and inorganic, crystalline and amorphous materials. It 

is an expeditious calorimetric method with several known applications in various scientific 

fields, for example for the determination of melting points, study of phase transition in 

lipids and biomembranes, denaturation of proteins and nucleic acids, and assessment 

of the stability of food and drug-excipient compatibility. 

This methods involves the measurement of a temperature difference between 

two cells, one containing the sample solution and the other containing the reference 

solution, as a function of the temperature, at a given heating rate. The cells containing 

the sample and the reference are subjected to the same pre-designed and strictly 
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controlled program of heating, cooling, and isothermal cycles. The particular sequence 

of stages will depend on the type of analysis that is performed and, on the information, 

desired. 

According to operating principles, differential scanning calorimeters can be 

divided into two types: power compensation and heat-flux calorimeters. In a heat-flux 

calorimeter, the heat flow between the neighborhood (calorimetric block) and the sample 

is measured using a thermal resistance, while the temperature increases linearly. In the 

heat compensating calorimeter, besides the measurement of the heat flow through 

thermal resistances, there are heating elements in the neighborhood and in the sample. 

Thus, the compartments containing the reference and the sample are individually 

equipped with a resistance sensor, which measures the individual temperature, and a 

heating resistance. When the temperature of the system stops varying at the same rate 

as the surrounding temperature, the heating element acts upon the system, providing or 

accepting heat, in order to compensate for the temperature difference. This difference 

appears whenever a chemical reaction or phase transition occurs, affecting the sample's 

internal energy. Thus, the thermal energy supplied to the system is exactly equivalent to 

the amount of energy either released or absorbed in the transition that occurred in the 

sample, allowing a direct measurement of the heat, at constant pressure, associated with 

this transformation. The excess heat supplied can be related to differential heat capacity 

(Cp,diff). The sample and the reference behave as separate systems, with their own 

independent heating elements and sensors, to measure the heat exchanged with the 

thermostated block. 

Figure 2.4 is a representative thermogram obtained by DSC. The ordinate axis is 

represented (∂q / ∂t), which corresponds to the heat flow at constant pressure (F). By 

dividing F by the scan rate (v), the differential heat capacity at constant pressure (Cp,diff) 

is obtained. Thus, heat flow at constant pressure is obtained by: 

 

𝐹 =             (2.12) 

 

Therefore, with the scan rate v = ∂T/∂t, Cp,diff can be expressed by: 

 

𝐶 , = =           (2.13) 
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During a phase transition, heat is either released (exothermic process) or absorbed 

(endothermic process). The phase transition enthalpy change (∆trH), or simply phase 

transition enthalpy, is measured by integration of the area under the peak: 

 

∆ 𝐻 = ∫ ∆𝐶 ,  𝑑𝑇          (2.14) 

 

The phase transition entropy change, or phase transition entropy, can be calculated as: 

 

∆ 𝑆 =
∆

𝑇tr
            (2.15) 

 

Figure 2.4 a) Thermal core of a MicroCalTM VP-DSC system, consists of two cells, a reference and a sample cell. The 

device is designed to maintain the two cells at the same temperature, as they are heated. b) Representative DSC 

thermogram represented as a function of differential heat capacity as a function of temperature, which allows the direct 

integration of the sign (the x are the integration limits and the dashed line corresponds to the extrapolated baseline for the 

peak integration). 

 

Procedure and equipment  

In this work, two power-compensated microDSC instruments were used: a microDSCIII 

from Setaram in paper 1 and 3; and a MicroCalTM VP-DSC from Malvern in paper 2.  

In the microDSCIII calorimeter, a set of steel cells with approximately equal 

masses (the difference in mass between the two cells never exceeded 0.1 mg) was used, 

one containing the sample solution and the other the reference solution. The two 

samples behave as separate systems, with their own independent heating elements and 

sensor to measure the heat exchanged with the thermostated block. The scanning used 
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was 1.2 K·min-1 and the temperature scans were performed between 5 to 90 ºC. Data 

acquisition was obtained using the Setsoft 1.54 program. 

The MicroCalTM VP-DSC calorimeter is equipped with non-reactive tantalum cells 

which gives them excellent chemical resistance. The sample and reference cells are 

fixed in-place, ensuring greater reproducibility and ultrasensitive performance with low 

maintenance. The precise temperature control is carried out using Peltier elements. 

Power is supplied to heaters to raise the temperature of the cells at a constant rate. 

During this temperature increase, the instrument monitors the temperature difference 

between the sample and reference cells. The difference in heat uptake between the cells 

required to maintain equal temperatures in both cells determines the apparent differential 

heat capacity. The absorption or release of heat that occurs when a phase transition 

takes place causes a temperature difference (ΔT) between the cells, resulting in a 

thermal gradient across the Peltier units. This sets up a voltage, which is converted into 

power and is used to control the Peltier to return ΔT to 0 °C. Initially, both sample and 

reference (ultra-pure water or buffer solution) need to be purged in the MicroCal 

Thermovac™, in order to remove air bubbles that can compromise the analysis. First, 

the baseline with the reference is obtained, by injecting the sample and reference (water 

or buffer solution) into the DSC. The first 3 scans correspond to baseline control 

experiments. After that, the sample to be analyzed is injected into the sample cell, on the 

cooling step of the third scan. The pre-scan time and temperature were chosen according 

to the compound and the experiment to be performed. The scanning rate was  

1.5 K·min-1 and the temperature scans were performed between 5 to 90 ºC. The results 

are controlled by VPViewer™ software and data analysis performed with Origin®.  

 

2.3.3 Imaging techniques 

Different microscopy techniques examine different systems in distinct ways, and each is 

useful for different reasons. Regardless of the microscope, microscopy relies deeply on 

user interpretation. Microscopy techniques can provide extremely useful information 

about colloidal self-assembled structures.7 However, there are two major limitations to 

the use of microscopy in the characterization of colloidal aggregates: the resolution limit 

and the low contrast between the aggregates and the medium.7, 8 

Resolution is defined as the smallest distance between two adjacent points so 

that they can be distinguished as individual points.9 The human eye can resolve about 

150 μm between two points. Similarly, resolving power, a function of the wavelength of 

light and the aperture of the objective lens used in viewing a specimen, is the ability to 
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distinguish two points as separate. The aperture angle is related to the amount of light 

that the lens can collect after the radiation crosses the sample and experiences 

diffraction. Higher angular aperture values imply smaller working distances of the 

objective lens. The microscope resolution is defined as: 

 

𝑅 =
 . .

                      (2.16) 

 

where λ is the light wavelength and N.A. is the numeric aperture of objective, defined as: 

 

𝑁. 𝐴. = 𝑛 sin 𝜇            (2.17) 

 

where n is the refractive index of the medium between the lens and the specimen and µ 

is half the aperture angle of the objective. Thus, the resolution is not only limited by 

radiation wavelength but also by diffraction of the light by the medium. The resolution of 

most light microscopes is 0.20-0.25 μm.9 

The magnification is another important property of a microscope, defined as the 

ability to enlarge the apparent size of an image, as a function of the resolving power of 

the microscope and the eye. Although the magnification of an image can be increased 

without any limiting factors, the resolution acts as a limiting factor. Lastly, contrast refers 

to the ability to distinguish an object from another object or from the surrounding medium, 

for the human eye, camera, or other imaging system. Possibly, the most crucial 

characteristic of microscopy is the illumination of the sample. All microscopic techniques 

rely on the manipulation of light (or electrons in electron microscopy) to influence the 

resolution of a specimen.  

There are several microscopic techniques with different purposes. In this thesis, 

light microscopy and electron microscopy will be further discussed, since they were 

intensively used for the visualization of colloidal structures. 

 

2.3.3.1 Light microscopy 

Light microscopy is widely used in the visualization of colloidal solutions and 

suspensions, such as those containing vesicles, tubules, fibers, ribbons, crystallites and 

emulsion droplets. In light microscopes, visible light in the wavelength range of  

400-750 nm is used. Optical microscopes, also known as light microscopes, have 
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multiple lenses, including ocular, objective, and condenser lenses. The two main 

categories of microscopes are transmission microscopes, in which light is passed 

through the object under study to form an image, and reflection (incident) microscopes, 

in which an image is formed from light reflected from the surface of the object. The light 

microscope is indeed a very versatile instrument when the variety of lenses and light 

sources are considered. Different modes of light microscopy can be defined such as 

bright-field, dark-field, phase-contrast, polarization and differential interference modes, 

as well as fluorescence modes.  

 

Polarized light microscopy (PLM) 

For ordinary and routine observations regular light is commonly used. However, when 

the focus of the study is the anisotropy of materials, associated with properties such as 

birefringence, polarized light is required. A conventional light microscope can be 

transformed into a polarizing microscope by placing two polarizing elements in the optical 

system. The first polarizer is located between the light source and the object plane and 

transforms unpolarized light into plane or linearly polarized light. The second polarizer, 

also known as analyzer, is positioned between the objective and the eyepiece. For most 

applications, the two polarizing elements are “crossed” (crossed polarizers), that is, the 

polarizing direction of the analyzer is perpendicular to the direction of the polarizer. 

Image contrast develops from the interaction of plane-polarized light with an anisotropic 

sample, to produce two individual wave components that are each polarized in mutually 

perpendicular planes. Thus, birefringence is a phenomenon in which light strikes a 

material and is refracted into two waves that follow perpendicular directions at different 

speeds. The velocities of these components are different and vary with the propagation 

direction through the specimen. After exiting the specimen, the light components become 

out of phase, but are recombined with constructive and destructive interference when 

they pass through the analyzer.10 On the other hand, isotropic samples have a single 

refractive index and therefore do not change the direction of the light plane. As the 

analyzer will not be hit by any light, no image will be formed. 

In this thesis, this mode of light microscopy was used for the observation and 

identification of (lyotropic) liquid crystalline phases formed by surfactants in phase 

penetration studies.11 The phase penetration technique consists in the formation of a 

concentration gradient upon controlled hydration of the sample. During the hydration, a 

sequence of different mesophase is formed. Defects formed in the liquid crystalline 

matrix give rise to characteristic birefringent textures allowing the identification of the 

liquid crystalline phase. Isotropic phases such as cubic or micellar phase show as a dark 
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background image, while anisotropic phases exhibit characteristic birefringent textures.12 

In addition, dispersions containing large oligo- and multilamelar vesicles have 

birefringence under polarized light, making it possible to identify them using this 

technique. 

 

Differential interference contrast microscopy (DIC) 

Some colloidal aggregates, as vesicles and tubular structures, have low contrast in 

relation to the medium, which makes it difficult to distinguish and focus them under bright 

field mode. However, with differential interference contrast microscopy (DIC), this 

problem can be overcome since there is an increase in the contract between the 

specimen and the background. This technique provides highly contrasting three-

dimensional images of specimens, and the polarized light is further treated to enhance 

the fine contrast between regions of the sample that have either different composition 

but similar refractive index or varying thickness.9  

After passing through the polarizer, each wave of the polarized light is split by a 

Nomarski prism into two components, that vibrate perpendicularly to each other. Since 

they vibrate at 90 º angle relative to each other, they do not experience interference. The 

perpendicular components of the split wave cross it in different regions owing to the path 

difference. They will then experience difference propagation conditions (e.g. differences 

in thickness of the sample, or in refractive index) that will inevitably reflect on their 

transmission. Immediately after the objective lenses, a second Nomarski prism is placed 

that combines the split waves again. At this point, the two components that propagate 

perpendicularly to each other will suffer interference due to the phase shifts experienced 

when crossing the sample through different regions, resulting in enhanced contrast. A 

comparison between PLM and DIC imaging is provided in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.5 Wave front pathways in transmitted light microscopy: a) DIC microscopy vs b) PLM microscopy. 
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The microscope used in this work, besides being equipped with DIC, has a video 

camera connected. In addition to the contrast and 3D effects offered by the DIC system, 

the video camera produces further enhanced contrast, responding to small differences 

in light intensity no matter what the background level is, hence allowing a better detection 

of the aggregates. The video-enhanced light microscopy (VELM) thus improves images 

of low-contrast colloidal specimens.13 

 

Procedure and equipment 

A BX51 Olympus polarized light microscope equipped with a differential interference 

contrast system (DIC) was used. Lyotropic liquid-crystals images, from phase scanning 

experiments, were acquired using an Olympus C-5060 Wide Zoom digital photo camera, 

while the low contrast aggregates, such as vesicles and tubular structures, were obtained 

with an Olympus DP71 digital video camera, and processed using the CellA software 

from the manufacturer. For the studies which required temperature control, a Linkam 

TMHS 600 hot-stage, controlled by a TP94 unit, was used. 

 

2.3.3.2 Electron microscopy 

The observation of aggregates with sizes smaller than the resolution limit of the light 

microscope, and the capture of fine morphological details of self-assembled structures, 

require the use of electron microscopy. During this work, to evaluate and to have further 

insight about the colloidal nanostructures present, SEM, cryo-SEM and cryo-TEM 

techniques were employed, in order to complement the observations made using light 

microscopy.  

In electron microscopy techniques, high resolution is produced by using electrons 

instead of light to form the optical image. The electron beams have an extremely short 

wavelength, which increase the resolution allowing a higher functional magnification. In 

the electron microscope, an electron gun aims a beam of electrons at a specimen placed 

in a vacuum sample chamber. A series of coiled electromagnets are used to focus the 

beam. The microscopes may operate in two very distinct modes, transmission 

(transmission electron microscopy, TEM) and scanning (scanning electron microscopy, 

SEM). Like light microscopy, low contrast samples can be a problem, so staining 

procedures to increase contrast are often performed. Due to the high vacuum conditions 

inside of the microscope chamber, aqueous samples need to be either dried or frozen. 

The fast cooling of the aqueous samples, to prevent deterioration by formation of ice 
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crystals, using liquid ethane (for TEM samples) or nitrogen slush (for SEM samples), is 

designated as specimen vitrification.14  

In this work, SEM, cryo-SEM and cryo-TEM techniques applied to soft 

nanomaterials were used, so they will be addressed in more detail. 

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

In the scanning electron microscope (SEM), an image is formed as an electron probe 

scans the surface of the specimen, producing secondary electrons, backscattered 

electrons, X-rays, Auger electrons, and photons of various energies. The SEM uses 

these signals to produce three-dimensional images with a great depth of field of the 

specimen’s features. The formation of the SEM image results from the raster of the 

electron beam back and forth along the specimen surface. Contrast is achieved by 

coating the sample with a thin layer of a conductive metal (gold or palladium), which 

enhances electron conductivity and, hence, image contrast.14  

Cryo-SEM shows the fine structure of the surface of the aggregates in their 

natural state, namely in aqueous solutions. Hydrated samples (or samples prepared in 

other solvents) can be visualized after a vitrification process, which makes them stable 

under vacuum conditions. After vitrification, the samples are fractured and part of the 

solvent is sublimated, in order to show bulk structure details. Like in SEM, samples 

should also be coated, in this case with a conductive film of gold.14 

 

Procedure and equipment 

SEM was performed on pre-dried samples of lysine-derived surfactants, containing 

different tubular morphologies (Papers1 – 3) using a Fei Quanta 400FEG field-emission 

scanning electron microscope. Samples were prepared on a 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm glass 

slides. Images were acquired at a voltage of 3.5 kV. Since the samples were  

non-conductive and prone to charging, they were sputtered with an Au-Pd layer.  

For cryo-SEM of hydrated colloidal samples (solutions, dispersions and 

hydrogels), a JEOL JSM 6301F SEM microscope equipped with a Gatan Alto 2500  

cryo-preparation chamber was used. Each sample was placed in a copper sample-holder 

and vitrified by plunging it into nitrogen slush (-200 ˚C). Then, samples were freeze-

fractured at -180 ˚C. The subsequent sublimation of water (solvent) was carried out at 

95 ˚C for 2 minutes and sputtered with an alloy of gold, during 30 seconds in an 

atmosphere of argon, in the cryo-preparation chamber, before being transferred into the 

microscope chamber. 
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

In transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the image is formed by electrons passing 

through the specimen in a high-vacuum environment. Consequently, the specimens 

must be thin-sectioned to allow the passage of electrons and formation of an image with 

differential contrast, arising from local differences in electron density inside the sample.15, 

16  

Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) can be used to directly 

image self-assembled aggregates in aqueous samples, preserving their original 

structure.17 The sample is placed in a controlled environment vitrification chamber, where 

the temperature is precisely controlled and the atmosphere is completely saturated with 

water, to prevent dehydration. A small drop of sample is placed in a copper grid (modified 

with a holey carbon polymer film) and allowed to spread. The excess of water is blotted 

away by pressing a filter paper to the grid, creating a thin liquid film that covers the holes 

of the carbon film. The grid containing the sample is then plunged into liquid ethane  

(-180 °C) and further stored in liquid nitrogen until TEM visualization. The transfer for the 

microscope is done under liquid nitrogen to avoid frost formation on top of the grid. The 

sample holder is cooled to -180 ºC, which assures that melting does not occur, and 

sample characteristics are preserved. 

Cryo-TEM images provides fairly accurate sizes of the imaged aggregates since 

they are a simple projection of the shape of the objects. Nevertheless, when analyzing 

cryo-TEM images, care should be taken due to the possible artefacts, such as frost and 

crystalline ice, that might have formed during the vitrification or transfer process. 

Furthermore, the blotting process leads to aggregates larger than the grid polymer hole 

are excluded, which may mask the actual mean size distribution of the sample. This 

technique has been extensively used to directly characterize, with high resolution, 

colloidal particles, such as micelles, vesicles, nanoparticles, macromolecules, 

lipoplexes, and tubular nanostructures.16, 18-20 Cryo-TEM provides particle-specific 

knowledge and becomes particularly useful for exploring heterogeneous systems 

containing multiple structures of different sizes, internal order, or morphologies. 

Furthermore, complexes formed between vesicles and DNA are also analyzed by this 

technique.21, 22 

 

Procedure and equipment 

In this work, several transmission electron microscopes were used. For the visualization 

of tubular structures from lysine-based surfactants (Paper 1) a JEM-2011 transmission 
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electron microscope, equipped with a cold stage unit Freeze Fracture Baltech was used. 

The images were acquired with a CCD Gatan 895 USC 4000 camera. For the analysis 

of the complexes formed by lysozyme and tubular structures (Paper 2), a FEI Tecnai 12 

G2 transmission electron microscope was employed, equipped with a Leica EM GP 

cryopreparation station. Images were recorded on a Gatan 794 CCD camera. Lipoplexe 

imaging, presented in paper 4, was performed in a JEOL JEM-2011 transmission 

electron microscope, equipped with an automatic plunge freezing from Leica (Leica EM 

GP). The samples were transferred for the microscope with a Gatan cryo holder and the 

images were recorded with a CCD GATAN 895 USC 4000 camera. 

 

2.3.4 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

Dynamic light scattering (DLS), which is also referred to as photon correlation 

spectroscopy (PCS) or quasi-elastic light scattering (QELS), is a well-established and 

widely applied technique used to determine particle size in colloidal systems. DLS 

measures the hydrodynamic size of particles, by the mechanism of light scattering from 

a laser that passes through a colloidal solution and analyzes the modulation of the 

intensity of scattered light as a function of time.23 In a typical DLS setup (Figure 2.6), the 

sample is irradiated by a laser beam, typically a He-Ne or Ar laser. The light scattered 

by the particles present in the sample is detected at an angle θ with respect to the incident 

beam. Because particles dispersed in a liquid are in constant random movement, and 

are constantly colliding with solvent molecules (Brownian motion), the observed intensity 

fluctuated as function of time (the time scale in DLS measurements are typically 

microseconds).24 The smaller the particle, the faster it will diffuse, and the DLS 

instrument will generate a autocorrelation function, 𝑔(τ), which enables the 

determination of the particle diffusion coefficient (D): 

 

𝑔 (𝜏) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐷𝑞 𝜏)           (2.18) 

 

where τ is the correlator time delay and q is the scattering vector, which is a function of 

the solvent refractive index, η, of the wavelength of incident beam, λ0, and of the 

scattering angle, θ, being defined by: 

 

𝑞 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛             (2.19) 
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The relation between the diffusivity of the particles and the particle size, is given by the 

Stokes-Einstein equation: 

 

𝐷 =             (2.20) 

 

where kB is the Boltzman constant, η is the solvent viscosity, T is the absolute 

temperature and Rh is the hydrodynamic radius of a particle. 

 

Equation (2.13) is valid for monodisperse particles; however, for polydisperse 

particles, the autocorrelation function is expressed as a sum of several contributions from 

the different particle sizes and diffusion modes, and the interpretation of D is less 

straightforward.24, 25 D is obtained by the autocorrelation function using several 

algorithms. The two most used algorithms are the cumulant method (monodisperse 

systems) and CONTIN algorithm (polydisperse systems). In the cumulants method, for 

a monodisperse system, the autocorrelation function can be treated as a single 

exponential decay function to calculate the decay constant and hence the diffusion 

coefficient. A z-average diameter and an estimate of the width of the distribution 

(polydispersity index, PDI) are obtained. Usually, the cumulant analysis method is 

appropriate for samples with a PDI of ∼0.1. PDI values between 0.1 to 0.7 indicate nearly 

monodisperse systems, whereas PDI values greater than 0.7 suggest a broad 

distribution of sizes in solution, and hence non-monomodal distribution methods should 

be considered for data analysis. Polydisperse systems require that the correlation 

function be treated as the sum of several exponential decay functions that decay at 

different rates. Unlike the cumulant analysis, non-monomodal methods such as CONTIN 

do not assume a certain type of distribution of diffusion properties and are more suitable 

for polydisperse systems. The CONTIN method employs a multiexponential correlogram 

fit to assess the D distribution.26 

 

Procedure and equipment 

In this work, the DLS measurements were performed in a Zetasizer NANO ZS, from 

Malvern Instruments, equipped with a 4mW He-Ne laser (633 nm), which measures the 

scattering light ate an angle of 173 °, known as back scattering detection (Figure 2.6). 

Comparing with the classical arrangement, in which the detector is placed at 90 °C from 

the scattering sample, the back scattering detection presents some advantages, such as 
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reduced multiple scattering effects and reduced dust particles interference (since large 

particles mainly scatter in the forward direction).27 For the determination of the particle 

mean size, 1 mL aliquots of each solution where transfer for disposable polystyrene 

cuvettes and analyzed at temperature higher than surfactant Krafft temperature. 

Samples were equilibrated for 120 seconds before analyzed and the tests were repeated 

5 times to get an average value for the parameter. Data was analyzed and processed by 

Malvern´s Technology Software (DTS). 

 

Figure 2.6 Scheme of a dynamic light scattering system with back scattering detection (173 °) and with a classical 

arrangement (90 °). 

 

2.3.4.1 Zeta potential 

A dispersed colloidal particle has a surface charge that affects the spacial distribution of 

ions from the dispersion medium around it, and this results in an electrical double layer 

around the particle. The first and inner layer is called the Stern layer, where ions are 

strongly bound to the surface of the particle, and there is also an outer diffuse layer where 

the ions are less firmly attached to the surface (Figure 2.7). The interface between this 

outer layer and the dispersion medium is called the slipping plane.28 As the particle 

moves, due to Brownian motion, a distinction is created between ions within the 

boundary that move with the particle an the ions that remain with the bulk solvent. The 

potential that exists at this slipping plane boundary is called zeta potential (ζ-potential).29 

When an electric field is applied across an electrolyte, charged particles suspended in 

the electrolyte are attracted towards the electrode of opposite charge. Viscous forces 

acting on the particles tend to oppose this movement. When equilibrium is reached 

between these two opposing forces, the particles move with constant velocity. The 

velocity of a particle in an electric field is commonly referred to as its electrophoretic 

mobility. 

The electrophoretic mobility (UE) can be measured by laser Doppler velocimetry 

in a Zetasizer device, in which the particle velocity is related to the frequency measured 
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by intensity fluctuation of scattered light. Using Henry´s equation it is possible to calculate 

the ζ-potential of a particle:29 

 

𝑈 =
   ( )

           (2.21) 

 

where f(ka) is Henry´s function, which takes the value 1.5, for large suspended particles 

in aqueous solution (Smoluchowski approximation), and 1, for nanosized particles or 

when the solution has a very low electrolyte concentration (Hückel approximation).28 

In colloidal chemistry it is very important to have information about particle 

colloidal stability. The zeta potential value is a good indicator of this stability since double-

layer electrostatic repulsions act against aggregation, and the bigger the zeta potential 

is, the stronger the ionic repulsions between aggregates will be. Colloidal dispersions 

with a zeta potential modulus, |ζ-potential|, between 0 - 5 mV undergo rapid coagulation 

or flocculation; from 10 - 30 mV, have incipient instability; from 30 - 40 mV, have 

moderate stability; between 40 - 60 mV, have good stability; and |ζ-potential| higher than 

60 mV possess excellent colloidal stability.30 

 

Figure 2.7 Diagram showing the ionic concentration and potential difference as a function of distance from the charged 

surface of a particle suspended in a dispersion medium. Adapted.29 
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Procedure and equipment 

Zeta potential measurements were performed in a Zetasizer NANO ZS, from Malvern 

Instruments. In zeta potential determinations samples were placed in a disposable 

capillary polycarbonate U-shaped cuvettes, with gold coated electrodes, from Malvern 

Instruments. Samples were left inside the instrument to reach thermal equilibrium 120 

seconds at temperatures above the surfactant Krafft temperature. Zeta potential was 

measured at a scattering angle of 17°. Data was analyzed and processed by Malvern´s 

Technology Software (DTS). 

 

2.3.5 Further techniques 

In addition to the techniques previously presented, other complementary techniques 

were used for the characterization of the soft materials and colloidal systems investigated 

in this work. Details on instrumentations and methodologies can be found in the 

experimental sections of papers 1-5. 

UV-Visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy allows the quantitative determination of 

absorptive species (chromophores) in a very simple, fast and accurate way. This method 

is based on the proportional relationship between the absorption of a chromophore, A, 

and its molar concentration, c, until a certain concentration limit, according to the Beer-

Lambert law:  

 

𝐴 = log = 𝜀 𝑙 𝑐                    (2.22) 

 

where I0 is the intensity of transmitted light, I is the intensity of the incident light, ε is the 

molar extinction coefficient for the absorption medium, and l is the optical path length of 

the sample. In this work, UV-vis spectroscopy was used to quantify the protein lysozyme 

after loading it inside tubule-based hydrogels (Paper 2). Lysozyme absorbance spectra 

has two absorption bands, at 215 and 280 nm (Figure 2.8). The absorbance was 

recorded at a wavelength of 215 nm, as it corresponds to the larger absorption peak 

(characteristic of peptide bonds) in the lysozyme spectrum.  
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Figure 2.8 UV-Vis absorption spectra of lysozyme (black) and solvent (buffer pH = 10) (orange). 

 

Fluorescence is a type of luminescence caused by photons exciting a molecule, 

raising it to an electronic excited state. Fluorescence spectrometry is a widely used 

optical spectroscopic method in analytical measurements and research, allowing for 

example the study of the fundamental physical processes of molecules, investigation of 

molecular structure/function relationships and determination of the interactions between 

colloidal systems and biomolecules. Furthermore, it allows the determination of the 

concentration of an analyte in solution based on its fluorescent properties. In the course 

of this work, fluorescence spectroscopy was used in the lysozyme release studies in 

Paper 2. With this technique, it was possible to determine very low amounts of lysozyme 

present in the release medium. It is a much more sensitive technique than UV-Vis 

spectroscopy, so it was a viable alternative for determining small amounts of the protein. 

Samples were excited at 305 nm, showing a fluorescence band with maximum peak at 

340 nm. 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was used to characterize the topology of tubular 

aggregates formed by the lysine-based surfactants (Paper 1). AFM is a high-resolution 

SPM (scanning tunneling microscopy) technique, which has become one of the most 

widely utilized tools in real-time imaging of colloidal and biological samples due to its 

ability to record surface topography and properties at the nanoscale. The basis of AFM 

operation is quite simple and relies in the interaction between a sharp tip located at the 

end of a microfabricated cantilever and the sample surface. AFM scanning can be 

performed in two modes: contact or tapping. In static or contact mode, AFM imaging is 

performed in contact with the sample, where the overall force is repulsive. 

Small angle X-ray (SAXS) is a non-destructive method for investigating 

nanostructures in liquids and solids, by the incidence of an X-ray beam in the sample 
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aggregates. The X-ray beam interacts with the electrons of the sample and is scattered. 

The detected scattering pattern is characteristic for organized nanostructures (e.g. liquid 

crystals) of the sample and can be used to determine important structural parameters 

such as unit cell dimensions of liquid crystals, particle size, shape, internal structure, 

porosity, and arrangement (orientation). SAXS analysis ideally complements 

microscopic methods since it provides representative structural information about a large 

sample area. In this thesis, SAXS analysis was performed to give molecular packing 

information inside the lysine tubular aggregates (Paper 1). Both powder and tubular 

aqueous dispersions were evaluated and the obtained diffractograms show the presence 

of a series of Bragg peaks, characteristic of a lamellar (smectic) phase (i.e. a periodic 

stacking arrangement of bilayers). 
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Abstract: Drug delivery vectors based on amphiphiles have important 

features such as versatile physicochemical properties and stimuli-

responsiveness. Amino acid-based surfactants are especially 

promising amphiphiles due to their enhanced biocompatibility 
compared to conventional surfactants. They can self-organize into 

micelles, vesicles and complex hierarchical structures, such as fibers, 

twisted and coiled ribbons, and tubules. In this work, we investigated 

the self-assembly and drug loading properties of a family of novel 
anionic double-tailed lysine-derived surfactants, with variable degree 

of tail length mismatch, designated as mLys10 and 10Lysn, where m 

and n are the carbon atoms in the tails. These surfactants form tubular 

aggregates with assorted morphologies in water that undergo gelation 
due to dense entanglement, as evidenced by light and electron 

microscopy. Lysozyme (LZM), an enzyme with antimicrobial 

properties, was selected as model protein for loading. After the 

characterization of the interfacial properties and phase behavior of the 
amphiphiles, the LZM-loading ability of the tubules was investigated, 

under varying experimental conditions, to assess the efficiency of the 

aggregates as pH- and temperature-sensitive nanocarriers. Further, 

the toxicological profile of the surfactants per se and surfactant/LZM 
hydrogels was obtained, using hTERT-immortalized foreskin 

fibroblasts (BJ-5ta cell line). Overall, the results show that the tubule-

based hydrogels exhibit very interesting properties for the transport 

and controlled release of molecules of therapeutic interest. 

Introduction 

Advanced colloidal systems for the transport and release of 
therapeutic agents, comprising drugs, peptides, proteins and 
nucleic acids, have been the focus of intense investigation over 
the past decades.[1] In particular, drug nanocarriers are under 
continuous development to overcome numerous challenges.[2] 
The latter include the improvement of the molecular stability and 
biodistribution of the drug, the prevention of harmful side effects, 
the capacity to overcome physiological barriers and the control of 

loading and release profiles, hence increasing drug bioavailability 
and accumulation at the target site, and achieving sustainable 
release.  

Stimuli-responsive delivery systems have been designed to 
overcome the lack of specificity of conventional therapy.[3] The 
targeting and controlled release strategies aim at both reacting to 
physiological factors (such as pH and temperature) and reaching 
specifically pathological organs or tissues. There are several 
systems capable of acting as stimuli-sensitive vehicles, namely 
nanoparticles (e.g. quantum dots,[4] paramagnetic nanoparticles[5] 
and noble metal nanoparticles[6]), micelles,[7] liposomes,[8] 
surfactant-based vesicles,[9] tubules,[10] and nanostructured 
hydrogels,[11] with their inherent advantages and disadvantages.  
Stimuli-responsive gels,[3a, 12] formed by low molecular weight 
organic molecules or macromolecules, are a very important class 
of soft nanomaterials. They show distinctive changes in their 
properties (e.g. reversible control of aggregation and flow) when 
subject to various external stimuli, such as temperature,[13] pH,[14] 
light,[15] electric field,[16] mechanical stress[17] and redox 
potential.[18] These gels find a wide range of pharmaceutical and 
biomedical applications, in particular drug/gene delivery,[11a, 19] 
biosensing,[20] hemostasis bandages[21] and tissue 
regeneration.[22] This versatility stems from the resemblance of 
their physical properties with those of living tissues, namely high 
water content, compactness and low interfacial tension in 
aqueous media.[1b, 23] The fact that these gels are sensitive to 
external stimuli renders them particularly appealing for controlled 
delivery of biomolecules.[11b, 24] Dual-responsive systems, 
merging both pH- and thermo-responsive features, can be 
particularly interesting and physiologically effective.  

The building blocks of hierarchical gels comprise a wide 
variety of compounds, namely long chain hydrocarbons,[25] 
peptides,[15b] polyaromatics,[26] steroids,[27] carbohydrates,[28] 
metal complexes[29] and amino acid-derived surfactants.[30] Gels 
built of tubular aggregates, like nanofibers and nano/microtubes, 
have some advantages over other soft materials, namely the high 
surface area, high surface energy and enhanced entrapping 
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efficiency compared with bulk materials.[3a, 12] This is valuable for 
improved adhesion with cells and other biological interfaces. 

In a previous work, we investigated the self-assembling 
properties of a family of double-tailed lysine-derived surfactants, 
with equal tail lengths, designated by nLysn, with n = 8, 10 and 12 
carbon atoms.[30a] These surfactants form hydrogels composed by 
µm-sized crystalline tubules, with a tubule-micelle transition 
taking place at a characteristic temperature, Tm. More recently, 
we explored the effect of asymmetry in the hydrophobic tail length 
on the self-assembly properties of this type of surfactants.[30b] 
Three series of isomers designated by 8Lysn and mLys8, with m, 
n = 12, 14 and 16, and 12Lys16 and 16Lys12, were studied at pH 
= 12.0 (to achieve solubility in water). The ability of the 
amphiphiles to form tubular aggregates and induce gelation at low 
concentration and for T < Tm was demonstrated,[30b] creating the 
opportunity for exploring the tubules as potential carriers of 
biomolecules of interest.  

In this work, we study two novel series of lysine-derived 
surfactants, designated by mLys10 and 10Lysn, with m, n = 12, 
14 and 16 carbon atoms, whose structure is shown Figure 1. This 
set of amphiphiles has lower degree of asymmetry in the alkyl tails 
than the 8Lysn/mLys8 set, which in turn induces interesting and 
differing self-assembly features, explored here for drug loading 
and release. Initially, we present the interfacial, phase behavior 
and aggregation properties of the compounds. Since the 
surfactants have carboxylic functional groups and their solubility 
is pH-dependent, these studies were carried out at different pH 
(10-12) using either NaOH or buffer solutions. Subsequently, we 
focused on the ability of the tubule-based hydrogels to load and 
release a model protein, lysozyme, using a pH = 10.0 buffer, 
closer to the physiological pH without compromising solubility. 
Lysozyme is a well-known naturally occurring enzyme (with 
molecular mass 14.3 kDa and isoelectric point near pH 11), 
usually found in bodily secretions such as saliva, tears and milk, 
with important antimicrobial properties. Several types of colloidal 
systems have been investigated with respect to the encapsulation 
and delivery of lysozyme, such as macrogels and core-shell 
nanoparticles.[31] Here, we investigated temperature and pH as 
the stimuli to induce LZM release from the loaded tubule-based 
hydrogels. Moreover, to validate their potential safe use in 
humans, the cytotoxic profile of the neat Lys-derived surfactants 
and surfactant/lysozyme hydrogels was evaluated by MTT assay 
in normal human skin fibroblasts. 

 

Figure 1. Molecular structure of the lysine-derived surfactants used in this work: 
A, mLys10 series and B, 10Lysn series, where m, n = 12, 14 and 16, reporting 
to the number of carbon atoms in the tails. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Characterization of surfactant self-assembly 

A structural characterization and phase behavior study of the Lys-
derived surfactants was initially carried out in aqueous medium. 
As these compounds are sodium alkyl carboxylates, their 
behavior in solution is pH-dependent.[30b] If the pH is not adjusted, 
the acidic form resulting from the hydrolysis of the salt slowly 
precipitates out of solution in the form of fine white crystals, which 
solubilize only at temperatures above 85 °C. To overcome this 
issue, the pH was adjusted to 11.0 and 12.0 with NaOH solution. 
(0.01 M), and no precipitation occurred. As one of the main goals 
of this work is to use self-assembled tubules for loading 
biomolecules for potential human use, the pH was lowered as 
much as possible to resemble physiological conditions. Hence, 
the pH was adjusted with buffer solutions from 12.0 until 10.0 
without compromising surfactant solubility. The studies performed 
show that, in the presence of buffer, no significant structural 
differences are observed when compared to NaOH. Thus, for the 
sake of consistency, results are presented for pH = 10.0 and 12.0 
buffer, and pH = 12.0 NaOH (for pH = 11.0 buffer and NaOH, see 
Supporting Information, sections S2-S4). 
 
Critical micelle concentration and interfacial properties 

The interfacial properties of the novel surfactants in aqueous 
solution were assessed by surface tension. From the surface 
tension plots, the critical micellar concentrations (cmc), the 
surface tension at the cmc (cmc), and the minimum surface area 
per molecule (as) were determined from the surface tension vs log 
(concentration) plots, as presented in Figure 2 and Table 1.  

The first significant observation is that all the surfactants 
studied have very low cmc values, approx. in the 1-30 µM range, 
and no minimum (well) is observed, indicating that the compounds 
are free of surface-active impurities. Secondly, the cmc is highly 
influenced by the total number of carbon atoms in the surfactant 
tails, nC. In general, as nC increases, the cmc is expected to 
decrease due to the hydrophobic effect. However, a non-
monotonous “V”-shaped variation is observed both in buffer, as 
depicted in Figure 2, and in NaOH (Table 2), with an inversion in 
the expected trend observed for surfactants 16Lys10 and 
10Lys16. While this trend may be a bit counterintuitive, we 
hypothesize that due to the more pronounced tail length 
asymmetry of the latter isomers and possible packing constraints 
in the aggregate core, the formation of aggregates might be 
slightly less favorable and hence the higher cmc observed. 
Thirdly, the cmc values of the isomers, e.g. 12Lys10 and 10Lys12, 
are quite similar at identical pH and medium conditions, but the 
mLys10 surfactants have higher cmc values than the 10Lysn 
ones. 

Considering the effect of pH, the scenario is slightly complex. 
On one hand, (i) lower pH leads to a greater fraction of the non-
charged acidic form of the surfactant that should favor 
micellization; on the other hand, (ii) higher adjusted pH implies 
larger ionic strength of the solution and hence higher screening of 
headgroup electrostatic repulsions that should favor 
micellization—the net result depends on the magnitude of each 
effect. For the surfactants with shorter tails and lower asymmetry, 
12Lys10 and 10Lys12, lower pH clearly induces lower cmc,  
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Figure 2. Surface tension vs. ln (concentration) graphs at pH = 10.0 buffer (top), 
pH = 12.0 buffer (middle) and pH = 12.0 NaOH (bottom) for a) the mLys10 
surfactants and b) the 10Lysn surfactants. All the results report for T = 40 °C, 
except for surfactants 16Lys10 and 10Lys16 where T = 45 °C. The cmc is 
determined as the intersection point of the straight lines. The graph in c) shows 
the cmc vs. total number of carbons in the alkyl tails, nC, for the two isomer 
series, in pH = 10.0 and 12.0 buffer. 

namely going from pH = 12 NaOH to pH = 10 buffer, and so effect 
(i) seems to prevail. For the other surfactants, the cmc decreases  
with increasing pH and so effect (ii) seems to be dominant. 
Interestingly, for surfactants 14Lys10 and 16Lys10 when the pH 
adjustment is made with NaOH, two plateaus are observed in the 
surface tension curves, Figure 2-a) bottom. This shows that under 
this condition there is an initial aggregation likely in the form of 
micelles, and that the addition of more surfactant leads to a 
second critical aggregation associated with the formation of 
vesicles, as evidenced by light microscopy (see further Figure 
4G). This phenomenon is not observed when the pH is adjusted 
with buffer, where there is only an aggregation breakpoint, likely 
corresponding to the formation of vesicles as the first aggregate 
(as discussed further below). 

At the air-solution interface, the maximum surface excess 
concentration (Γmax) and the minimum surface area per molecule 
(as) can be estimated using the Gibbs adsorption isotherm, from 
the slope of the linear decrease of  near the cmc: 

𝛤 = −
,

            (1) 

𝑎 =
 

             (2) 

where R is the ideal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, 
∂γ/∂ln(m/mo) is the slope of the surface tension–log (m) plot below 
cmc, m is the surfactant molal concentration (mo= 1 mol·kg-1), ni 
corresponds to the number of free chemical species at the 
interface, and NA is the Avogadro´s constant. Given the excess 
NaOH or other chemical species present in the buffer solutions, 
ni should in principle be ≈ 1.[33] However, using this value to 
calculate Γmax and subsequently as yields very physically 
unrealistic as values, close to the limiting cross-section of a single 
hydrocarbon chain in crystalline state (0.25 nm2),[34] for all the 
studied surfactants except 12Lys10 and 10Lys12. We have 
previously observed a similar effect,[30b] and so as values shown 
in Table 1 were estimated using ni = 2. 12Lys10 and 10Lys12 
possess minimum surface areas (≈ 1.0-1.5 nm2) close to those 
observed for double-tailed surfactants,[34] but for all the other 
surfactants as remain somewhat lower than expected, implying 
that the surfactants with longer chains may form significantly more 
compact monolayers at the interface. This enhanced adsorption 
could be induced by intermolecular H-bonding owing to the 
presence of N-H and C=O groups at the surfactant headgroups.[35] 
As concerning the cmc values, they lie in the range  
23-26 mN∙m-1, corroborating that these are highly surface-active 
compounds. 
 

Table 1. Interfacial parameters for the lysine-derived surfactants at different pH 

values. 

Surfactant pH T / °C cmc[a]/ μmol∙kg-1 cmc / mN∙m-1 as / nm2 

12Lys10 10.0 
12.0 
12.0* 

40.0 5.6 
7.7 
17.3 

24.3 
24.3 
25.1 

0.92 
0.98 
1.21 

14Lys10 10.0 
12.0 
12.0* 

40.0 3.5 
2.7 
1.2, 12.5 

24.7 
23.4 
32.6, 26.0 

0.36 
0.31 
0.38, 0.71 

16Lys10 10.0 
12.0 
12.0* 

45.0 13.5 
6.1 
3.6, 27.5 

24.8 
25.0 
35.2, 24.9 

0.49 
0.49 
0.37, 0.91 

10Lys12 10.0  
12.0  
12.0* 

40.0 4.9 
4.6 
14.7 

26.4 
25.5 
26.0 

1.51 
0.98 
1.38 

10Lys14 10.0 
12.0 
12.0* 

40.0 3.2 
3.1 
1.7 

26.9 
26.4 
26.4 

0.42 
0.45 
0.35 

10Lys16 10.0 
12.0 
12.0* 

45.0 8.0 
6.7 
2.0 

27.7 
27.5 
26.4 

0.36 
0.34 
0.19 

*For pH adjusted with NaOH solution. 
[a] Typical uncertainties are ± 10%. 

 

Thermal behavior and phase transitions 

The thermal phase behavior of the lysine-derived surfactants in 
solution was evaluated by differential scanning calorimetry. The 
experiments were performed in 3 mM solutions at pH = 10.0, 11.0 
and 12.0 adjusted with NaOH and buffer solutions, allowing to 
gain further insight on the phase transitions at play. 
Representative thermograms are illustrated in Figure 3a)-f), as  
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Figure 3. DSC thermograms of the different lysine-derived surfactants: a), b) and c) mLys10 series at pH =  10 (buffer), 12 (buffer) and 12 (NaOH), respectively; c), 

d) and e) 10Lysn series at pH =  10 (buffer), 12 (buffer) and 12 (NaOH), respectively, at 3.0 mM (scanning rate: 1.2 K·min-1). The dashed curves correspond to the 

re-heating scans. Plots showing the variation of g) Tm, h) ΔtrHm and i) ΔtrSm with the total number of carbon atoms in the alkyl tails of the surfactants.

 
well as the variations of transition temperature, Tm, molar 
transition enthalpy, ΔtrHm, and molar transition entropy, ΔtrSm, in 
different media with nC, Figures 3g)-i), respectively. What is 
interesting and uncommon about these compounds is that the 
initial heating scan is different from the subsequent ones. In fact, 
upon a first heating of the surfactant dispersions, a transition peak 
is observed, corresponding to the solubilization of the dispersed 
microcrystals to yield clear isotropic solutions. For surfactants 
10Lysn and 12Lys10, the solutions are colorless, have very low 
viscosity and contain micelles, while surfactants 14Lys10 and 
16Lys10 give rise to bluish vesicular solutions (as evidenced by 
light microscopy - Figure 4G, G´). Upon cooling, bluish gels, 
consisting of different tubular aggregates (Figure 4a-f), are 
formed. The kinetics associated to the crystallization of the 
tubules from the micellar/vesicular solutions are quite slow and a 
high degree of undercooling is observed (e.g. in the DSC, gelation 
only occurred after a 5 °C isotherm was applied for at least 2 
hours). When the gels are heated, a tubule-to-micelle transition 
for the 10Lysn surfactants and 12Lys10 takes place, while for 
14Lys10 and 16Lys10 there is a tubule-to-vesicle transition. 
These changes are entirely reproducible on consecutive scans, 
yielding virtually identical phase transition temperature, 
designated here as Tm, where the m stands for the “melting” of 
the tubules. Likewise, Tm increases with the increase of the 
surfactant tail length. Figure 3-g illustrates the trends for pH = 12 
NaOH, where one observes a seemingly linear dependence of Tm 
with the nC both for the first heating and reheating scans. 
Qualitatively, similar trends are observed for buffer solutions and 
different pH values; an interesting effect is that Tm for a given 
compounds is always more elevated in buffer than in NaOH, 
irrespective of pH. This indicates that under buffer medium the 
most organized phase (tubules) is stabilized with respect to the 
fluid phase (micelles/vesicles). In turn, this may reflect the higher  

 
ionic strength of buffers and consequent screening effects of ionic 
headgroup repulsions that could ultimately result in more 
cohesive interactions and tighter surfactant packing in the tubule 
bilayers. 

Regarding the molar transition enthalpy, ΔtrHm, and entropy, 
ΔtrSm, at pH = 12 NaOH, one observes that in line with the 
temperature trend, the mLys10 surfactants have higher values for 
both parameters in comparison to the 10Lysn. Moreover, the 
initial heating always involves higher ΔtrHm and higher ΔtrSm, than 
the reheating scans. With respect to the dependence of these 
parameters with nC, one would expect that both enthalpy and 
entropy would increase gradually with nC. This is indeed the case 
for the 10Lysn surfactants, whereas for mLys10 it only holds for 
12Lys10 and 14Lys10 (nC = 22 and 24, respectively), with ΔtrHm 
and ΔtrSm dropping for 16Lys10. Another relevant observation is 
that when the pH is adjusted with buffer, the ΔtrHm and ΔtrSm 
values are very similar between all compounds, regardless of nC 
and pH. In fact, the values are around 40 - 60 kJ·mol-1 for the 
transition enthalpy and transition 170 – 180 J·K-1·mol-1 for the 
entropy. Thus, the buffer appears to mask the effect of increasing 
the total number of carbons, possibly again because of the 
electrolyte screening effect. 
 
Bulk self-assembly: tubular aggregates and vesicles 
A detailed study was performed by microscopy methods to unveil 
the fine structure of the tubular aggregates, responsible for the 
gelation effect, and the morphological effects accompanying the 
described phase transitions. Aqueous solutions of 10Lysn and 
mLys10 surfactants, at pH = 10.0, 11.0 and 12.0, adjusted with 
buffer or NaOH solutions, show the ability to form tubular 
structures below Tm of each compound. The compound 16Lys10 
at pH = 12.0 NaOH shown in Figure 4 serves to illustrate the 
observed structures. Macroscopically, the surfactant dispersions 
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below Tm are bluish and very viscous, behaving like hydrogels at 
concentrations as low as 3 mM (when inverting the test tube, the 
gel remains at the bottom).  

By video-enhanced light microscopy (VELM) the tubules 
appear as long and, despite their crystalline state, very flexible 
aggregates. Previous X-ray diffraction data on similar compounds 
show that they are bilayer-based structures[30b], that undergo a 
melting (or gel-to-fluid) transition at Tm. Moreover, they 
encompass different nanostructures. Long tubules, ranging in 
size from 80 to 2000 µm, are observed by VELM (Figure 4A), 
together with coiled ribbons with a cylindrical curvature (Figure 
4B, B´, arrow 1), and twisted ribbons (Figure 4C, arrow 2), both 
showing birefringence under polarized light. These helical 
aggregates are considered intermediate structures that precede 
the formation of the tubules[36]. Moreover, they have typical helix 
steps constant within each ribbon but varying between ribbons, 
from about 2 to 100 µm. Cryo-SEM imaging further show that the 
tubules may consist of flattened structures with a wide range of 
diameters (Figure 4D and 4F, arrow 3), or hollow cylindrical tubes, 
presumably filled with solvent, with a nearly spherical cross 
section (Figure 4E, arrow 4). The gelation effect clearly results 
from the entanglement of all these types of tubular aggregates 
into complex three-dimensional networks  

As mentioned before, when the gels are heated above the 
surfactant Tm, a phase transition takes place and the previously 
solid-like structures become fluid, transforming into entirely new 
types of aggregates. This transition is reversible and after cooling 
the system to room temperature self-assembled tubules arise 
again in solution. Above Tm, all lysine surfactants, regardless of 
pH, behave as micelle-forming surfactants, except for compounds 
14Lys10 and 16Lys10 that yield spontaneously formed vesicles, 
illustrated in Figures 4G and 4G’, which are stable for an extended 
period of time (weeks) without phase separation. These vesicles 
are rather polydisperse with diameters ranging from 0.5 to 10 µm 
in the light microscope, and they consist of either unilamellar (or 
oligolamellar) spheroidal aggregates (Figure 4G’, arrow 5) or 
multivesicular structures (Figure 4G’, arrow 6), since no 
birefringence is observed under polarizing light mode. Besides, 
pH variation is found not to have noteworthy influence on the 
morphology and size of the vesicles. Dynamic light scattering 

(DLS) measurements performed on 3 mM solutions above Tm, 
confirmed that the systems are extremely polydisperse and hence 
no reliable data could be obtained for size distribution analysis. 
The zeta potential of the vesicles could be measured, though, 
yielding values of -65 ± 3 mV for both the 14Lys10 and 16Lys10 
vesicles, indicating that these aggregates are strongly negatively 
charged in solution (and therefore amenable to associate strongly 
with a net cationic macromolecule like lysozyme, for pH < 11). 

 
Overall phase behavior and molecular-level 
rationalization 

To obtain an even more comprehensive picture of the phase 
behavior of these novel surfactants, phase scanning experiments 
were undertaken. In this technique, a drop of water is placed at 
the outer boundary of the coverslip and allowed to spread into the 
surfactant solid, creating a concentration gradient, crossing 
different phases (isotropic or birefringent with characteristic 
optical textures) and hence originating, qualitatively, the phase 
sequence.[37] For most of the studied surfactants, with the 
increasing surfactant concentration, an isotropic L1 solution phase 
is observed, followed by an hexagonal liquid crystal H1, 
characterized by a striated structure for the 12Lys10 surfactant 
(Figure 5A) or a marbled texture for the 10Lysn surfactants 
(Figure 5D-F). After the H1. phase, for 10Lys14 and 10Lys16 a 
viscous cubic liquid crystal appears (Figure 5E and 5F). As the 
concentration further increases, all the surfactants form a lamellar 
liquid crystal, Lα, characterized by a mosaic texture. Hence, these 
surfactants follow a phase sequence characteristic of micelle-
forming surfactants. In contrast, surfactants 14Lys10 and 
16Lys10 behave differently. After the L1 solution, a wide lamellar 
liquid crystalline phase, Lα, characterized by an oily-streaks and 
Maltese cross textures appear, preceding the hydrated crystals 
(Figure 5B and 5C). This phase sequence is clearly typical of 
double-tailed surfactants and lipids,[38] and is consistent with the 
light microscopy analysis, where vesicles are observed in diluted 
solutions. The polydisperse vesicles detected by VELM are most 
likely not a phase per se, but instead result from a fine dispersion 
of the Lα phase in excess solvent. 
 

Figure 4. Video-enhanced light micrographs (A-C) and cryo-SEM micrographs (D-F) of a 5 mM 16Lys10 dispersion in water at pH = 12, adjusted with NaOH, at 
room temperature. The resolution is increasing from A to F, showing the fine morphology of the tubular structures. Arrows: 1, coiled ribbon; 2, twisted ribbon; 3, 
flattened tubule; 4, hollow tube with circular cross section. G and G’, video-enhanced light micrograph showing vesicles in a 10 mM dispersion of 16Lys10 (pH = 12 
NaOH and 45 ºC); arrows 5 and 6 point to giant unilamellar vesicles and multivesicular aggregates, respectively.
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Figure 5. Phase scanning experiments for the 10Lysn (A-C) and mLys10 (D-F) 
surfactants at pH = 12 NaOH. The images were obtained under polarized light. 
Abbreviations: L1, isotropic phase; H1, hexagonal liquid crystalline phase; Lα, 
lamellar liquid crystalline phase; cub, cubic liquid crystalline phase; cr, hydrated 
crystals. The water penetrates by capillary forces a thin solid surfactant film 
formed between slide and cover slip (from left to right in these pictures, as 
indicated by the arrow). 

On the basis of the self-assembly data gathered, a qualitative 
molecular-level rationalization based on the estimated critical 
packing parameter[39] of the surfactants is put forth in Figure 6, 
regarding the aggregates formed above Tm. The critical packing 
parameter, Ps, is given by: 

𝑃 =               (3) 

where, vhc and lc represents the volume and critical length of the 
hydrophobic portion of the surfactant and ao is the critical 
headgroup area. Since the effective area is practically constant 
for these surfactants ( ̴ 0.45 nm2)[30b] the parameters that influence 
Ps are the volume of the hydrophobic part and the length of the 
chains. The surfactant longer tail, more hydrophobic, goes down 
into the hydrophobic region with respect to the tail containing the 
highly polar carboxylate-containing headgroup, making the 
asymmetry between tails even more pronounced. With the 
increase in the number of carbon atoms in the tail, the Ps value 
gradually decreases, i.e. a more cone-shaped geometry is 
favored. On the other hand, in the mLys10 series, it is the non-
carboxylic C10 tail that goes down, thus mitigating the asymmetry 
between tail lengths and imparting these surfactants with a more 
cylinder-like geometry.  

From these considerations and looking at Figure 6, the order 
of Ps is: 12Lys10 > 14Lys10 ≈ 10Lys12 > 16Lys10 > 10Lys14 > 
10Lys16. This sequence deserves several comments. First, when 
isomers are compared, Ps is always higher for the mLys10 than 
for the 10Lysn surfactants. Secondly, when the total carbon atoms 
in the tails is equal to or less than 22 (nc ≤ 22) no bilayer 
aggregates form, irrespective of Ps; that is, even when Ps ≈ 1 as 
is the case 12Lys10, the tails are simply too short to favor the 
formation of vesicles. Thirdly, with nc > 22 and Ps ≈ ½ - 1, vesicles 
are the preferred aggregate, and this is the case of 14Lys10 and 
16Lys10, following the usual pattern of double-tailed 
amphiphiles;[38] if nc > 22 and Ps ≈ 1/3 – ½, micelles are favored as 
dictated by the low Ps.  

In summary, slight modifications in chemical structure (viz. tail 
length and asymmetry) can significantly impact self-assembly. 
Importantly, this versatile phase behavior is an asset for exploring 
the cytotoxicity and capacity of the different surfactant systems for 
protein loading and release, as described in the coming sections. 

Figure 6. Schematic rationalization model for the Ps value of mLys10 and 

10Lysn series of lysine-derived surfactants. 

 

Cytotoxicity 

Evaluation by indirect contact 

As proof of principle, our aim was to load lysozyme (LZM), an 
enzyme present in bodily fluids with recognized antibacterial and 
antiviral activities, into the tubule-based gels. To screen the 
systems in terms of cytotoxicity, an absolute requirement for any 
system intended for biomedical application, normal human skin 
fibroblasts (BJ-5ta cell line) were used. Cell viability was assessed 
by indirect contact with culture medium in which the gels were 
immersed for 8 and 24 h. After cells were exposed to the 
conditioned medium for 24 and 48 h, an MTT assay was carried 
out to monitor metabolic activity. The schematic summary of the 
cytotoxicity experiments due to indirect conditioning is shown in 
section 5 of Supporting Information (Figure S5.1). In addition to 
testing the different surfactants of the mLys10 and 10Lysn series, 
different pH values (10, 11 and 12) as well as adjustment 
solutions (NaOH and buffer) were evaluated. The results are 
shown in Figure 7. 

Generally, increasing pH is associated with a reduction in cell 
viability. Also, there is no noteworthy difference in cell viability 
whether the pH is adjusted with NaOH or with buffer. When 
analyzing the results considering the conditioning duration, it 
appears that there are no significant differences between cells 
incubated with culture medium conditioned for 8 h or 24 h. This 
observation suggests that whatever release occurs from the 
materials to the culture medium happens in the initial period, and 
no significant further degradation occurs between 8 h and 24h of 
conditioning. Even so, in isolated cases, cellular proliferation was 
apparent upon exposure to medium of 24 h conditioning, 
suggesting that the cells recovered from the initial impact of the 
presence of the tubules and thrived thereafter. When the isomers 
are compared, the mLys10 surfactants are slightly less cytotoxic 
than the 10Lysn. Besides, the total chain length appears to have 
no noticeable influence on the cellular behavior in this context. 

After careful analysis of the results and considering the 
prospective application of the systems, the pH = 10.0 buffer 
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condition was chosen to proceed with the studies, since its pH is 
the closest to the physiological one and marginal cytotoxicity is 
observed. To gain valuable insight on the impact on cells caused 
by the lysine surfactants alone, at the chosen pH, an additional 
MTT assay was performed to determine the IC50 (Table 2). The 
results reveal a dose-dependent cytotoxicity after 24 h and 48 h 
of exposure for all cases, with a clear reduction in cell viability as 
the concentration is increased (Figure S5.2, S.I.), with the 
exception of 14Lys10, for which, in the range of concentrations 
studied, the IC50 was not reached. 

All the compounds show IC50 values between 1 and 10 mM. 
The data obtained does not identify a trend of increasing toxicity 
with increasing tail length (and hence hydrophobicity) of the 
systems, as could be expected. On the contrary, surfactants with 
longer chain are less toxic (i.e. have higher IC50). This may be 
explained by the similarity with lipids present in cell membranes, 
which typically have C16 and C18 chains; moreover, these 
surfactants form per se bilayer structures (vesicles and lamellar 
phases), as shown before. Thus, 16Lys10 and 14Lys10 
surfactants very possibly interfere less with membrane lipids, 
leading to higher IC50 values. Furthermore, when comparing 
isomers, the mLys10 surfactants, which have the charge linked to 
the longest tail and higher Ps, induce lower cytotoxicity (higher 
IC50) than their 10Lysn counterparts. 

For the sake of results validation, IC50 data of commercially 
available surfactants are included in Table 2, although obtained 
with L929 fibroblasts and resazurin assay (which measures 
activity of the same enzymes as MTT assay). All lysine-derived 
surfactants are less toxic to human cells than commercial anionic 
surfactants, namely sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and sodium 
dodecylsarcosinate (SDDS, derived from the amino acid 
sarcosine), and much less cytotoxic than commercial cationic 

ones, either single-tailed, like dodecyltrimethylammonium 
bromide (DTAB) and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), 
or double-tailed like didodecydimethylammonium bromide 
(DDAB), as shown in Table 2.  
 

Loading and release of lysozyme  

Lysozyme (LZM) has been extensively used as a model protein 
for evaluation of carrier systems[31]. In this work, the entrapment 
efficiency of LZM was measured by quantifying the amount of 
LZM in the rinse solutions after centrifugation, in relation to the 
total amount of LZM initially included. Loading of proteins into 
charged hydrogels is based on the adsorption to the hydrogel 
matrix mainly by electrostatic interactions. Since LZM at pH = 10.0 
is positively charged and the lysine hydrogels are negatively 
charged, LZM is swiftly loaded forming stable surfactant/LZM 
gels. 

The surfactant concentration was fixed at 3 mM and the 
loading mass of LZM was 0.150 and 0.375 mg. The entrapment 
efficiency of the lysine tubules is independent of the initial load 
LZM (Figure 8A). Results show that the shortest chain surfactants 
(12Lys10 and 10Lys12) show very low LZM entrapment 
efficiencies, of ≈ 10 %. On the other hand, 14Lys10 and 10Lys14 
are much more efficient, ≈ 90-100 %, while the longer chain 
compounds, 16Lys10 and 10Lys16, are also capable of 
significant efficiency, ≈ 80 %. Isomers behave very similarly, with 
comparable results. 

In contrast, the entrapment efficiency is dependent on the total 
carbon atoms of the alkyl tails. This may be due to two factors: 
the surfactant may form a denser three-dimensional network of 

Figure 7. Cytotoxicity evaluation of the two series of lysine-derived surfactants (mLys10 and 10Lysn) adjusted with buffer (pH = 10.0 and 12) and NaOH solution 
(pH = 12.0*). Indirect contact toxicity was assessed on normal human skin fibroblasts (BJ-5ta cell line) using the MTT assay and represented as % cell viability 
related to the untreated control (100%); bars represent mean ± SD. Two different cell culture medium conditioning times were tested: 8 h (graphs a and b) and 24 
h (graphics c and d).
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Table 2. IC50 values (mM) obtained with in vitro MTT assay on BJ-5ta cells 
exposed for 24 and 48 h to lysine-derived surfactants at pH = 10 buffer. 

*IC50 not reached in the tested concentration range. 
[a]Data obtained with resazurin assay in L929 fibroblasts. 

 
tubules, with a higher capacity of entrapment; or the tubule 
surface may be more favorable for interactions with the protein 
molecules. 

Microscopy studies were performed on surfactant/LZM 
gels, to probe in more detail their morphology. The 
surfactant/LZM gels show a morphology very similar to the 
neat surfactant gels, demonstrating that the entangled tubular 
structures are preserved in the presence of protein. Under light 
microscopy (Figure 8B) the LZM-loaded gels appear as a 
highly entangled network of long and thin tubules, looking even 
denser under SEM imaging (Figure 8C and D), where tubules 
with lateral widths ranging from ≈ 0.1 to 2 µm are visible. Cryo-
TEM imaging of the loaded gels reveals even higher resolution 
details, as shown in the representative micrographs of Figure 
8E-G. Crossing and juxtaposed tubes can be found throughout 
the gels (Figure 8E), and they are either single-walled (arrow 
1) or multiwalled (arrow 2). Importantly, small globular particles 
are found attached to the outer wall of the hollow tubules, 
almost decorating them in all their extension (Figure 8E-G, 
arrow 3). These particles, not observed in surfactant-only 
gels,[30b] are attributed to adsorbed LZM molecules, that have 
a radius of gyration of ≈ 2 nm and appear as globular dots 
under cryo-TEM imaging.[40] Interestingly, a recurring feature is 
that the protein molecules seem to be more concentrated near 
the end of the tubes, forming cluster-like regions (Figure 8E 
and G, arrow 4). Given that the protein is net positively charged 
and the tube’s surface is anionic, one can infer that 
electrostatic interactions likely drive the observed binding, 
although we cannot exclude that other interactions, namely H-
bonding and even hydrophobic interactions, may also play a 
role. 

We then performed drug release studies from the 
tubule/LZM gels systems at physiological and skin pH, 7.4 and 
5.5 respectively, and a temperature of 35 ± 2 °C (Figure 9). The 
choice of the surfactants was based on several factors: (i) high 
loading efficiency; (ii) comparison of tubule/micelle vs. 
tubule/vesicle transition and (iii) phase transition temperature, 
Tm. Surfactants 14Lys10 and 10Lys14 gels meet criteria (i) and 
(ii), and 16Lys10 was also selected, as for this surfactant, Tm 
lies above that of the release experiments. Similar to loading 
studies, for the release studies two quantities of LZM were 
tested, 0.150 and 0.375 mg. Since the results obtained are 
similar, we present in Figure 9 those for 0.375 mg LZM. 

Figure 8. Entrapment efficiency of lysozyme (LZM) by lysine-tubular 
aggregates. The surfactant concentration was fixed at 3 mM and the amount 
of LZM was 0.150 and 0.375 mg (A). Representative VELM (B), SEM (C, D) 
and cryo-TEM (E-G) micrographs of 10Lys14/LZM system, at 3 mM 
surfactant concentration and 0.150 mg of LZM. Arrows 1 and 2 indicate 
single- and multi-walled tubules; arrows 3 and 4 point to regions where the 
LZM is seen adsorbed at the outer tubule walls, with 4 show tubule ends 
where the protein seems to accumulate in clusters.  
 

The 14Lys10/LZM gel at pH = 7.4 shows the maximum and 
fastest release, with 85 % of protein released over 2 h, while 
the 10Lys14/LZM gel at the same pH also yields a sizable 
release (≈ 80 %) but reaching its maximum after 5 h. The 
release accompanying the tubule-micelle transition (10Lys14) 
is thus kinetically slower than that associated with the tubule-
vesicle transition (14Lys10). On the other hand, the 
16Lys10/LZM gel at pH = 7.4 exhibits the slowest and lowest 
load release, of ≈ 5 % in 25 h. This result is likely due to the 
fact that this system only undergoes the tubule-vesicle 
transition at a higher temperature (ca. 43 ºC) than that of the 
assays (35 ºC). For this reason, this system was also tested at 
pH = 5.5 (skin pH), keeping T = 35 ºC, and considering that 
these surfactants’ behavior is pH-influenced. In this case, a 
30 % LZM release is observed after 25 h. At a lower pH, the 
surfactant tubules are expected to be less charged (due to a 
higher fraction of the acid form), which likely reduces 
interaction with the protein. This strongly supports the view that 
the protein loading is likely dominated by electrostatic 
adsorption at the tubule wall. From these experiments, one can 
thus conclude that temperature is the most important stimulus 
for the release of LZM. Thus, when T ≥ Tm there is a more 
pronounced release of LZM than when T < Tm. In the latter 

 
IC50/ mM 

Surfactant 24 h 48 h 

12Lys10 
14Lys10 
16Lys10 

5.5 ± 0.6  
* 
9.3 ± 2.3 

5.0 ± 0.5 
* 
2.7 ± 0.5 

10Lys12 
10Lys14 
10Lys16 

1.5 ± 0.2 
1.6 ± 0.4 
4.5 ± 0.5 

0.9 ± 0.2 
0.9 ± 0.2 
1.9 ± 0.3 

SDS[a] 
SDDS[a] 
DTAB[a] 
CTAB[a] 
DDAB[a] 

0.23 ± 0.01 
- 
0.043 ± 0.002 
0.017 ± 0.007 
0.009 ± 0.005 

0.30 ± 0.01 
0.44 ± 0.05 
0.009 ± 0.003 
0.008 ± 0.002 
0.007 ± 0.004 
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case, the important stimulus becomes pH, with a lowering of 
the pH resulting in a higher and faster release of LZM. 

Following the release studies, a cytotoxic evaluation of the 
tubule/LZM gels, upon incubation with 8 and 24 h conditioned 
medium, in BJ-5ta cell line by MTT assay, was performed. 3 
mM surfactant gels were tested with two amounts of 
encapsulated LZM, 0.150 and 0.375 mg. The results show that 
higher amount of encapsulated LZM does not cause higher 
cytotoxicity and for this reason the results shown in Figure 10 
refer to 0.375 mg protein. 24 h MTT results demonstrate that a 
culture medium conditioning period of 24 h (grid columns) 
causes greater cell death than an indirect conditioning period 
of 8 h (solid columns). However, observing MTT results after 
48 h incubation of cells indicates that 24 h of indirect 
conditioning boosts cell proliferation, especially in the for the 
gels containing 14Lys10 and 10Lys14. Moreover, the least 
cytotoxic is the 14Lys10/LZM gel with cell viability values 
above 100 %. The 16Lys10/LZM system causes cell viability to 
drop to under 50 %, which does not support it as a candidate 
for further studies. With cell viability values ranging between 60 
and 90%, the 10Lys14/LZM gel lies in between the other two. 

To corroborate these results and understand the main cell 
death mechanism induced by the tested gels, BJ5ta cells 
exposed to the same conditions as for MTT assay were dually 
stained with AO and PI, to discern between viable cells (green), 
early apoptotic (yellow-to-orange) and late apoptotic/necrotic 
(red) cells by fluorescence microscopy. The number of cells in 
each of these populations was quantified from the micrographs 
taken and results are expressed in % in Figure 10. In all cases, 
the 16Lys10/LZM gel is clearly the most toxic, reducing the 
percentage of cell viability by pushing cells to enter apoptosis 
massively. The 14Lys10/LZM gel, after a 48h incubation shows 
even a proliferative effect on cells that are simultaneously less 
prone to enter apoptosis, even comparing to the viability 
control. Cells incubated with 10Lys14 conditioned medium 
perform in an equivalent manner to those conditioned with 
14Lys10 at 24 h, but do not promote cell proliferation after 48h. 
  

Figure 9. Release profiles of lysozyme (LZM) from 10Lys14, 14Lys10, 

10Lys16 and 16Lys10 surfactants, in pH 5.5 and pH 7.4 The temperature 

was kept constant at 35 ± 2 °C and 0.375 mg LZM were used. 

In summary, the system based on the surfactant 14Lys10 is 
the most cytocompatible, even protecting cells from 
mechanisms of programmed cell death. 

Cytotoxicity is one of the most important indicators for 
biological validation of drug delivery systems. The screening of 
tubule/LZM gels indicated that the 14Lys10/LZM gel is the 
most cytocompatible, even protecting normal skin cells from 
entering apoptosis.  

 
 

Figure 10. Indirect contact cell viability after 24 and 48 h exposure to the 
lysine surfactant/LZM gels, at pH = 10.0 buffer, 3 mM surfactant 
concentration and 0.375 mg of LZM. BJ-5ta cells were incubated with culture 
medium conditioned for 8 or 24 h (a). Representation of the different values 
of viable (green), early apoptotic (yellow-to-orange), late apoptotic/necrotic 
(red) cells as percentage of all cells, measured by AO/PI fluorescence 
staining, after indirect contact with lysine/LZM systems. Representative 
images of fluorescence microscopy are presented: f) 14Lys10/LZM (0.375 
mg), 24 h conditioning, 24 h exposure; g) 16Lys10/LZM (0.375mg), 8 h 
conditioning, 48 h exposure. Scale bars: 100 µm. 
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Conclusion 

In this work, we initially explored the interfacial properties and 
aqueous phase behavior of double-tailed lysine-derived 
surfactants mLys10 and 10Lysn, at pH = 10, 11 and 12 
(adjusted with NaOH or buffer solution). Below a characteristic 
phase transition temperature, Tm, all the surfactants self-
aggregate into solid-like tubular structures of different 
morphologies that form a hydrogel, at concentrations as low as 
3 mM. Above Tm, the surfactants self-assemble either into 
micelles (10Lysn and 12Lys10) or vesicles (14Lys10 and 
16Lys10), depending on the molecular structure and surfactant 
packing parameter. The tubule-based gels are able to entrap 
LZM (with electrostatics-driven adsorption playing a key role) 
and liberate it in a sustained manner over time, with the release 
rate being modulated by temperature and pH. The cytotoxicity 
of the neat surfactant and surfactant/LZM gels was assessed 
by measuring metabolic activity on normal human skin 
fibroblasts to examine their potential use in biomedical 
applications, and low cytotoxicity against mammalian cell 
cultures is observed. Furthermore, for isomers, the surfactants 
from mLys10 series are always less cytocompatible than 
10Lysn series. For the same series, lower cytotoxicity is 
obtained with higher chain lengths. If we compare similar chain 
lengths, the surfactant packing parameter Ps value becomes 
important, with higher Ps value meaning lower cytotoxicity. It 
also became apparent that some surfactants may influence the 
cells’ propensity to enter mechanisms of cell death, which is 
invaluable for future application to human cells and tissues. All 
these features are extremely important, as they open the 
opportunity of further exploring and optimizing the lysine 
surfactant-based gels as stimuli-responsive systems for the 
controlled delivery of molecules of therapeutic interest. 
 

Experimental Section 

Materials 

The lysine-derived surfactants were synthesized according to a 
previously described method.[30b, 32] The good purity of the surfactants 
was ascertained by 1H and 13C NMR (Bruker Avance III 400 
spectrometer) and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry 
(Finnigan Surveyor instrument) and are provided in the Supporting 
Information (section S1). The protein used as a model in the 
compaction, release and cytotoxicity studies was highly purified 
lysozyme from chicken egg white (≥ 98%), purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich. Solvents (p. a. quality) and other chemicals were also obtained 
from Sigma Aldrich. Phosphate buffers at pH = 11.0 and  
pH = 12.0 were prepared using Na2HPO4 (0.05 mM) and NaOH (0.1 M) 
stock solutions. For pH = 10.0, a carbonate buffer solution was used, 
prepared with NaHCO3 (0.05 mM) and NaOH (0.1 M) stock solutions. 
All the latter reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, with purity 
≥ 99%. 

Surface tension measurements 

Surface tension experiments were performed in a DCAT11 tensiometer 
from Dataphysics, using the Wilhelmy plate method and a thermostated 
Julabo water bath (± 0.2 °C). The measurement temperature varied 
according to surfactant. The aqueous solutions of surfactant were 

prepared on the same day of the experiment, with buffer or NaOH 
solution at the desired pH. Appropriate masses of both surfactant and 
water were weighed to prepare the desired stock solutions. The 
surfactant concentration is expressed in molality, i.e. number of moles 
of solute per kg of solvent, due to the measurement temperatures used 
in these measurements (40 ºC and 45 ºC, cf. Figure 2). 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

DSC experiments were performed with a MicroCal VP-DSC 
microcalorimeter from Malvern. The phase transition temperature, Tm, 
and molar enthalpy, ΔtrHm, were calculated by from the obtained 
differential heat capacity vs. temperature curves. The surfactant 
solutions (3.0 mM) were prepared at different pH (10.0, 11.0 and 12.0), 
adjusted with NaOH or buffer solutions. Before injecting the solutions 
into the DSC cell, they were sonicated to homogenize the initial solid 
dispersion and then degassed using vacuum. For all samples, several 
heating-cooling cycles were performed to investigate the reversibility of 
the phase transitions. 

Light and electron microscopy 

A light microscope (Olympus BX51) was used to visualize solutions and 
hydrogels under bright field or differential interference contrast (DIC) 
mode, as well as solid samples in phase penetration scans under 
polarized light mode. The micrographs were acquired with an Olympus 
C5060 video camera and processed with the software CellA. The 
temperature was accurately controlled by means of a Linkam 
THMS600 stage (± 0.1 °C). 

For cryo-SEM imaging of neat surfactant hydrogels, the samples 
were vitrified in a Gatan Alto 2500 cryopreparation chamber and 
visualized with a JEOL JSM 6301F scanning electron microscope. 
Each specimen was vitrified by plunging it into a nitrogen bath and then 
freeze-fractured at -140 °C. To remove any remaining solvent, the 
specimen was then etched at -95 °C for 2 minutes at the fractured 
surface, and finally sputtered with an Au-Pd alloy for 30 s. SEM was 
also performed on dehydrated tubule/LZM hydrogels placed on glass 
slides, sputtered with an Au-Pd layer and imaged in a Fei Quanta 
400FEG field-emission scanning electron microscope. For the cryo-
TEM imaging, samples were vitrified using a Leica EM GP 
cryopreparation station at controlled temperature and 100 % relative 
humidity. A drop of sample was applied on a holey carbon TEM grid 
(Lacey substrate, 300 mesh, Ted Pella, Inc.), automatically blotted with 
filter paper, and plunged into liquid ethane at its freezing point. The 
vitrified specimens were stored under liquid nitrogen before being 
transferred to a TEM (Tecnai G2 12, FEI) with a Gatan workstation and 
cryo-holder for imaging at 98 K. The microscope was operated at 120 
kV in low electron dose mode with a few micrometers under-focus to 
increase the phase contrast. Images were recorded on a Gatan 794 
CCD camera. 

Lysozyme (LZM) loading and release assays 

The surfactant/LZM samples were prepared in pH = 10.0 buffer, at a 
final surfactant concentration of 3 mM, and 0.150 mg or 0.375 mg of 
protein. They were left undisturbed for a period of 8 days, at 6 °C for 
12Lys10 and 10Lys12 and at 25 °C for all the other surfactants. After 
this time, the formed tubule-containing gels were centrifuged at 14000 
g for 15 min to separate the gel from the excess solvent - the 
supernatant. The latter was collected and evaluated to quantify the 
amount of protein present by measuring the absorbance at 215 nm 
(LZM larger absorption peak, characteristic of peptide bonds), using an 
Agilent 8453 spectrophotometer. The LZM entrapment efficiency is 
obtained by determining the amount of LZM in the rinse solutions after 
centrifugation, relative to the total amount of LZM initially added. 

For the study of LZM release profile, the dialysis method was 
applied. Membranes of molecular weight cut-off 50 kDa (spectra/Por® 
6) were soaked before use in ultra-pure water at room temperature for 
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at least 1 hour to remove the preservative, followed by rinsing 
thoroughly in ultra-pure water. The surfactant/LZM gels were placed in 
dialysis bags of 7 cm initial length and 7.5 mm diameter. The bags, with 
final length of 5.0 ± 0.2 cm, were closed at both ends with clamps, 
tested for leakage and then placed vertically in the container comprising 
50 mL phosphate buffer, pH = 7.4 or pH = 5.5, as release medium, at 
35 ± 2 °C. Aliquots of the release medium were withdrawn for analysis 
at different time points and replaced with equal fresh medium volumes. 
The fluorescence of the collected samples, diluted as necessary with 
release medium, was measured at 340 nm (λex = 305 nm). The 
cumulative release percentage was calculated in relation to the signal 
intensity of the total loaded protein. The results are presented as the 
average of 3 independent assays.  

Cell Culture and Cytotoxicity Evaluation 

Telomerase-immortalized normal human skin fibroblasts (BJ-5ta cell 
line) were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC® 
CRL-4001™) through LGC standards and cultured at 37 °C, in humified 
environment with 5% of CO2. The culture medium contained 4 parts of 
DMEM (Dulbecco´s modified Eagle´s medium) and 1 part of Medium 
199, supplemented with 10% (v/v) heated inactivated fetal bovine 
serum (FBS), 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin solution and 10 µg·mL-1 
hygromycin B.  

Different cytotoxicity experiments were carried out. Initially, the 
neat surfactant gels were profiled by assessing indirect contact toxicity 
at different pH (10, 11 and 12), adjusted with NaOH or buffer. From 
these results, it was found that pH = 10.0 buffer was the least cytotoxic 
condition. Thus, the cytotoxic profile of the surfactant/LZM gels at pH = 
10 buffer was evaluated again by indirect contact and the IC50 values 
calculated using the MTT assay (see also Supporting Information, S5).  

Briefly, BJ-5ta cells were plated in a 96 well plate, at a density of 1 
x 104 cells/well and left to adhere overnight. The cells were then 
incubated with the systems, under the conditions explained above. 
After 24 and 48 h incubation periods, the cells’ metabolic activity was 
assessed with the MTT assay. After the incubation period, the culture 
medium was removed and substituted with 80 µL of MTT (5 mg·mL-1) 
in phosphate buffered saline solution to each well. The 96-well plates 
were incubated for 2 h (37 °C, 5 % CO2) after which an aliquot of 120 
μL of DMSO/ethanol 1:1 (v/v) was added into each well to solubilize 
formazan crystals, with gentle shaking. The absorbance at 570 nm was 
measured in a microplate spectrophotometer (SpectraMax Plus, 
Molecular Devices). Cells cultured in standard complete medium and 
in 30 % of DMSO were used as positive and negative controls for cell 
viability, respectively. 

To identify apoptotic/necrotic from viable cells, cells were further 
dually stained with acridine orange (AO), a nucleic acid-binding 
fluorophore stains in green viable cells, and propidium iodide (PI), 
which stains in red the nuclei of cells with compromised membranes. 
After 24 or 48 h incubation with medium conditioned for either 8 or 24 
h, cells were washed with PBS 1x and incubated with PI solution (50 
µg/ml in PBS) for 15 min, followed by with AO solution (50 µg/ml in 
PBS) for another 15 min, always at 37 ºC, 5% CO2, in the dark. The 
fluorescence was analyzed qualitatively by an inverted fluorescent 
microscope (Olympus IX71) using FITC and TRITC filters. 
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1. Characterization details of lysine-based surfactants 

1.1. Characterization of compound Nα-decanoíl-Nε-tetradecanoíl-lisinato de sódio 

(10Lys14) 

Figure SI 1.1. 1H RMN spectrum of Nα-decanoíl-Nε-tetradecanoíl-lisinato de sódio (10Lys14). 

RMN 1H: (MeOD, 400 MHz) δ 4.29 (m, 1H, -CH-), 3.17 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H,  -CH2-NH), 

2.26 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H, -CH2-CO), 2.19 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H, -CH2-CO), 1.91 – 1.83 (m, 1H, 

-CH-CH(H)), 1.75 – 1.49 (m, 7H, -CH-CH(H) + -CH2-CH2-NH + 2x –CO-CH2-CH2), 1.43 

– 1.29 (m, 34H, -CH2-CH2-CH2), 0.92 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 6H, -CH3). 

Figure SI 1.2. 13C RMN spectrum of Nα-decanoíl-Nε-tetradecanoíl-lisinato de sódio (10Lys14). 

RMN 13C: (MeOD, 101 MHz) δ 179.1 (-COO-), 176.2 ((CH2)8-CO-NH), 175.4 ((CH2)12-

CO-NH), 56.0 (-CH-), 40.3 (-CH2-NH), 37.4 e 37.2 (-CH2-CO), 33.8, 33.06, 33.05, 30.79, 

30.75, 30.73, 30.64, 30.51, 30.46, 30.45, 30.44, 30.41, 30.36, 30.01, 27.1, 27.0, 24.2, 

23.7, 14.4 (-CH3). 

EM-IE: (MeOH) m/z calculated: 532.79; [M+H]+ obtained: 533.57 
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1.2. Characterization of compound Nα-tetradecanoíl-Nε-decanoíl-lisinato de sódio 

(14Lys10) 

Figure SI 1.3. 1H RMN spectrum of Nα-tetradecanoíl-Nε-decanoíl-lisinato de sódio (14Lys10). 

RMN 1H: (MeOD, 400 MHz) δ 4.29 (m, 1H, -CH-), 3.18 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H, -CH2-NH), 2.27 

(t, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H, -CH2-CO), 2.19 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H, -CH2-CO), 1.88 (m, 1H, -CH-CH(H)), 

1.75 – 1.51 (m, 7H, -CH-CH(H) + -CH2-CH2-NH + 2x –CO-CH2-CH2), 1.44 – 1.30 (m, 

34H, CH2-CH2-CH2), 0.93 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 6H, -CH3). 

Figure SI 1.4. 13C RMN spectrum of Nα-tetradecanoíl-Nε-decanoíl-lisinato de sódio (14Lys10). 

RMN 13C: (MeOD, 101 MHz) δ 179.2 (-COO-), 176.2 ((CH2)12-CO-NH), 175.3 ((CH2)8-

CO-NH), 56.0 (-CH-),  40.3 (-CH2-NH), 37.4 e 37.2 (-CH2-CO), 33.8, 33.1, 33.04, 30.80, 

30.78, 30.77, 30.68, 30.61, 30.51, 30.47, 30.42, 30.41, 30.37, 30.1, 27.1, 27.05, 24.2, 

23.7, 14.43 (-CH3). 

EM-IE: (MeOH) m/z calculated: 532.79; [M+H]+ obtained: 533.60 
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1.3. Characterization of compound Nα-decanoíl-Nε-hexadecanoíl-lisinato de sódio 

(10Lys16) 

Figure SI 1.5. 1H RMN spectrum Nα-decanoíl-Nε-hexadecanoíl-lisinato de sódio (10Lys16). 

RMN 1H: (MeOD, 400 MHz) δ 4.29 (m, 1H, -CH-), 3.18 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H,  -CH2-NH), 

2.26 (t, J = 8.0, 2H, -CH2-CO), 2.19 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H, -CH2-CO), 1.91 - 1.83 (m, 1H, -

CH-CH(H)), 1.74 – 1.49 (m, 7H, -CH-CH(H) + -CH2-CH2-NH + 2x –CO-CH2-CH2), 1.43 – 

1.31 (m, 38H, -CH2-CH2-CH2), 0.93 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 6H, -CH3). 

Figure SI 1.6. 13C RMN spectrum of Nα-decanoíl-Nε-hexadecanoíl-lisinato de sódio (10Lys16). 

RMN 13C: (MeOD, 101 MHz) δ 179.2 (-COO-), 176.2 ((CH2)8-CO-NH), 175.3 ((CH2)14-

CO-NH), 56.0 (-CH-), 40.3 (-CH2-NH), 37.4 e 37.2 (-CH2-CO), 33.8, 33.0, 30.8, 30.75, 

30.7, 30.6, 30.5, 30.44, 30.41, 30.36, 30.1, 27.1, 24.2, 23.7, 14.4 (-CH3). 

 

EM-IE: (MeOH) m/z calculado: 560.84; [M+H]+ obtido: 561.93 
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1.4. Characterization of compound Nα-hexadecanoíl-Nε-decanoíl-lisinato de sódio 

(16Lys10) 

Figure SI 1.7. 1H RMN spectrum of Nα-hexadecanoíl-Nε-decanoíl-lisinato de sódio (16Lys10). 

RMN 1H: (MeOD, 400 MHz) δ 4.27 (m, 1H, -CH-), 3.16 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H,  -CH2-NH), 

2.24 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H, -CH2-CO), 2.17 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H, -CH2-CO), 1.90 – 1.80 (m, 1H, 

-CH-CH(H)), 1.73 – 1.48 (m, 7H, , -CH-CH(H) + -CH2-CH2-NH + 2x –CO-CH2-CH2), 1.41 

– 1.28 (m, 38H, -CH2-CH2-CH2), 0.91 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 6H, -CH3). 

Figure SI 1.8. 13C RMN spectrum of Nα-hexadecanoíl-Nε-decanoíl-lisinato de sódio (16Lys10). 

RMN 13C: (MeOD, 101 MHz,) δ 179.2 (-COO-), 176.2 ((CH2)8-CO-NH), 175.4 ((CH2)14-

CO-NH), 56.0 (-CH-),  40.3 (-CH2-NH), 37.4 e 37.2 (-CH2-CO), 33.8, 33.06, 33.04, 30.8, 

30.77, 30.68, 30.62, 30.51, 30.47, 30.43, 30.41, 30.37, 30.1, 27.13, 27.05, 24.2, 23.7, 

14.4 (-CH3). 

 

EM-IE: (MeOH) m/z calculado: 560.84; [M+H]+ obtido: 561.73 
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2. Surface tension studies 

Figure SI 2.1. Surface tension vs. ln (concentration) graphs for different surfactant series at pH= 

11 : a) and b) mLys10 and 10Lysn series, respectively, at pH= 11 buffer; c) and d) mLys10 and 

10Lysn series, respectively, at pH= 11 NaOH. All the experiments were carried out at 40 °C, 

except for surfactants 10Lys16 and 16Lys10 where the temperature of measurement was 45 °C. 

The cmc is determined as the intersection point of the straight lines. 

 

Table SI 2.1. Interfacial parameters for the lysine-based surfactants, at pH= 11 adjusted with 

NaOH and buffer solutions. 

*pH adjustment with NaOH solution. 

(a) Typical uncertainties for cmc values are within ± 10%. 
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3. DSC studies 

 

Table SI 3.1. Thermodynamic parameters associated with the phase transitions of the 10Lysn 

and mLys10 lysine-derived surfactants in water at pH= 10 (buffer) and pH=12 (buffer and NaOH), 

as obtained from de DSC scans. 

 

 

Figure SI 3.1. DSC thermograms of the different lysine-based surfactants: a) and b) mLys10 and 

10Lysn series at pH= 11 buffer, respectively; c) and d) mLys10 and 10Lysn series at pH= 11 

NaOH, respectively, at 3.0 mM (scanning rate: 1.2 K·min-1). The dashed curves correspond to the 

re-heating scans. 
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Table SI 3.2. Thermodynamic parameters associated with the phase transitions of the 10Lysn 

and mLys10 lysine-derived surfactants in water at pH= 11 adjusted with buffer and NaOH 

solutions, as obtained from de DSC scans. 

       *pH adjustment with NaOH solution. 
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4. Global phase behavior of lysine-based surfactants 

 

Table SI 4.1. Summary of the phase sequence observed for the anionic lysine-based surfactants 

studied. The textures observed under polarized light are described under the respective assigned 

liquid-crystalline phase. 
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5. Cytotoxic studies 

Figure SI 5.1. Schematic representation of the experiments of indirect conditioning. 

 

Figure SI 5.2. Cytotoxicity evaluation of lysine-based surfactants at pH= 11, adjusted with buffer 

and NaOH solution. Indirect contact viability assay was performed on normal human skin 

fibroblasts (BJ-5ta cell line) using the MTT assay and represented as % cell viability related to the 

untreated control; bars represent means ± SD. Two different conditioning times were tested, 

namely 8 h (graphics on the left) and 24 h (graphics on the right): a, b- 12Lys10 and 10Lys12 

surfactants; c, d-14Lys10 and 10Lys14 surfactants; and, f- 16Lys10 and 10Lys16 surfactants. 
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Figure SI 5.3. Concentration-viability curves of the BJ-5ta cells exposed to lysine surfactants at 

pH= 10 buffer, for 24 and 48h. Data are presented as mean ± SD of three independent results. 
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Abstract 

Surfactant/polymer aqueous mixtures originate colloidal structures of great fundamental 

interest and practical relevance such as hydrogels for biomedical and pharmaceutical 

uses. In this work, we investigated the phase behavior and structural features of mixtures 

of an anionic double-tailed lysine-based surfactant, 16Lys12, and two cationic 

hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) derivatives, JR400 and LM200, resorting to phase diagram 

mapping, differential scanning microcalorimetry, video-enhanced light microscopy, 

cryogenic scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) and cytotoxicity assays. The 

surfactant, S-, self-assembles in water into tubular structures at room temperature and 

undergoes a tubule-to-vesicle transition at ≈ 44 ºC. JR400 is a homopolymer, P+, longer 

and more densely charged than LM200, a closely related hydrophobically modified 

polymer, HMP+. Electrostatic interactions (namely the surfactant/polymer charge ratio), 

modulated by hydrophobic interactions, play a crucial role in dictating the observed 

phase behavior and formed colloidal structures. Both the S-/P+ and S-/HMP+ mixtures 

show three main phase regions: at surfactant charge excess, bluish dispersions 

containing interacting polymer/tubular aggregates, and at higher temperature, 

polymer/vesicle clusters; a white precipitate near charge equimolarity, coexisting with 

either a solution or a gel; and highly viscous hydrogels, at polymer charge excess. In the 

bluish dispersions, differences are observed between the S-/P+ and S-/HMP+ systems in 

thermal behavior and type of aggregates present. Cryo-SEM imaging show that the 

hydrogels consist of honeycomb-like structure of surfactant and polymer moieties. 

Cytotoxicity assays performed for specific compositions in the bluish dispersion region 

indicate good levels of cytocompatibility for both type of surfactant/polymer systems. 

Overall, the dispersions and hydrogels found are deemed potentially interesting for the 

encapsulation and release of biomolecules.  
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1. Introduction 

Over the last few decades, aqueous colloidal mixtures of polymers, either of natural or 

synthetic origin, and surfactants of assorted molecular structure have drawn enormous 

interest from a fundamental viewpoint [1-8]. Non-covalent co-solute interactions 

(electrostatic, hydrophobic, H-bonding, dispersive, etc) and entropic effects (e.g. related 

to polymer chain configuration or counterion release in charged systems) coalesce to 

yield rather complex phase behavior (e.g. association vs. segregation; precipitation vs. 

complex coacervation) and aggregation structures [1,2,4]. Amphiphile/polymer systems 

have also been approached as models for understanding lipid/protein interactions in 

biological membranes [3,9-12]. Moreover, surfactant/polymer systems have been 

explored for diverse applications such as hydrogel-based drug delivery [13,14], tissue 

regeneration [15], microencapsulation and emulsification [16], and viscosity modulation 

of colloidal suspensions [17,18].  

Surfactant/polymer hydrogels, in particular, have drawn great interest in terms of 

basic colloidal properties [19,20] and development of pharmaceutical and biomedical 

applications [21-23]. The emergence of surfactants derived from natural sources, more 

physiologically and environmentally friendly than those obtained from petrochemical 

sources, has also opened the possibility of formulating surfactant/polymer systems with 

enhanced biocompatibility and biodegradability [22,24-26]. In this context, amino  

acid-based surfactants—for example, based on arginine [27], lysine [28,29], serine 

[29,30] and proline [29,31]—have been deemed as viable alternatives to conventional 

surfactants for the development of effective delivery systems. 

Hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) derivatives are polymers whose interactions with 

surfactants have been studied with particular attention [8,32-35]. This interest stems from 

the high availability of the polymers from renewable resources, their great versatility for 

chemical modification and good biocompatibility for bio-related (namely systemic) 

applications [36]. Cellulose-based polysaccharides typically have high intrinsic 

persistence length when compared with synthetic aliphatic polymers, and a lower charge 

density due to their larger monomeric units [36]. Since these two properties limit the 

hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions between polymer and ionic surfactants, 

hydrophobically and/or ionically modified derivatives of cellulose-based polysaccharides 

have been synthetized to widen their range of applications. 

The cationic HEC derivative commercially known as JR400 (also designated here 

as P+) is one of the most well-known ionic cellulose derivatives. This polymer has a 

molecular weight (MW) of ≈ 500,000 g·mol-1, a contour length of 1,000 nm, approx. 500 

positive charges per molecule, and a persistence length of ca. 35 nm due to electrostatic 
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repulsions between the charged units [37-39]. Several studies have reported on its 

interactions with oppositely charged surfactants, namely with sodium dodecylsulfate 

(SDS) [40-43], sodium dodecyl benzenesulfonate (SDBS) [40] and  

N-dodecanoylsarcosinate (SDDS) [44,45]. The phase behavior of these mixtures shows 

some common trends: predominance of mixed micelles at anionic surfactant charge 

excess, precipitation or coacervation at charge equimolarity, and redissolution at cationic 

polymer charge excess [38,43,46-49]. Recently, JR400 has also been used as a surface 

modifier of photoresponsive molybdenum disulfide nanoparticles for transdermal drug 

delivery [50]. 

The hydrophobically modified LM200 (also designated here as HMP+) is a cationic 

polymer possessing linear saturated alkyl C12 chains as quaternary nitrogen-containing 

substituents. The polymer has a MW ≈ 100,000 g·mol-1, a contour length of 200 nm and 

a persistence length similar to unmodified HEC (10 nm), due to its lower charge density 

(22 cationic charges per molecule) [38]. The interaction of LM200 with anionic 

surfactants, like SDS [41,51] and SDDS [44,45], shows some common features with 

JR400. An importance difference, however, arises from the anchoring of LM200’s C12 

alkyl side chains inside the anionic surfactant micelles, inducing a bridging effect and a 

non-monotonic viscosity increase, dictated by the stoichiometry between polymer side 

chains and surfactant chains [51]. 

The investigation of the interactions between modified HEC and oppositely 

charged surfactant aggregates other than micelles poses new challenges and paves the 

way for potential new functionalities. Thus, mixtures of JR400 and LM200 with net 

negatively charged SDS/didodecyldimethylammounium bromide (DDAB) catanionic 

vesicles have been studied in detail [52-54]. The higher charge density of JR400 causes 

more pronounced local interactions with catanionic bilayers (e.g. charge polarization) 

and peculiar effects such as bilayer crystallization and vesicle faceting [52-54]. LM200, 

on the other hand, induces the formation of tightly crosslinked networks between 

preserved vesicles. The interaction of non-ionic ethylhydroxyethyl cellulose with amino 

acid-derived surfactants has also been addressed. Cationic arginine- and anionic lysine-

based surfactants possessing C6, C8 and C10 chains have been found to interact with 

this polymer, producing thermoresponsive gels at variable polymer and surfactant 

concentrations [22,24,25]. The interest in these systems resided primarily on their low 

cytotoxicity and possibility of inducing in situ temperature-induced gelation at 

physiological temperature, useful for biological applications. 

In this work, we have investigated the interactions of a lysine-based surfactant, 

designated as 16Lys12 (Fig. 1A), with JR400 (Fig. 1B) and LM200 (Fig. 1C). The novelty 

of this study lies in that we explore the electrostatics-driven association between a 
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biocompatible anionic surfactant with uncommon self-assembly properties (namely a 

temperature-induced tubule-to-vesicle transition) [55], and two oppositely charged 

polymers. The phase behavior, thermal and structural characterization of the novel S-/P+ 

and S-/HMP+ systems, as well as their cytotoxicity, is unraveled, having in sight the 

development of temperature-responsive systems for delivery.  

 

 

Figure 1. Molecular structure of: (A) the double-tailed anionic lysine-based surfactant 16Lys12 (S-) ; B) the 

cationic homopolymer JR400 (P+), which has a substitution degree (t) of 27 mol%; and C) the cationic grafted 

copolymer LM200 (HMP+), with a substitution degree of 5.4 mol%. 

 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Materials  

The surfactant 16Lys12 was synthetized as reported previously [55,56] and further 

purified by recrystallization. NMR, high resolution mass spectroscopy, powder DSC and 

surface tension measurements confirmed the final purity of the surfactant (above 99 wt. 

%) [55,56]. JR400 and its hydrophobically modified analogue LM200, patented and 

manufactured under the Union Carbide Chemicals and Plastics Company, were acquired 

from Dow Chemical Company (Texas, USA). The two cellulose-based polysaccharides 

(JR400 and LM200) were used without further purification. 

 

2.2. Sample preparation 

Concentrated stock solutions of surfactant and polymers were prepared separately by 

dispersing rigorously weighed quantities of each solid in ultrapure Milli-QTM water at room 
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temperature. The surfactant solutions were sonicated for 15 minutes in a Bandelin 

Sonorex ultrasonic bath to allow fine dispersion of the solid, followed by 4 heating/cooling 

cycles between 25-60 ˚C. The polymer solutions were placed in a rotating stirrer for 24 

hours at room temperature to allow complete homogenization. 

The surfactant/polymer samples were prepared by adding the polymer solutions to 

the aqueous dispersions of 16Lys12. The surfactant concentration is expressed by 

molality and the polymer concentration in weight percentage. For the calculation of the 

polymer-to-surfactant charge ratio, CR (+/-), it has to be taken into account that 1 wt% 

JR400 and 1 wt% LM200 correspond, respectively, to 10 and 2 mmol·kg-1 of positive 

charges [52]. Hence the charge ratio for the S-/P+ system is given by  

CR (+/-) = (P+ wt% × 10) / (mS
-/mmol·kg-1), and for the S-/HMP+ system by CR (+/-) = 

(polymer wt% × 2) / (mS
-/mmol·kg-1). 

All samples were vigorously vortexed for a period of 10 min, before being heated 

at 60 ˚C for 30 minutes. Finally, the samples were placed in a rotating stirrer for 24 hours 

at 25 ̊ C to reach equilibrium. Whenever needed, samples were further centrifuged mildly 

for 20 minutes to remove any air bubbles formed during preparation.  

 

2.3. Differential scanning microcalorimetry (DSC) 

DSC measurements were performed in a Setaram microDSCIII high-sensitivity 

calorimeter. For each scan, two identical steal cells were used, one containing the 

sample and the other containing ultrapure milli-QTM water as reference. The difference in 

mass between the two cell solutions was always lower than 0.1 mg. Several heating and 

cooling scans were run for all the samples to check reversibility of the transitions, at a 

scanning rate of 1.2 K·min-1. The transition temperatures listed in Table 1 (Tm, Tm’, Tm1 

and Tm2) correspond to the maximum temperature of the respective peaks, and the molar 

transition enthalpies (∆trHm) were calculated by integration of the area under each peak 

using the manufacturer’s software.  

 

2.4. Video-enhanced light microscopy (VELM) 

VELM imaging of the samples was performed in an Olympus BX51 (Tokyo, Japan) 

microscope using bright field illumination with differential interference contrast (DIC). The 

images were acquired with an Olympus DP71 digital videocamera and the micrographs 

were processed with the Olympus CellA software provided by the manufacturer. 
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2.5. Cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) 

Cryo-SEM micrographs of the samples were taken in a JEOL JSM-6301F (Tokyo, Japan) 

high resolution scanning electron microscope, equipped with a Gatan Alto 2500  

cryo-preparation chamber. Briefly, each sample was placed in a copper sample-holder 

and rapidly vitrified under a liquid nitrogen slush (-200 ˚C). After this procedure, the 

sample was transferred to the cryo-preparation chamber where it was mechanically 

fractured, sublimated at -95 ˚C (120 s) and coated with an Au/Pd alloy (30 s). Thereafter, 

the samples were transferred and visualized in the SEM microscope.   

 

2.6. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

The particle size and zeta potential of the vesicular aggregates formed by 16Lys12 were 

measured using a Malvern ZetaSizer Nano ZS particle analyzer. Samples of different 

concentrations were placed in disposable polystyrene cuvettes for DLS measurements. 

The scattered light intensity was detected at an angle of 173˚ and analyzed using the 

Malvern Dispersion Technology Software (DTS), with multiple narrow mode (high 

resolution) data processing. The electrophoretic mobility, μ, was measured using a 

combination of electrophoresis and laser Doppler velocimetry techniques, and the  

ζ-potential was calculated from μ using the Henry equation, with a dielectric constant of 

78.5, a medium viscosity of 0.89 cP, and a f(κa) function value of 1.5 (Smoluchowsky 

approximation). 

 

2.7. Cell culture and cytotoxicity evaluation 

The L929 cell line from mouse fibroblasts was used to evaluate the cytotoxicity of the 

16Lys12/JR400 and 16Lys12/LM200 systems. This cell line was cultured at  

1 x 104 cells/well, seeded in 96-well plates and incubated in an atmosphere of 5% CO2 

and 37 °C, for 24 h for cellular adhesion. The cells were then incubated with different 

conditions, previously diluted in cell culture medium at different concentrations, with a 

maximum water concentration of 5%, and were tested for 24 and 48 h. Briefly, MTT assay 

solution (1 mg/mL) was added to each well. After 2 h incubation period (37 °C and 5% 

CO2), the supernatant was removed and the intracellularly stored MTT formazan was 

solubilized in 120 µL DMSO/ethanol (1:1) solution. The absorbance was read at 570 nm 

in a microplate reader spectrophotometer (SpectraMax plus 384). The results are 

presented as mean ± standard deviation of at least three independent experiments.  
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Neat surfactant aggregation: tubule-to-vesicle transition 

Prior to the characterization of the surfactant/polymer mixtures, it was crucial to 

determine in detail the self-assembly properties of the individual 16Lys12 surfactant, in 

the concentration range studied (1.0-8.0 mmol·kg-1). This surfactant has a critical 

aggregation concentration of 2.3 µmol·kg-1, measured at 50.0 ºC (see supplementary 

data, section 1) [55]. Aqueous surfactant dispersions initially show an endothermic DSC 

peak corresponding to the solubilization of the dispersed surfactants crystals (Fig. 2a). 

Upon cooling, the surfactant forms a viscous dispersion containing tubular aggregates, 

and reheating in the DSC shows a tubule-to-vesicle transition at Tm ≈ 44 ˚C, Fig. 2b, 

which remains constant in subsequent reheating scans. This fully reversible phase 

transition corresponds to a “melting” event: below Tm the surfactant molecules are 

arranged in crystalline-state bilayers that hierarchically self-organize into tubules  

(Fig. 2b1); above Tm, the bilayers become fluid, with in-plane liquid-like disorder, and 

spontaneously reorganize into vesicles (Fig. 2b2). The vesicle solutions are stable for a 

long period of time and VELM indicates that they are very polydisperse, showing no 

birefringence under polarized light. To have further insight on the concentration effect on 

the vesicle morphology and size distribution, microscopy and DLS studies were 

performed on concentrations varying from 1.0 to 8.0 mmol·kg-1. The spontaneously 

formed vesicles have a wide range of sizes, as can be seen in DLS size distribution 

curves in Fig. 2c. The zeta potential of the vesicles was also measured and a value of - 

62 ± 2 mV was obtained for all the concentrations studied. 
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Figure 2. Aggregation features of 16Lys12 in water: a) DSC heating and cooling traces obtained for a 1 

mmol·kg-1 surfactant sample (scanning rate of 1.2 K·min-1), with the indication of the characteristic phase 

transition temperature, Tm; b) light microscopy (VELM) imaging showing tubules b1, and vesicles, b2, 

forming below and above Tm, respectively; c) DLS data at 50 ºC, showing the (intensity weighed) vesicle 

size distributions at different surfactant concentrations. 

 

At the lowest concentration, 1.0 mmol·kg-1, a bimodal distribution is seen, with a 

population with an average diameter, <DH>, of approx. 40 nm and a more intense 

population with <DH> ≈ 400 nm. Both at 4.0 and 8.0 mmol·kg-1, a broad distribution 

showing two peaks is observed attesting the polydispersity of the vesicle aggregates. In 

particular, for the 8.0 mmol·kg-1 solution the peaks have maxima at approx. 100 and 

1,000 nm. 

 

3.2. Phase behavior of surfactant-polymer systems 

The phase behavior of the 16Lys12/JR400 and 16Lys12/LM200 mixtures were 

investigated at 25.0 ºC, with surfactant concentrations ranging between  

1.0-8.0 mmol·kg-1 and polymer concentration in the range of 1.0×10-6 to 10 wt%. The 

phase maps of the mixtures, as well as examples of the macroscopic appearance of the 

systems, are shown in Fig. 3. Three phase main regions can be identified. First, there is 

a region of homogeneous bluish and viscous dispersions, forming at surfactant charge 

excess. This region is followed by a two-phase region, around the charge equimolarity 

line, containing a white precipitate that coexists either with a colorless, low viscosity 

solution below the line, or a gel above the line. At cationic polymer charge excess there 
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is redissolution of the precipitate and formation of a gel. These gels flow very slowly by 

gravity upon test tube inversion, and are either turbid with a bluish hue (JR400), or 

translucent (LM200). 

Considering that electrostatic interactions play a pivotal role in the phase behavior 

of these mixtures, further insight can be obtained if we plot the phase maps in the form 

of polymer-to-surfactant charge ratio (+/-) vs. surfactant concentration, Fig. 4. The line 

that corresponds to equal charge concentration, i.e. CR (+/-) = 1, is now a straight 

horizontal line that serves as a reference to gauge the electrostatic balance in the 

system.  

Looking that at the location and profile of the phase boundary between the bluish 

dispersion and the precipitate region, for both systems, one sees a similar qualitative 

behavior: at lower surfactant concentrations this line is very distant from the charge 

neutrality implying that a very small fraction of polymer charges is sufficient to induce 

phase separation in these systems.  

 

 

Figure 3. Phase behavior of mixtures of anionic surfactant 16Lys12 (S-) with polycations (A) JR400 (P+) and 

B) LM200 (HMP+) at 25 ˚C. The full line indicates the compositions for equal charge concentration in the 

mixture. Images in C illustrate the macroscopic appearance of samples located in the phase maps: J1.2, a 

bluish dispersion; J1.5, solid precipitate and colorless solution; J1.6, bluish gel in the 16Lys12/JR400 and 

L1.5, transparent gel in the 16Lys12/LM200 system. 
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Figure 4. Conceptual representation of the phase maps in terms of polymer-to-surfactant charge ratio (+/-) 

vs the surfactant (S-) concentration; P+ represents the cationic homopolymer JR400, while HMP+ is the 

hydrophobically modified polymer LM200. 

 

This type of behavior has been reported before for mixtures of oppositely charged 

surfactant/polymer systems, highlighting the strong magnitude of the electrostatic 

interactions [51,52]. However, as the surfactant concentration increases, an increasingly 

higher CR (+/-) is needed to induce phase separation, until a levelling off is attained 

around CR (+/-) ≈ 0.18 for P+ and somewhat less for 0.09 for HMP+ (in this case, possibly 

due to the C12 side chain hydrophobic interactions with the surfactant contributing further 

to phase separation). This trend means that as the surfactant concentration is increased, 

the homogeneous dispersion becomes increasingly stabilized at the expense of the 

precipitate. That is, the mixed surfactant/polymer aggregates in solution are 

thermodynamically favored compared to the surfactant/polymer solid precipitates. A 

possible explanation for this is that there is a concomitant large concentration of salt 

(NaCl) released in the system as the surfactant/polymer concentration increases, which 

would screen the electrostatic attractions and render the mixed aggregates soluble. 

With respect to the precipitate/gel boundary, the most conspicuous feature is that 

a comparatively small excess of polymer charge needs to be present for redissolution of 

the precipitate. For the S-/P+ system, this phase transition takes place practically at a 

constant CR (+/-) ≈ 4:1, independently of surfactant concentration, while for the S-/HMP+ 

the ratio appears to decrease slightly with increasing surfactant concentration, varying in 

the range 8:1 to 3:1. 
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3.3. Thermal characterization of surfactant-polymer systems 

To gauge the effect of temperature on the phase behavior of both surfactant/polymer 

mixtures, DSC measurements were performed at two different fixed surfactant 

concentrations (4.0 and 6.0 mmol·kg-1) and varying polymer concentration. The location 

of the investigated samples is depicted in the phase maps in Fig. 3 for easier visualization 

and discussion: line J1.1-J1.5 and J2.1-2.5 for the 16Lys12/JR400 system, and line  

L1.1-1.5 and L2.1-2.4 for the 16Lys12/LM200 system. The DSC results are shown in  

Fig. 5 and Table 1. It is clear that the addition of either polymer has a significant effect 

on the behavior of the surfactant system, which should come as no surprise given the 

strong electrostatic (and, in the case of LM200, also strong hydrophobic) interactions 

that take place between the cationic polymer segments and the negatively charged 

surface of the surfactant aggregates. 

In Fig. 5a), one can see that for the 16Lys12/JR400 system, at the two surfactant 

concentration studied, there is a common trend. Upon polymer addition there is no longer 

a single endothermic peak like for the individual surfactant (peak with Tm ≈ 44 ºC, 

corresponding to the tubule-to-vesicle transition), but instead there is first a split peak 

(for J1.1, J1.2 and J2.1) and finally two peaks, defining two transitions temperatures, Tm1 

and Tm2. Tm1 is very similar to Tm at lower polymer concentration, but shifts gradually to 

higher temperatures as the polymer concentration is augmented, attaining values of  

49-50 ºC for samples J1.3-J1.4 and J2.3-J2.4. The second peak tends to become more 

intense as polymer is added (this is particularly visible for samples J2.2-J2.4), and its 

associated Tm2 is 4-10 ºC higher than Tm1, depending on sample composition. There is 

also a difference in location of this second peak between the two series of samples: for 

the line of lowest fixed surfactant concentration, 4.0 mmol·kg-1, the peak moves to 

increasingly higher temperature as polymer is added (cf. J1.2 and J1.3), while for the  

6.0 mmol·kg-1, Tm2 is basically constant at about 59 ± 1 ºC (cf. J2.2-J2.4).  

Overall, we can define three regions in the thermograms, designated as A, B and 

C. As we shall see further in section 3.3, such regions are associated with the thermal 

stability of different aggregates. A is a region of polymer/tubule interacting aggregates 

and essentially free tubules, and so Tm1 is associated with the free tubule-vesicle 

transition. In line with that, region B is a coexistence region of free vesicles and  

polymer-bound tubules. Tm2 is associated with the melting of the polymer-bound tubules 

to polymer-bound vesicles, and hence C is likely a coexistence region of free vesicles 

and polymer/vesicle aggregates. Support from this view comes from the fact that four 

samples, J1.3 and J2.2-2.4, have Tm2 at around 59-60 ºC and so that would be the 

melting transition temperature of the polymer-bound tubules. The high value of Tm2 
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observed for J1.4 (67.2 ºC) could be due to the fact that this composition has the highest 

polymer-to-surfactant charge ratio, and is already close to the dispersion/precipitate 

phase boundary. Therefore, we cannot exclude the presence of particularly tight 

polymer/tubule aggregates that melt away at an even higher Tm2. Finally, we note that 

samples in the gel region, J1.5 and J2.5, do not show any phase transitions events in 

the 25 – 90 ºC interval, suggesting that when there is excess polymer charge, the 

structures present are in fluid state. In other words, the polymer contributes to the full 

redissolution of the solid precipitates. 

In what regards the 16Lys12/LM200 system, Fig. 5b), the trends are somewhat 

different and a bit more complex, although one can identify two peaks with their 

associated Tm1 and Tm2 as well, and also broadly define three analogous regions A’, B’ 

and C’. It should be kept in mind that LM200 is a shorter polymer, with lower charge 

density and with C12 alkyl side chains. Hence electrostatic effects are on the one hand 

expected to be weaker than for JR400, but on the other hand, concomitantly, the polymer 

has the ability to directly anchor on the surfactant bilayers and induce extensive 

crosslinking between aggregates. 

For the lower surfactant concentration investigated, line L1.1-L1.5, the first 

noteworthy observation if that a single peak with Tm’ (≈ 53 ºC) is present for samples L1.1 

and L1.2. However, when more polymer is added, two distinct Tm1 and Tm2 peaks arise 

and the systems behaves similarly to the JR400 one, with Tm2 ≈ 57-58 ºC. The Tm’ peak 

could be associated with transitions from polymer-bound tubules to polymer-bound 

vesicles, and its appearance for L1.1 and L1.2 would imply that with its C12 hydrophobic 

grafts, LM200 has the capacity to spread around the entire solution and entangle 

together different individual aggregates. A hypothesis is that at low polymer-to-surfactant 

concentration, the polymer C12 chains try to maximize contacts with different aggregates 

for entropic reasons. Once the polymer concentration increases each chain locally 

interacts with fewer aggregates and create localized clusters, with the consequence that 

three regions arise, A’, B’ and C’.  

In A’, there are LM200-bound tubules and free tubules, and Tm1 is associated with 

free tubule-to-vesicle transitions; in B’, there is coexistence of polymer-bound tubules 

and vesicles, and finally in C’ there is a fluid network of LM200-bridged vesicles and free 

vesicles. Tm2 would correspond to the transition temperature between polymer-bound 

tubules to polymer-bound vesicles. Going to higher surfactant concentration in Fig 5b), 

line L2.1-2.3, one observes that upon polymer addition two coalesced peaks with Tm1 

and Tm2, differing in just a few degrees (2-3 ºC) appear, indicating that the coexistence 

region B’ is rather narrow. This could be explained by the fact that the  
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polymer-to-surfactant charge ratio (and hence polymer chain-to-surfactant chains ratio) 

in line L2.1-L2.4 is lower than in line L1.1-1.4 and hence region B’ would tend to shrink.  

 

Figure 5. DSC thermograms obtained at a scanning rate of 1.2 K·min-1 for: a) 16Lys12/JR400 system, for 

samples with fixed surfactant concentration of 4 (top) and 6 mmol·kg-1 (bottom), located in the phase map 

in Fig. 2A as indicated; and b) 16Lys12/LM200 system, for samples with fixed surfactant concentration of 4 

(top) and 6 mmol·kg-1 (bottom), located in the phase map in Fig. 2B as indicated. Regions A-C and A’-C’ 

correspond to regions where different types of aggregate structures were found, as described in the text. 

 

As concerning the gel samples L1.5 and L2.4, similar to the JR400 system, we do 

not see any phase transitions in the 25-90 ºC interval, which indicates two things: (i) that 

excess polymer charge induces resolubilization of the precipitate found around charge 

equimolarity (Fig. 3b) and (ii) that an extended fluid network of polymer chains and 

surfactant moieties has been formed. 
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Table 1. DSC peaks for the several polymer-vesicle samples investigated in this work. 

Samples m16Lys12 

/mmol·kg-1 

polymer 
concentration 

/wt% 

CR 
(+/-) 

Tm1  

/˚C 

Tm2 

/˚C 

ΔtotHm 

/kJ·mol-1 

J1 

4.0 

0 0 44.1  52.2 

J1.1 6.0×10-5 1.6×10-4 45.5 49.1 25.6 

J1.2 2.5×10-4 6.3×10-4  1.6×10-4 25.8 

J1.3 1.0×10-3 2.5×10-3 49.3 59.6 29.2 

J1.4 5.0×10-3 0.013 49.9 67.2 20.7 

J1.5 2.0 5.0 - - - 

J1.6 4.0 10 - - - 

J2 

6.0 

0 0 44.1  52.2 

J2.1 2.5 ×10-5 4.2 ×10-5 44.4 - 27.6 

J2.2 5.0 ×10-5 8.3 ×10-5 43.7 58.5 32.2 

J2.3 5.0×10-4 8.3 ×10-4 49.7 59.6 42.3 

J2.4 5.0×10-3 8.3 ×10-3 49.9 60.1 43.0 

J2.5 3.0 5.0 - - - 

J2.6 4.0 6.7 - - - 

L1 

4.0 

0 0 44.1  52.2 

L1.1 1.0×10-4 5.0×10-5 52.6  21.3 

L1.2 6.5×10-3 0.0033 52.7  24.3 

L1.3 2.0×10-2 0.010 49.1 58.3 33.3 

L1.4 1.0×10-1 0.050 50.2 57.1 33.4 

L1.5 8.0  4.0    

L2 

6.0 

0  44.1  52.2 

L2.1 1.0×10-4 3.3×10-5 44.4 46.2 31.2 

L2.2 1.0×10-3 3.3×10-4 45.7 48.5 27.6 

L2.3 1.0×10-2 0.0033 46.8 48.7 29.8 

L2.4 10 3.3 - - - 

 

An interesting observation comes from analysing the total molar transition 

enthalpies calculated from the thermograms of the surfactant/polymer mixtures, shown 

in Table 1. The ∆totHm (calculated by summing the contributions of all peaks) are sizably 

smaller than the neat surfactant tubule-to vesicle transition enthalpy, ∆trHm, ca.  

52 kJ·mol-1. In fact, the ∆totHm values are in the approx. range of 20-30 kJ·mol-1, which 

amounts to practically half the value of the neat surfactant transition (with the exception 

of samples J2.3 and J2.4 which have noticeably higher values than the rest,  

42-43 kJ·mol-1). If we take into account that (i) in the presence of polymers the transition 

temperatures as a whole (Tm1, Tm2 or Tm´) increase compared to Tm and that (ii) for a 
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phase transition, Ttr = ∆trH / ∆trS, then a general qualitative conclusion is that the total 

transition entropy in the presence of polymers has decreased even more significantly 

than ∆totHm, compared to the free surfactant system. Following this reasoning, this would 

highlight the organizing effect that the polymer chains have in the system. In fact, since 

∆totSm is essentially the difference in entropy between the polymer-bound vesicles and 

the polymer-bound tubules, a lower ∆totSm compared to ∆S of the free tubule/free vesicle 

transition implies that there is a lower entropy level for the polymer-bound vesicles. In 

other words, some degree of ordering is left at high temperature and this is due to the 

aggregate crosslinking effects of both P+ and HMP+. 

 

3.4. Structural characterization: light microscopy and cryo-SEM 

3.4.1. 16Lys12/JR400 system 

In order to shed light on the structural events taking place upon temperature increase, 

and hence establish a link with the DSC studies, we also conducted a microscopy study 

using light microscopy and cryo-SEM. The results are illustrated with the micrographs of 

Fig. 6 to 9. Starting with the 16Lys12/JR400 system, Fig. 6, for samples J2.2 and J2.4, 

that just differ in polymer content, there is a common pattern of features that can be 

observed. At 25 ºC, a dense concentration of tubules (Fig. 6, A1 and B1) is observed, 

and presumably some of them are closely interacting with the polymer chains. A 

magnification of these samples in A’ and B’ shows that some tubules are rigid and have 

a high persistence length (of few µm), while others are extremely flexible—in some cases 

appearing as bifurcated structures (Fig. 6A1’) and in other forming loops and areas of 

very high bending curvature (Fig. 6B1’). At 55 ºC, that lies between Tm1 and Tm2, one can 

discern coexisting entangled tubules, clusters of vesicle aggregates and a few isolated 

vesicles (Figs. 6A2 and B2). At 65 ºC, lying above Tm2, only very large vesicle structures 

are observed that mostly seem highly inter-connected, especially in Fig. 6A3. In Fig. 6B3, 

it is possible to see isolated spherical vesicles of about 1-10 µm and regions of densely 

aggregated vesicles, presumably where the polymer chains are acting as connecting 

elements forming a fluid and densely packed network. 
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Figure 6. Microstructural studies of 16Lys12/JR400 bluish dispersions upon temperature increase, for 6 

mmol·kg-1 surfactant and different polymer content (100-fold difference): A1-A3, light micrographs of sample 

J2.2, with 5.0 ×10-5 wt% polymer, at 25, 55 and 65 ºC; B1-B3, light micrographs of sample J2.4 with  

5.0 ×10-3 wt% polymer at 25, 55 and 65 ºC. A1’ and B1’ represent zoomed regions of A1 and B1, respectively. 

 

Fig. 7A and 7B are cryo-SEM micrographs of samples J2.5 and J2.6 in the gel 

regions, showing consistently the same type of structural features. A homogeneous 

honeycomb-like structure is observed throughout the samples, with quasi-polygonal 

hollow domains in the order of 1-10 µm in size.  

Overall, the microscopy observations and the DSC data are mutually consistent, 

enabling us to provide a microscopic picture for the thermal behavior of the dispersions 

and gels. 
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Figure 7. Microstructural imaging by cryo-SEM of 16Lys12/JR400 gels, with 6 mmol·kg-1 surfactant and 

different polymer content (10-fold difference): A, sample J2.5, 3.0 wt% polymer; B, sample J2.6, 4.0 wt% 

polymer.  

 

3.4.2. 16Lys12/LM200 system 

Regarding the 16Lys12/LM200 system, Fig. 8 for sample L2.3, with a composition of 6.0 

mmol·kg-1 and 1.0×10-2 wt% polymer serves to illustrate the type of features that are 

observed by both light microscopy and cryo-SEM. Light micrographs like those in Figure 

8A1 show that at 25 ºC the bluish dispersions contain highly entangled tubules.  

Cryo-SEM imaging in Fig. 8A1’’ and 8A1’’ shows even finer details, unveiling many 

crosslinked tubular structures with a lateral dimension of a few hundred nm to about  

1 µm. It is not possible to distinguish if some of the tubules are branched or juxtaposed 

individual structures. In any case, since the polymer chains can insert their C12 side 

chains directly inside the tubule bilayers, the electrostatic interactions are reinforced by 

the hydrophobic contacts and thus the crosslinking effect is amplified throughout the 

sample. This could be responsible for the increase in the phase transition temperature 

from Tm, in the neat surfactant, to Tm’ and Tm1, as discussed in section 3.2. When the 

temperature is increased to 55 ºC, lying above Tm2, only clusters of vesicles are 

observed. Remarkably, it is possible to see in some areas that vesicles cluster along 

some directions (Fig. 8A2), an effect that could be attributed to the crosslinking by the 

grafted polymer chains. Magnification of some areas (Fig. 8A2’) show that the vesicles 

are densely aggregated, while preserving their individual structure. Cryo-SEM images in 

Fig. 8A2´´ further corroborate the existence of individual spheroidal aggregates 

compatible with vesicles. 

Observation by cryo-SEM of samples in the gel regions, like L2.4 in Fig. 9A1 and 

A1’, show a honeycomb microstructure very similar to that already observed for the 

JR400 mixture. The main difference is that the size of the hollow domains is somewhat 

larger, of the order of 10-50 µm. Moreover, when observing at higher resolution, the walls 

of the honeycomb structure have a finer structure consisting of highly entangled  

rope-like domains (Fig. 9A1’). 
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Figure 8. Microstructural studies of 16Lys12/LM200 bluish dispersions upon temperature increase, for 

sample L2.3, 6 mmol·kg-1 surfactant and 1.0 ×10-2 wt% polymer: A1 and A2/A2’, light micrographs at 25 and 

55 ºC, respectively. A1’/A1’’ and A2’’, cryo-SEM imaging at 25 and 55 ºC. 

 

 

Figure 9. Microstructural imaging by cryo-SEM of 16Lys12/LM200 gels at 25 ºC, composed of 6 mmol·kg-1 

surfactant and 10 wt% polymer (sample L2.4): A1 lower magnification; A1’ zoomed region showing entangled 

rope domains.  

 

Summing up, we present in Fig. 10 a schematic representation and a conceptual 

rationalization of the structural changes taking place in the surfactant/polymer systems. 

It is clear that both polymers affect the tubule-to-vesicle transition of the S- surfactant 

(Fig. 10a) and induce structural and thermal changes. There are some similar features, 

but also differences in behavior between the two mixtures. The unmodified cationic 

polymer P+ has longer chains and is more densely charged than HMP+. P+ forms an 

entangled network with the tubules (Fig. 10b) that is mainly driven by electrostatic 

interactions between the cationic quaternary ammonium groups and the anionic 

carboxylate groups of the surfactant. The S-/P+ electrostatic association is in fact 

essentially entropic in nature, since it is accompanied by the release of each co-solute 
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counterions. Tm1 is associated with the melting of the free tubules (or the less interacting 

tubules), and the reason this temperature is slightly higher than Tm is likely due to the 

vicinity of the polymer chains in the medium (a “mean field” stabilization effect). Tm2 

signals the melting of the polymer-bound tubules. In the end, the polymer stabilizes the 

more organized state (tubules) and shifts the formation of vesicles to higher 

temperatures. These vesicles are no longer free vesicles like in the neat surfactant, as 

they are electrostatically crosslinked by the polymer segments.  

 

 

Figure 10. Schematic depiction of the structural changes taking place upon temperature increase in the 

investigated systems: a, tubule-to-vesicle phase transition in the neat 16Lys12 anionic surfactant (S-), 

occurring at temperature Tm; b, phase transitions in the 16Lys12/JR400 system, where P+ represents the 

cationic homopolymer and Tm1 and Tm2 the temperatures detected by DSC; c, phase transitions in the 

16Lys12/LM200 system, where HMP+ is the hydrophobically modified polymer; in c1, Tm’ refers to the 

transition between polymer-bound tubules to polymer-bound vesicles, and Tm1 and Tm2 the temperatures 

detected by DSC, as described in the text. 
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In the case of HMP+, which is a shorter polymer, with lower charge density and a 

C12 side chain associated with each charge, there is the possibility of having both an 

electrostatic and a hydrophobic association with the S- nanostructures. The close 

association of a polymer coil with a tubule leads to Tm’ lying a few degrees above Tm and 

results in the melting into a highly interconnected vesicle cluster (Fig. 10c1). Similar to 

P+, HMP+ also has a tendency to thermally stabilize the polymer-bound tubules, with the 

consequence that a Tm1 and Tm2 are observed (Fig. 10c2). The main different between 

the two polymer systems when T > Tm2, is that in the case of HMP+ more densely 

connected vesicle clusters appear, due to the extensive crosslinking effect attributed to 

the side chains anchoring on the vesicle bilayers. 

 

3.5. Cytotoxicity studies 

Cytotoxic effects of the surfactant/polymer systems were analyzed in L929 mouse 

fibroblasts cells by applying the MTT assay to evaluate metabolic activity, after 24 and 

48 h of exposure. The cytotoxicity of the individual surfactant and polymers were also 

evaluated. The results (MTT assay curves) are shown in Fig. 11 and the obtained IC50 

(half inhibitory concentration) values are presented in Table 2. For the surfactant/polymer 

mixtures, the compositions selected are inside the bluish dispersion regions and the 

temperature is 25 ºC. They contain 4.0 mmol·kg-1 surfactant and two different polymer 

concentrations, 1.0 ×10-7 wt% (chosen for lying deep in the bluish dispersion region) and 

1.0 ×10-4 wt% polymer. 

A number of interesting conclusions can be drawn from these results. First, looking 

at the IC50 values at 24 h in Table 2 for the neat surfactant (108 µmol·kg-1) and the two 

neat polymers (JR400, 1.7×10-3  wt% and LM200, 3.8×10-3 wt%), one can see that for the 

surfactant/polymer mixtures studied, the component that in practise determines the 

mixture’s cytotoxicity is the surfactant. This is because the polymer concentrations used 

in these mixtures are well below the IC50 of the individual polymers (by orders of 

magnitude). The toxicity of this amino acid-based surfactant can be gauged by 

comparing it with that of commercial surfactants like SDS, DTAB and DDAB (see 

supplementary data, section 2). While more cytotoxic than SDS (which has a roughly 

double IC50), 16Lys12 is much less cytotoxic than DTAB and DDAB. 
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Figure 11. Results of the MTT assay after 24 h (black circles) and 48 h (green squares) of exposure of 

different systems. a) Top - neat surfactant 16Lys12; middle and bottom - 16Lys12/JR400 mixtures, where 

the stock solutions have the indicated surfactant/polymer concentrations. b) Top - neat surfactant 16Lys12; 

middle and bottom - 16Lys12/LM200 mixtures, where the stock solutions have the indicated surfactant and 

polymer concentrations. These surfactant/polymer solutions were diluted to obtain the curve and in the  

x-axis the surfactant concentration is shown. c) and d) Curves for neat JR400 and LM200 polymers. All 

points are mean ± sd (n = 3). 

 

Secondly, we observe that the polymers in the mixtures cause an increase in 

cytotoxicity compared to the individual surfactant, as concluded by the decrease in the 

IC50 of the mixtures. Since both polymers are cationic, it is reasonable to expect this 

result, as positively charged particles or molecules tend to be more toxic to cells (due to 
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the strong electrostatic interactions with the negatively charged cell membrane and 

consequent perturbation of the bilayer). However, since the IC50 values lie in the range 

72-95 µmol·kg-1, it can also be stated that the polymers’ cytotoxic effects are fairly mild. 

Comparing the effect of increasing polymer concentration from 10-7 to 10-4 wt%  

(a 1000-fold factor), we can also see that the cytotoxicity levels remain practically the 

same. A third relevant aspect is that when the exposure time is increased to 48 h, a 

significant increase in cytotoxicity is observed in the surfactant/polymer mixtures. 

Comparisons with the evolution of the neat components’ IC50 values from 24 to 48 h 

suggests that this augmented cytotoxicity is due to the presence of the polymers and 

their intrinsic toxicity. 

Finally, we note that these surfactant/polymer dispersions were evaluated at 25 ºC 

and the thermal and microscopy studies show that at this temperature they consist of 

polymer-crosslinked networks of tubular aggregates In turn, these structures can be 

conceived as good systems for the loading (by encapsulation, entrapment or adsorption) 

of bioactive molecules, either small or of macromolecular size (like proteins and nucleic 

acids). The good toxicological profiles obtained and the fact that these systems undergo 

thermally induced structural changes implies that they can be further explored and 

optimized in what concerns the triggered release of drugs and other bioactive molecules. 

 

Table 2. IC50 values obtained by MTT assay in L929 cell line after 24 and 48 h. 

System IC50 (24 h) / mmol·kg-1 IC50 (48 h) / mmol·kg-1 

16Lys12 108 ± 17 90 ± 15 

16Lys12/JR400 
4 mmol·kg-1/1x10-7 

wt% 
4 mmol·kg-1/1x10-4  

wt% 

 
72 ± 8 
78 ± 8 

 
23 ± 2 

19 ± 2 

16Lys12/LM200 
4 mmol·kg-1/1x10-7 

wt% 
4 mmol·kg-1/1x10-4  

wt% 

 
95 ± 8 
82 ± 8 

 
21 ± 2 
22 ± 2 

Polymer IC50 (24 h) / wt% IC50 (48 h) / wt% 

JR400 (1.7 ± 0.4)×10-3 (1.4 ± 0.3)×10-4 

LM200 (3.8 ± 1.0)×10-3 (6.8 ± 1.2)×10-4 
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4. Conclusions 

In this work, we studied the interactions between the double-tailed lysine surfactant 

16Lys12 (S-) and two cationic HEC derivatives, the homopolymer JR400 (P+) and the 

grafted copolymer LM200 (HMP+), evaluating the phase behavior, structural features and 

cytotoxicity of the surfactant/polymer mixtures. The individual surfactant shows a  

tubule-to-vesicle transition at a characteristic temperature Tm. The phase maps of the 

mixtures at 25 ºC are broadly divided in three regions: bluish tubule-containing 

dispersions at surfactant charge excess, precipitates near charge equimolarity, and 

strong hydrogels at polymer charge excess. DSC and imaging studies show that the 

polymers interact strongly with the tubular structures in the bluish dispersion, and two 

phase transition temperatures Tm1 and Tm2 appear (both higher than Tm). The polymers 

form entangled networks with the tubules that ultimately melt into polymer-vesicle 

clusters at Tm2. In particular, the HMP+ forms denser vesicle clusters due to the extensive 

crosslinking effect of the grafted chains that attach to the bilayers. The hydrogels at 

polymer charge excess do not show any phase transitions and cryo-SEM reveals a 

honeycomb-like structure where polymer and surfactant molecules are mixed without 

any well-defined aggregate morphologies. Finally, MTT assays show that these 

surfactant/polymer mixtures offer good cytocompatibility levels that could be further 

explored and optimized as temperature-sensitive delivery systems.  
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1. Surface tension studies of 16Lys12 

 

A DCAT11 tensiometer from Dataphysics GmbH with a Pt–Y alloy Wilhelmy plate was 

used. The measurements were performed by adding aliquots from a stock solution to the 

solution in the measuring vessel.  

 

 

 

Figure S1. Surface tension vs. ln(concentration) graph for 16Lys12 surfactants, at 50 °C and pH = 12. The 

cmc is determined as the intersection point of the straight lines.  

 
 
2. Cytotoxicity data (Rezasurin assays) 

Resazurin cytotoxic assays were performed to evaluate cell viability in L929 cells at a 

density of 10 × 103 cells/well.  

 

System IC50 (24 h) / mmol·kg-1 IC50 (48 h) / mmol·kg-1 

16Lys12* 108 ± 17 90 ± 15 

DDAB 9 ± 5 7 ± 4 

DTAB 43 ± 2 9 ± 3 

SDS 226 ± 10 297 ± 10 

* Determined by MTT assays in L929 cells, as explained in the paper. 
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Abstract 

Non-viral gene therapy based on gene silencing with small interfering RNA (siRNA) has 

attracted great interest over recent years. Among various types of cationic complexation 

agents, amino acid-based surfactants have been recently explored for nucleic acid 

delivery due to their low toxicity and high biocompatibility. Monoolein (MO), in turn, has 

been used as helper lipid in liposomal systems due to its ability to form inverted 

nonbilayer structures that enhance fusogenicity, thus contributing to higher transfection 

efficiency. In this work, we focused on the development of nanovectors for siRNA 

delivery based on three gemini amino acid-based surfactants derived from serine — 

(12Ser)2N12, amine derivative; (12Ser)2COO12, ester derivative; and (12Ser)2CON12, 

amide derivative — individually combined with MO as helper lipid. The inclusion of MO 

in the cationic surfactant system influences the morphology and size of the mixed 

aggregates. Furthermore, the gemini surfactant:MO systems showed the ability to 

efficiently complex siRNA, forming stable lipoplexes, in some cases clearly depending 

on the MO content, without inducing significant levels of cytotoxicity. High levels of gene 

silencing were achieved in comparison with a commercially available standard indicating 

that these gemini:MO systems are promising candidates as lipofection vectors for  

RNAi-based therapies.   
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1. Introduction 

The fast development of nanoscience and nanotechnology over the last decade has 

prompted the emergence of robust and effective nucleic acid delivery systems for gene 

therapy to prospectively replace viral vectors.1-3 The discovery of RNA interference 

(RNAi), and subsequent findings of its mechanisms of action, opened up exciting 

possibilities for its use in gene therapy, and generated new perspectives for hard-to-treat 

diseases.4-6 Small RNAs are introduced into human, animal or plant cells, and activate 

the RNA interference machinery to break down mRNA with a complementary sequence. 

However, a major challenge to the use of RNAi-based therapies is their efficient delivery 

through an appropriate vector to avoid rapid elimination by endogenous nucleases.7-10 

Over the last years, much work has focused on the development of effective vectors for 

siRNA delivery, particularly liposomes and other types of colloidal nanocarriers.11-15  

Gemini or dimeric surfactants, with two polar heads and two hydrocarbon tails 

per molecule separated by a spacer group connected at the level of the headgroups, 

have been subject of great attention, both from fundamental16,17 and application-oriented 

perspectives.18,19 This continuous interest results from their unique physicochemical 

properties, which can be modified by adjusting their structural elements, namely the polar 

headgroups, hydrocarbon tails and covalent spacer.20-22 Cationic gemini surfactants, in 

particular, have been employed with the goal of attaining more effectiveness for gene 

delivery.23-33 Most reports have focused on compounds with quaternary ammonium 

headgroups and linear aliphatic tails, called bis-quats.31,33 However, these surfactants 

exhibit relatively high levels of cytotoxicity, which limit their use in biomedical 

applications.34 To overcome this problem, gemini surfactants based on natural structural 

motifs such as sugars, amino acids and peptides have been designed and 

synthesized.6,35-37 These compounds combine the efficiency of the gemini molecular 

structure with the biocompatibility of biomacromolecules, hence presenting enhanced 

physico-chemical and biological profiles.38,39 Several studies have shown that the 

introduction of amino acid motifs in the structure of gemini amphiphiles promotes an 

increase in transfection efficiency compared to conventional standards such as 

Lipofectamine.23,40-42 

Previous work by our group on the synthesis and characterization of amino  

acid-derived single-tailed surfactants derived from serine, tyrosine and 4-hydroxyproline 

has shown that the optimal toxicological profile and most interesting physicochemical 

properties are obtained with the serine derivatives.43-45 These results lead us to the 

synthesis of cationic serine-based gemini surfactants, exploring the multifunctionality of 

the serine headgroup, by changing the spacer chain length as well as the nature of the 
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bond linking the spacer to the amino acid residue (as can be seen in Figure 1A-C).46 

These novel surfactants displayed enhanced interfacial properties relative to 

homologous bis-quats,40,46,47 thus allowing the use of lower amounts of compound to 

achieve the same therapeutic effect, which is of particular interest for biomedical 

applications.48 

The inclusion of helper lipids in liposomal formulations is one of the possible 

strategies to potentiate transfection efficiency of cationic surfactants by improving both 

the system’s stability in physiological conditions and the endosomal escape ability.49,50 

Recently, monoolein (MO) has been used as an efficient helper lipid in liposomal systems 

for pDNA and siRNA delivery.51-54 MO is a neutral single-tailed unsaturated lipid  

(Figure 1D) that is known to self-assemble in water into non-bilayer reverse structures, 

namely the inverted cubic phases Ia3d and Pn3m.55,56 In mixtures, MO is not only 

capable to fluidize and stabilize the liposomal structures, but can also form reverse cubic 

or hexagonal phases,11,57 known to enhance fusogenicity, thus contributing to a higher 

transfection efficiency of MO-containing lipoplexes.51-54 

The aim of this work was to develop nanovectors for therapeutic siRNA delivery 

based on serine-derived gemini surfactants combined with MO as helper lipid and to 

investigate the role of chemical differences in the polar headgroup. All the surfactants 

contain a 12-carbon alkyl chain linked to the nitrogen atom of the amino acid and a  

12-carbon spacer, connecting the two monomeric entities through their headgroups. 

They differ in the nature of the spacer linkage, as shown in Figure 1A to 1C; (12Ser)2N12 

is an amine derivative (A); (12Ser)2COO12, an ester derivative (B) and (12Ser)2CON12, 

an amide derivative (C). The amine derivative is a micelle-forming surfactant, while the 

ester and amide ones form bilayer structures, namely vesicles at low concentration.12 

Herein, we start by showing the cytotoxicity profiles of the gemini-MO lipoplexes as well 

as their ability to effectively deliver their load and silence a target gene. Given the 

interesting transfection results obtained, and in order to gain further insight, we then 

proceeded to the characterization of shape, size and charge of the mixed gemini:MO 

aggregates (containing varying content of the helper lipid) and of the lipoplexes formed 

with different gemini:RNA charge ratio, CR (+/-), in an effort to withdraw structure-activity 

relationships. 
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of the amphiphiles used in this work. The gemini surfactants A-C differ on the 

nature and location of the linkage between spacer and serine-based headgroup: A, (12Ser)2N12, amine 

derivative; B, (12Ser)2COO12, ester derivative; and C, (12Ser)2CON12, amide derivative. D is the helper 

lipid monoolein.  

 

2. Experimental section 

 

2.1. Materials 

Serine derivatives H-Ser-(OH)-OMe and H-Ser(OtBu)-OMe (L-series) and the coupling 

agents benzotriazol-1-yloxy-tripyrrolidino-phosphonium hexafluorophosphate (PyBOP) 

and N-[(1H-benzotriazo-1-yl)(dimethylamino)-methylene]-N-methylmethan-

aminiumtetrafluroborate N-oxide (TBTU) were purchased from Bachem. Solvents (p.a. 

quality) and other chemicals, including 3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-

tetrazolium bromide (MTT), were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Thin layer 

chromatography (TLC) aluminum foil plates covered with silica 60 F254 (0.25 mm) and 

silica-gel 60 (70-230 mesh ASTM) for preparative column chromatography were from 

Merck and SDS, respectively. The fluorescent lipid rhodamine-

phosphatidylethanolamine (λexc =545 nm; λem =576 nm) and the heat-inactivated fetal 

bovine serum (FBS) were acquired from Invitrogen. The transfection reagent 

Lipofectamine®RNAiMAX and the Quant-iT™ RiboGreen® RNA assay kit were obtained 

from Life Technologies. siRNA targeting the enhanced green fluorescent protein 

(sieGFP) and a siRNA negative control duplex (siCONTROL) were purchased from 

Integrated DNA Technologies. The compositions are:  
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sieGFP: sense strand = 5'-CAAGCUGACCCUGAAGUUdTdT-3'; antisense strand = 5'-

AACUUCAGGGUCAGCUUGdTdT-3'.  

siCONTROL: sense strand = 5'-(5'UGCGCUACGAUCGACGAUdTdT3');  

antisense strand = 5'-AUCGUCGAUCGUAGCGCAdTdT-3'. 

Monoolein (1-monooleoyl-rac-glycerol) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The 

serine-derived surfactants shown in Figure 1, A – dodecamethylene 1,12-bis{N-

(dodecyl)-N-[(1S)-(2-hydroxy-1-methyloxycarbonyl)ethyl]-N-

(methyl)ammonium}bis(trifluoroacetate), B – O,O’-dodecane-1,12-diyl-bis{N-[(1S)-(1-

oxycarbonyl-2-hydroxy)ethyl]-N-dodecyl-N,N-dimethyl ammonium} bis(trifluroacetate) 

and C – N’, N’’-dodecane-1,12-diyl-bis{N-[(1S)-(1-carbamoyl-2-hydroxyethyl]-N-dodecyl-

N,N-dimethyl ammonium} bis(trifluroacetate), were synthesized according to a previous 

report,46 where details on the synthetic procedures, purification, and purity data (NMR, 

high resolution mass spectrometry and surface tension) are available. 

 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Sample preparation 

Mixtures with different gemini surfactant:MO molar ratios, namely (1:0), (4:1), (2:1), (1:1), 

(1:2) and (1:4), were prepared by thin lipid film hydration. Briefly, defined volumes of 

each serine derivative and MO stock solutions (both 20 mM in ethanol) were mixed and 

the solvent removed under vacuum using a rotary evaporator, at 60 ºC for 45 minutes. 

The dried films were then hydrated with ultrapure (Mili-Q) water at 40 ºC for 30 minutes, 

to a final amphiphile concentration of 1 mM or 5 mM. 

 

2.2.2. Preparation of siRNA-lipoplexes 

Lipoplexes were prepared at 25 ºC by adding defined aliquots of 1 mM aqueous solutions 

of the gemini:MO mixtures (for all molar ratios studied) to 10 µL of siRNA solution  

(10 µg/mL), to obtain surfactant/siRNA CRs ranging from 0.5 to 20. The surfactant-to-

siRNA charge ratio, CR (+/-), is defined as: 

CR (+ −⁄ ) =  
2 ×  [gemini surfactant]

[siRNA phosphate groups]
  

 

since each gemini molecule carries two positive charges. The lipoplexes were incubated 

at room temperature, under vortex stirring, for 30 seconds, and then diluted with ultrapure 
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water to a final siRNA concentration of 10 ng/mL. The samples were allowed to rest for 

one hour before use.  

 

2.2.3. Dynamic light scattering (DLS)  

The size (mean diameter, <DH>), and zeta potential () of the aggregates formed by the 

neat surfactants, the gemini:MO mixtures as well as siRNA-lipoplexes were measured 

with a Malvern ZetaSizer Nano ZS, at 25 ºC. Disposable polystyrene cuvettes for size 

measurements and U-shaped ζ -zeta potential cuvettes were used. Malvern’s Dispersion 

Technology Software (DTS) was used, with multiple narrow mode (high resolution) data 

processing. The electrophoretic mobility, μ, was measured using a combination of 

electrophoresis and laser Doppler velocimetry techniques, and ζ was calculated from μ 

using the Henry equation, with a dielectric constant of 78.5, a medium viscosity of  

0.89 cP, and a f(κa) function value of 1.5 (Smoluchowsky approximation). 

 

2.2.4. Light Microscopy 

Light micrographs of serine-based surfactant: MO formulations were obtained, with an 

Olympus BX51 microscope equipped with Differential Interface Contrast (DIC). The 

images were obtained with DP71 digital video-camera and processed using cellA 

software from the manufacturer.  

 

2.2.5. Cryo-transmission electron microscopy (Cryo-TEM) 

Cryo-TEM was used for microstructure studies of lipoplexes. The samples were prepared 

in an automatic plunge freezing from Leica (Leica EM GP). A drop of the solution was 

placed on TEM grids, the excess of solution was blotted to create a thin film over the grid 

which was rapidly plunged into liquid ethane at its freezing point. After the vitrification 

process, the samples were transferred, using a Gatan cryo holder, to the electron 

microscope, JEOL JEM-2011, and the images were recorded with a CCD GATAN 895 

USC 4000 camera.  

 

2.2.6. Cells lines and culture conditions 

Human Embryonic Kidney Cells (HEK293T; ATCC, USA), wild type, or stably expressing 

enhanced green fluorescent protein (HEK293eGFP; ECACC, UK) were grown in 

Dulbecco's minimal essential medium (DMEM), supplemented with 10% heat inactivated 
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fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% penicillin-streptomycin, 1% L-glutamine and 1 % sodium 

pyruvate (supplemented with 2 µg/mL puromycin) in a humidified incubator (5 % CO2, 

37 ºC). Cells were subcultured every 2 days using 0.05% Trypsin-EDTA solution in order 

to maintain subconfluency. 

 

2.2.7. MTT cytotoxicity assay 

The percentage of viable cells after incubation with gemini:MO aggregates was 

determined by the MTT assay, which evaluates metabolic activity. HEK293T cells were 

seeded into 96-well culture plates at a cell density of 1.5×104 cells per well in complete 

cell culture medium. Before the addition of the aggregates, the culture medium was 

removed and replaced by 100 µL of fresh culture medium. Defined aliquots of the testing 

samples (pre-sterilized by filtration through a membrane filter with a pore diameter of  

450 nm; 100 µg/mL) were then added to each well to achieve final surfactant 

concentrations of 10, 25, 50 and 100 µM. During the experiments positive (cells without 

addition of surfactant) and negative (cells in the presence of 100 µL DMSO) controls 

were prepared. Cell viability was determined after 48 h according to manufacturer’s 

instructions.  

 

2.2.8. siRNA complexation efficiency 

The complexation efficiency of siRNA was determined using the RiboGreen reagent 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 200 µL of serine-based aggregates 

were mixed with 100 µL of a RiboGreen solution (1:2000 in TE buffer) in a 96-well culture 

plate. After 5 min of incubation at room temperature, the fluorescence was measured in 

a Fluoroskan Ascent™ FL Microplate Fluorometer and Luminometer (Thermo scientific) 

using an excitation/emission filter pair of 485/538 nm.  

 

2.2.9. eGFP silencing 

The eGFP silencing was evaluated and quantified by flow cytometry. The siRNA-

lipoplexes at CR (+/-) = 5 and 10 were prepared with 30 nM of siRNA eGFP-targeting 

siRNA (sieGFP), ensuring that all systems were above the critical aggregation 

concentration of the gemini:MO mixture. HEK293eGFP cells were seeded into 24-well 

culture plates at a cell density of 1.0×105 cells per well, in complete cell culture medium, 

and incubated overnight at 37 ºC and in 5 % CO2. Then, the cell culture medium was 

removed and replaced by a fresh medium containing 60 µL of the siRNA-lipoplexes 
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solution. Lipofectamine®RNAiMAX lipoplexes containing sieGFP, prepared according to 

procedures described by the supplier, were used as positive control. 

After 48 h of incubation, cells were analyzed on an EC800 Flow Cytometry 

Analyzer (Sony Biotechnology Inc., Champaign, IL, USA). To exclude debris from the 

analysis, the discriminant was set to the forward scatter of the channel in the linear-peak 

mode. eGFP was excited by a diode blue laser (488 nm) and the green autofluorescence 

of cells expressing eGFP was detected using a 530/50 nm bandpass filter in the FL1 

channel. Fluorescence signal was amplified with the logarithmic mode. A sample volume 

of 150 µL was analyzed at a flow rate of 60 µL/min. Total events of 15000 to 25000 cells 

were counted. Every sample was run in triplicate for reproducibility of the experiment. 

Analysis of data was performed on the EC800 software version 1.3.6. (Sony 

Biotechnology Inc., Champaign, IL, USA). 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Cytotoxicity of gemini/monoolein systems 

The characterization of the cytotoxicity profile of novel nanovectors is particularly 

relevant for the development of safe biomedical nanodevices. The results for cytotoxicity 

studies initially performed for the gemini/MO mixtures with varying MO content can be 

seen in table 1, where the IC50 values are shown (see also Figure S1, supplementary 

data). Several trends can be observed. First, the inclusion of MO has different effects 

depending on the gemini type: for the amine, MO induces higher cytotoxicity compared 

to the neat surfactant, but the dependence is non-monotonic, achieving lowest IC50 at 

equimolarity (Table 1); for the ester, MO induces a moderate but steady increase in 

cytotoxicity; for the amide, the effect of increasing MO is practically null, with a slight 

decrease in cytotoxicity at high MO contents. Secondly, if we compare the systems at 

highest MO content (1:4 molar ratio), then the order of increasing cytotoxicity is  

amine < ester < amide. Thirdly and most importantly, all formulations induce low or no 

cytotoxicity (cell viability higher than 70 % according to international ISO guidelines) at 

concentrations below ~20 µM. As the physiological concentrations of surfactant/lipid 

mixture necessary for transfection are typically below 20 µM, it can be concluded that 

these vectors are not cytotoxic for the useful concentration range needed. 
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Table 1. The values of IC50 (minimum concentration to promote 50 % decrease in cell viability) 

determined by MTT assay in HEK293T cell line upon exposure to aqueous mixtures of the serine-

based surfactants and MO at varying cationic surfactant/MO molar ratios. For each system, the 

total surfactant/MO concentration was varied between 10 to 100 µM. 

 IC50*/µM 

 amine-derivative ester-derivative amide-derivative 

gemini:MO molar ratio (12Ser)2N12 (12Ser)2COO12 (12Ser)2CON12 

1:0 >100 >100 18 

4:1 100 >100 18 

2:1 75 39 18 

1:1 24 35 18 

1:2 33 34 28 

1:4 63 29 21 

*Typical uncertainty: ± 10%. 

 

3.2 Transfection efficiency of gemini/monoolein/siRNA systems 

HEK293eGFP cells constitutively overexpress eGFP. Therefore, transfecting siRNA that 

silences the respective gene, expressed in high levels in these cells, offers a 

straightforward way to evaluate the efficacy of a novel transfection system. Commercially 

available Lipofectamine developed for siRNA delivery was chosen as the standard, and 

all the results obtained in the flow cytometry analysis are expressed in relation to this 

control transfection, as % of HEK293eGFP cells not expressing eGFP after 48 h 

incubation with the different systems (Figure 2). CRs (+/-) of 5 and 10 were chosen for 

all systems (see further section 3.4) to encapsulate 30 nM siRNA, necessary for efficient 

gene silencing. The total gemini/MO concentrations were maintained below 18 µM  

(i.e. below the IC50 of any mixture, table 1). 

The data presented in Figure 2 reveals striking differences in transfection 

efficiency depending on the content of MO and, in two of the systems, on the CR (+/-). 

A clear trend is that lipoplexes with MO generally lead to better eGFP gene silencing 

efficiency compared to those with gemini surfactant alone. The (12Ser)2N12:MO system 

shows an efficiency that increases gradually with increasing MO present, irrespective of 

the CR (+/-) used. However, the (12Ser)2COO12:MO and (12Ser)2CON12:MO systems 

behave differently: (i) they transfect HEK293eGFP cells more efficiently at high  

CR (+/-); (ii) at CR (+/-)  = 10, increasing MO content leads to a moderate increase in 

transfection efficiency for the ester, but for the amide the variation seems to non-

monotonic with a peak at (1:1) gemini/MO molar ratio; (iii) at CR (+/-) = 5, increasing MO 
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content has no significant effect in transfection efficiency, with the exception of the amide 

system, at (1:4) ratio. 

 

Figure 2. Evaluation of eGFP gene silencing in HEK293eGFP cells, by flow cytometry, after 48 h 

of incubation with the different lipoplex systems tested, encapsulating anti-GFP siRNA at gemini-

to-RNA charge ratio, CR (+/-), of 5 and 10, in comparison with transfection with Lipofectamine 

RNAiMAX: top left, (12Ser)2N12:MO system; top right, (12Ser)2COO12:MO system; bottom, 

(12Ser)2CON12:MO system. The molar ratio of cationic gemini surfactant to MO in the lipoplexes 

was varied as (1:0,) (4:1), (2:1), (1:1), (1:2) and (1:4). 

 

These results clearly point to a complex dependence of the transfection ability on 

the composition of the systems, namely MO content and CR (+/-). Since the reasons 

behind this behavior could be, at least partially, related to the different structures that 

may form depending on the type of serine-derived gemini constituent, this hypothesis 

prompted us to a careful and detailed structural characterization of initial gemini/MO 

aggregates and derived lipoplexes for the three systems studied. 
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3.3 Characterization of the initial gemini/monoolein aggregates  

The gemini surfactants studied in this work are soluble in water at 25 ºC. However, they 

display a distinct self-aggregation behavior.12 The amine derivative forms micelles as the 

first aggregate, while the amide and ester derivatives are bilayer-forming surfactants, 

forming large, polydisperse vesicles at low concentration, with typical bimodal size 

distributions. The incorporation of MO into these systems results in marked effects on 

particle size, polydispersity and zeta potential, as can be followed in  

Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Mean hydrodynamic diameter, <DH> ± s.d., population frequency and zeta-potential  

(ζ-potential ± s.d.) for the aggregates formed by surfactants (12Ser)2N12, (12Ser)2COO12 and 

(12Ser)2CON12 and MO at 1 mM total concentration and variable gemini:MO molar ratio (24 h 

after preparation). 

gemini:MO  

molar ratio 

population A population B 
 

ζ -potential /mV 
 <DH>/nm frequency/% <DH>/nm frequency/% 

(12Ser)2N12:MO 
1:0 

 
* 

  
* 

   
+63 ± 2 

4:1 220 ± 17 88 2.4 ± 0.8 12 +59 ± 2 
2:1 278 ± 53 66 2.6 ± 0.3 34 +59± 2 
1:1 280 ± 27 84 2.5 ± 0.1 16 +54 ± 4 
1:2 243 ± 58 100 -  +61 ± 2 
1:4 401 ± 42 100 -  +61 ± 1 
(12Ser)2COO12:MO 
1:0 
4:1  
2:1 
1:1 
1:2 
1:4 

  
157 ± 40 
197 ± 86 
226 ± 68 
146 ± 44 
245 ± 57 
349 ± 49 

  
12 
70 
71 
40 
100 
100 

  
1467 ± 73 
454 ± 15 
514 ± 53 
469 ± 54 
- 
- 

  
88 
30 
29 
60 
- 
- 

 
+61 ± 3 
+61 ± 2 
+61 ± 2 
+61 ± 2 
+65 ± 1 
+67 ± 2 

(12Ser)2CON12:MO  
1:0 179 ± 35 9 1147 ± 54 91 +67 ± 3 
4:1 
2:1 
1:1 
1:2 
1:4 

167 ± 12 
233 ± 92 
216 ± 19 
192 ± 2 
132 ± 24 

58  
100 
100 
100 
38 

989 ± 182 
- 
- 
- 
710 ± 104 

42 
- 
- 
- 
62  

+64 ± 4 
+60 ± 2 
+60 ± 2 
+71 ± 1 
+78 ± 1 

*Not measurable (small micelles present). 

 

Surfactant (12Ser)2N12 alone in solution forms small micelles which is the result 

of having a critical packing parameter (as originally defined by Israelachvili et al.58), Ps, 

of about 1/3.12 The (12Ser)2N12:MO system presents a bimodal distribution between 

gemini:MO (4:1) up to (1:1), comprising a minor population of ca. 2.5 nm aggregates, 

consistent with micelles, and a major population of aggregates of <DH> in the range  
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220-280 nm. Video-enhanced light microscopy (VELM) imaging (Figure 3-c1) shows that 

this population consists of vesicles, which are observed for the entire range of 

(12Ser)2N12:MO ratios covered. The observed irregular (and non-obvious) variation in 

frequency of the micellar population with MO content could be explained if the samples 

have not yet attained equilibrium composition. When there is excess MO, (1:2) and (1:4) 

ratios, the micelles seemingly vanish and only vesicles are present. An explanation for 

the observed effect of MO addition is the increase in the average packing parameter of 

the amphiphile system due to the bulky nature of MO, Ps > 1,11 leading eventually to 

vesicles as the preferred aggregate structure (Ps ≈ 1). Further evidence for the effect of 

MO in inducing bilayer phases, namely lamellar liquid crystals, is also found in phase 

scanning experiments of gemini/MO mixtures at high concentration (see Figure S2, 

supplementary data). 

Surfactants (12Ser)2COO12 and (12Ser)2CON12 dispersed alone in water form 

very large and polydisperse vesicles, as illustrated in Figure 3-a2 for the amide 

derivative. For (12Ser)2COO12, increasing content of MO leads to the formation of 

smaller and less polydisperse vesicles in general, with a changeover from a bimodal to 

monomodal distribution at (1:2) and (1:4) ratios (table 2). For (12Ser)2CON12, the trend 

is qualitatively similar, with two differences: monomodal size distributions appear 

between (2:1) and (1:2), and at maximum content of MO, (1:4), a bimodal distribution 

reappears, indicating that for the amide headgroup surfactant the packing interactions 

with MO are slightly different. Figures 3-b2 and 3-c2, for the amide:MO system at (1:1) 

and (1:4), illustrate that MO has indeed the effect of decreasing the mean size of the 

aggregates while maintaining the vesicle structure. We posit that the general reduction 

in vesicle size induced by MO in the ester and amide systems could be attributed to the 

fact that MO, having Ps > 1, and hence propensity to form negatively curved surfaces, 

may tend to reside preferentially in the inner monolayer of the vesicles, stabilizing 

aggregates of overall higher mean spontaneous curvature (i.e. lower <DH>). Phase 

scanning experiments further support that inclusion of MO preserves bilayer aggregates, 

as shown from the formation of lamellar liquid crystals (S.I., Figure S2).  
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Figure 3. Video-enhanced light microscopy imaging of the gemini/MO aggregates and derived 

lipoplexes, for the amine and amide gemini. The upper row micrographs, c1, a2, b2 and c2 show 

(12Ser)2N12/MO and (12Ser)2CON12/MO aggregates at total concentration of 5 mM, and varying 

gemini:MO molar ratio. In all cases, vesicle structures are observed with different size ranges. 

The lower row micrographs illustrate the lipoplexes obtained from the upper aggregates by adding 

siRNA at CR (+/-) = 5. Lipoplexes C1, A2, B2 and C2 are also presented below in Figure 5, under 

cryo-TEM imaging, providing finer structural details. 

 

Concerning the ζ-potential, its value is a key indicator of the kinetic stability of a 

colloidal dispersion. Dispersions with ζ-potential| ≥ 40 mV have good or excellent stability 

while dispersions with ζ-potential| < 30 mV have incipient stability and tend to flocculate 

or coagulate. All the studied systems present ζ-potential values above 54 mV (table 2) 

indicating excellent colloidal stability for the aggregates. In basically all the systems, 

increasing MO content does not seem to have a significant effect on the surface charge 

of the aggregates, with the highest zeta potential achieved at gemini:MO 1:4 for the ester 

and amide systems. Taken altogether, these observations seem to be consistent with 

the hypothesis presented above on a preferential distribution of MO in the inner layer of 

vesicles. 

Another significant observation is that the size of the mixed gemini/MO 

aggregates for all 3 systems tested remains essentially constant over a tested period of 

60 days, irrespective of MO content, as shown in Figure S3, supplementary data. This 

indicates that MO inclusion does not hinder the stability of the aggregates over time 

(likely colloidal kinetic stability rather than thermodynamic stability), and could also be a 

consequence of the high values of zeta potential displayed.  
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3.4 Gemini/monoolein/siRNA lipoplex characterization 

The study of lipoplex formation and structure by monitoring both size and ζ-potential 

provides important clues on the driving forces during this process and possible 

implications for the transfection efficiency. Preliminary light microscopy studies, as 

illustrated in Figure 3 C1, A2-C2 for CR (+/-) = 5, clearly show that lipoplex formation is 

accompanied by a considerable reduction in size compared to the initial aggregates and 

suggest the presence of spheroidal vesicles aggregates in Brownian motion. A more  

in-depth characterization was performed by DLS, zeta potential measurements  

(Figure 4) and cryo-TEM imaging (Figure 5).   

Size and zeta potential data are shown in Figure 4-A) and 4-B), respectively, with 

CR (+/-) varying between 0.5 to 20 for each gemini/MO molar ratio. Figure 4A) shows 

that beyond the observed ζ-potential neutralization point, i.e. roughly for CR (+/-) ≥ 2, 

most of the lipoplexes have a mean diameter around 100 to 250 nm. It is also observed 

that around CR (+/-) = 1, lipoplexes have in some cases very large sizes (> 500 nm), and 

that high CR (+/-) values (≥ 20) seem to also cause an increase in the size of the 

lipoplexes up to 600 nm. 

The ζ-potential variation (Figure 4 B) indicates that the negative charge of siRNA 

phosphates is neutralized by the increasing amount of cationic surfactant, as CR (+/-) 

increases. The (12Ser)2N12:MO lipoplexes display a somewhat complex profile, highly 

dependent on the MO content in the mixture. Lipoplexes with (12Ser)2N12/MO ratio of 

(1:0) and (4:1), that is with low MO content, display very low ζ-potential until  

CR (+/-) ≈ 7.5, while the others reach the neutralization point at CR (+/-) ≈ 2.5, indicating 

that a higher MO content, (2:1) to (1:4), facilitates the process of siRNA complexation. In 

contrast, the (12Ser)2COO12:MO and (12Ser)2CON12:MO lipoplexes evolve from 

negatively to positively charged at CR (+/-) between 1 and 2, as could be reasonably 

expected. For CR (+/-) > 4 onwards, the ζ-potential levels off at ~ +40 mV, suggesting 

the stabilization of the lipoplex structure. Overall, at CR (+/-) = 5 and 10, all systems have 

formed stable lipoplexes, which were then deemed suitable for the cell transfection 

evaluation already shown above.  
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Figure 4. Mean particle diameter, A), and the mean zeta potential B) of lipoplexes of 

gemini/monoolein (MO) and siRNA as a function of the gemini/siRNA charge ratio, CR (+/-). The 

total gemini+MO concentration is 1 mM and the gemini/MO molar ration in the lipoplexes varies 

between (1:0) to (1:4). 

 

In order to unveil with higher resolution the structure and morphology of the 

lipoplexes, cryo-TEM imaging was performed (Figure 5). The lipoplexes with gemini:MO 

ratio of (1:0), (1:1) and (1:4), at fixed CR (+/-) = 5, were chosen, and the amine and amide 

surfactants were considered representative for these studies, given the similarity in 

structures typically observed between the amide and ester derivatives.  
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Figure 5. Cryo-TEM imaging of the lipoplexes formed by the (12Ser)2N12:MO (A1-C’1) and 

(12Ser)2CON12:MO (A2-C’2) systems with fixed CR (+/-) = 5; lipoplexes have different gemini:MO 

molar ratios: (1:0) for A1 and A2; (1:1) for B1 and B2; (1:4) for C1, C’1, C2 and C’2. 

 

In Figure 5 - A1, one observes for the neat amine derivative, (12Ser)2N12,  

50-100 nm globular particles with high mass contrast, that could indicate the presence 

of incorporated siRNA. With a (1:1) MO content (Figure. 5 – B1), the particles seemingly 

increase in size (roughly 100-500 nm) and have a more irregular shape. At higher MO 

content (1:4), multilamellar structures, with clear sign of siRNA compaction in the bilayers 

(Figure C1, dark rims), are observable. Moreover, some faceted bilayers are also clearly 

visible (Figure C1’), with flat regions likely arising due to the polyanionic RNA binding 

onto the net cationic surface. These micrographs also show that the spheroidal particles 

seen by VELM in Figure 3-C1, corresponding to the same sample as in Figure 5-C1, are 

indeed vesicular structures. 

In contrast to the amine system, the neat amide (12Ser)2CON12/siRNA lipoplex 

system, i.e. without MO present (Figure A2), already shows the presence of vesicular 

structures, appearing faceted likely due to the nucleic acid binding. When MO is added 

in a (1:1) ratio (Figure B2), 50-200 nm dark ill-defined nanoparticles are seen, similar to 

what is observed for the amine at this composition. At 1:4 ratio, 100-250 nm multilamellar 

vesicle structures are visible (Figure C2), with some of them showing densely compacted 

bilayers due to siRNA binding (Figure C2’), just as for the amine system. This type of 

structures corresponds to typical multilamellar lipoplexes previously reported for various 

systems.59,60 The imaging thus clearly shows that when present in high concentration, 

MO induces the formation of 100-200 nm densely packed lipoplexes with a multilamellar 

organization. 
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Figure 6. Complexation of siRNA by gemini:MO aggregates (total MO + surfactant concentration 

is 1 mM) as a function of the CR (+/-). 
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A study on the efficiency in siRNA complexation by the gemini/MO aggregates 

was also conducted, using a sensitive, specific nucleic acids stain (Ribogreen). This 

study allowed us to see some differences between the three gemini surfactants, as 

shown in Figure 6. Aggregates containing (12Ser)2N12 or (12Ser)2COO12 become more 

effective in binding siRNA as the MO content increases. This effect seems to be more 

pronounced for the amine system. In contrast, the (12Ser)2CON12:MO aggregates 

showed the same level of complexation efficiency irrespective of MO composition. 

Moreover, most systems reach maximal RNA complexation ability (80 – 90 %) between 

CR (+/-) of 5 and 10 - with few exceptions, such as (12Ser)2N12:MO molar ratios (1:0), 

(4:1) and (2:1), and neat ester surfactant. 

 

3.5 Outlook and comparisons with previous studies 

A number of reviews published in recent years have comprehensively dealt with the use 

of gemini surfactants as transfections agents, alone or with helper lipids in assorted 

formulations.6,29,61 The role of spacer length and nature, tail length and headgroup 

chemistry has been extensively studied, but direct comparisons looking for  

structure-function relationships can be obscured by the use of different nucleic acid 

molecules, transfection strategies, cell lines and benchmarks. We will present the main 

trends herein observed, possible interpretations and comparisons with more directly 

related compounds and systems. The three serine-based gemini surfactants 

investigated here form mixed binary aggregates with monoolein that are able to efficiently 

transfect siRNA. The patterns presented by the different systems are somewhat 

complex, highlighting the role of headgroup chemical nature, when both tail length and 

spacer length are fixed.  

 While MO induces some cytotoxicity effects in these mixtures, contrarily to what 

we have observed with other cationic lipids54,62 — namely with respect to the neat amine 

and ester derivatives, table 1, less so with the amide one (possibly because this 

surfactant per se already has a low IC50 value)— it is also clear that MO content has a 

marked positive effect in the transfection ability (Figure 2). This is observed for all the 

three systems and is in line with previous studies, where monovalent double-tailed 

surfactants were used (e.g. DOBAB/DODAC).53,54 Lipoplexes with cationic 

surfactant/RNA with CR (+/-) = 10 are particularly effective in the case of the ester and 

amide derivatives (ca. 80 % with respect to Lipofectamine is attained), while for the 

amine one a CR (+/-) = 5 is sufficient to attain the best possible efficiency (ca. 70 %). 

Moreover, for the ester and amide derivatives, a CR (+/-) = 5 is somewhat ineffective for 

transfection, irrespective of the MO composition. Previously, we showed that MO has a 
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fluidizing effect in liposomes constituted by DODAB (or DODAC),54 affecting liposomal 

internalization and resulting transfection efficiency because of higher fusogenicity with 

the cell membrane. The results of the current study suggest that such influence by MO 

is observable in all three systems, although with differing relevance. 

 In an effort to shed light on these results, in terms of the relation between 

structure of the lipoplexes and transfection efficiency, we also found i) that addition of 

MO leads to the formation of mixed vesicles in all three gemini surfactants, even in the 

case of the amine surfactant (which only forms micelles per se); ii) in particular, for the 

amide and ester derivatives, the mixed vesicles become smaller and less polydisperse 

on increasing MO content; iii) lipoplexes with high MO content, (1:4), have a multilamellar 

vesicle structure. In addition, the lipoplexes have sizes (<DH>) in the range 100-250 nm, 

as shown consistently by DLS and cryo-TEM, and zeta potential values of about  

+40 mV. 

 Similar serine-based gemini surfactants have been used in our group in 

transfections studies, but with a five-carbon spacer and employing DOPE/cholesterol 

has helper lipid.36 The surfactants have also shown to be efficient in DNA compaction 

and transfection. Namely the ester derivative (12Ser)2COO5, reached 50 % of 

transfected HeLa cells at low CR (+/-) = 1 and 2. When compared with Lipofectamine 

2000, serine-based surfactants transfected lower percentage of cells, but significantly 

they presented much lower cytotoxicity,36 a known limitation of this commercially 

available product. When comparing our current systems to lipoplexes formed by 

conventional bis-quaternary ammonium surfactants,63 the lipoplexes containing serine-

derived surfactants present smaller sizes, compatible with intravenous administration, 

which quickens load delivery to cells and tissues, and improves drug bioavailability with 

low doses.64  

 Summing up, the mixtures herein investigated constitute very interesting 

lipofection vectors as their cytotoxicity profile is very appropriate for biomedical use and 

offer good transfection efficiencies, which may be optimized in some conditions 

according to siRNA load and helper lipid content. Transfection efficiency is shown here 

in an experimental model with overexpression of eGFP, by modification of the wild type 

cell line, so it is legitimate to speculate that silencing a gene expressed in more 

physiological levels will probably be more effective. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Novel nanovectors for siRNA delivery based on three different serine-derived surfactants 

- (12Ser)2N12, amine derivative; (12Ser)2COO12, ester derivative; and (12Ser)2CON12, 
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amide derivative — with monoolein (MO) as helper lipid have been developed. The 

presence of MO has considerable effects on the structure of aggregates formed initially 

by the gemini surfactants, namely for the amine derivative (which per forms only small 

micelles); ultimately, high MO content induces the formation of vesicles with relatively 

small mean diameter (roughly 100-400 nm) and lower polydispersity for all systems. The 

gemini/MO aggregates present positive zeta potential values, all above +50 mV, 

endowing them with excellent colloidal stability. The cytotoxicity of the aggregates is also 

affected by the presence of MO; while the neat amine and ester derivatives were not 

toxic at the concentrations tested (10-100 µM), increasing MO content had a surprising 

negative effect in cell viability in almost all mixtures of these surfactants. The neat amide 

derivative presented a higher level of cytotoxicity (IC50 = 18 µM) which was not affected 

by the incorporation of MO.  

The gemini/MO/siRNA lipoplexes have mean diameters typically between  

100 and 250 nm (depending on gemini/MO molar ration and charge ratio), compatible 

with intravenous administration and potentially effective for interaction with cell 

membranes in the transfection process. In terms of complexation efficiency, most 

systems reach maximal RNA binding capacity (80 – 90 %) between  

CR (+/-) = 5 and 10, with few exceptions. Formulations containing (12Ser)2N12 or 

(12Ser)2COO12 are more sensitive to content of MO present for RNA complexation and 

lipoplex formation in comparison to (12Ser)2CON12:MO systems. Importantly, the three 

types of gemini/MO/siRNA nanovectors lead to significant percentages of eGFP 

expression downregulation, for most of the compositions under study, comparable to 

commercial standards. (12Ser)2N12:MO systems shows a clear improvement in 

transfection with increasing MO content, irrespective of CR (+/-). The other two series 

are more dependent on the charge ratio, although for the (12Ser)2CON12:MO systems 

transfection efficiency also varied with gemini:MO molar ratio. The most effective 

lipoplexes within each series are: (12Ser)2N12:MO (1:4) at CR (+/-) = 5 or 10; and 

(12Ser)2COO12:MO (1:4) and (12Ser)2CON12:MO (1:1), both only at CR (+/-) = 10, with 

the ester-based formulation presenting the highest transfection efficiency. The 

concentration of the aggregates used for the silencing experiments did not induce 

significant cytotoxicity levels on 293T cells. Overall, as the (12Ser)2N12:MO based 

system has a more favorable cytotoxicity profile and a transfection efficiency less 

dependent on CR (+/-), which implies concomitantly use of lower concentration of 

amphiphiles, these systems seem to be particularly promising nonviral vectors for siRNA 

delivery.  
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S1. Cytotoxicity studies 

 

Figure S1. Cell viability determined by MTT assay in HEK 293T cell line upon exposure to 

aqueous dispersions of serine-derived gemini surfactants (A) (12Ser)2N12, (B) (12Ser)2COO12 

and (C) (12Ser)2CON12 mixed with monoolein (MO) at different concentrations (10 to 100 µM 

lipid) and variable gemini:MO molar ratio, (1:0), (4:1), (2:1), (1:1), (1:2) and (1:4). 
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S2. Aggregation at high concentration: phase scanning experiments 

Phase scanning experiments involve the formation of a concentration gradient after 

controlled hydration of a thin solid sample previously formed between slide and cover 

slip. The water penetrates by capillarity the film formed from right to left in these pictures, 

as indicated by the arrow, forming a sequence of self-assembled phases. The images 

were obtained under polarized light in a light microscope with video-enhanced resolution 

(Olympus BX 51). For the (12Ser)2N12/MO system only samples at 1:2 and 1:4 molar 

ratio could be properly observed, and it is patent the formation of lamellar phases. For 

the ester/MO and amide/MO systems it is clear that lamellar phases always form as the 

first aggregation state, and this is why vesicles are observed at lower concentration: they 

likely result from the dispersion of the lamellar phase in excess solvent, rather than being 

a single phase per se. 

 

Figure S2. Phase scanning experiments of the different gemini/MO mixtures. The images were 

obtained under polarized light in a light microscope with video-enhanced resolution and 

differential interference contrast (Olympus BX 51). Abbreviations of the phases: L, isotropic 

solution phase; Lα, lamellar liquid crystalline phase; cub, isotropic cubic liquid crystalline phase; 

cr, hydrated crystals; two phase regions are indicated by 2Φ.   
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S3. Size stability of the gemini/MO aggregates over time 

 

Figure S3. DLS data: time stability (1, 15, 30 and 60 days after preparation) of the mean particle 

diameter of the mixed aggregates of each gemini surfactant — (12Ser)2N12, (12Ser)2COO12 and 

(12Ser)2CON12 — combined with MO at 1 mM total concentration, for variable gemini:MO molar 

ratios, ranging from (1:0) to (1:4). In the case of bimodal distributions (see Table 2 of the paper), 

only the most frequent population is here represented. 
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Abstract 

Amphiphiles with versatile self-assembly and low cytotoxicity are particularly interesting 

for the development of efficient nanocarriers for bioactive molecules. Catanionic systems 

based on amino acid-derived surfactants offer good interfacial performance, multifaceted 

self-assembly and better biocompatibility. In this work, we explored the ability of 

threonine-derived surfactants to form robust, versatile and cytocompatible catanionic 

vesicles when mixed with two types of gemini surfactants. The threonine-derived 

surfactants, designated by CnThr, consist of single-tailed sodium carboxylates with 

different alkyl tail length, where n is the (even) number of carbon atoms in the tail varying 

from 8 to 16. After an initial characterization of the micellization parameters of the neat 

Thr surfactants (at pH = 7 and 12, due to the alkaline hydrolysis of the surfactants), the 

dodecyl derivative, C12Thr, was selected to investigate the formation of catanionic 

vesicles. Phase behavior studies and microstructural characterization of mixtures 

involving both conventional bis-quat gemini (n-s-n, where n and s are the tail and spacer 

number of carbon atoms) and biocompatible serine-derived gemini surfactants were 

studied. Light and electron microscopy, dynamic light scattering and zeta potential 

measurements show that the vesicles have versatile features in terms of morphology, 

polydispersity, surface charge and pH. The toxicological profile of the neat surfactants 

and C12Thr/gemini vesicles based on MTT assays with a L929 cell line was also 

evaluated, showing good results. Overall, the developed catanionic vesicles show very 

attractive physicochemical and biological features for drug delivery purposes. 
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1. Introduction 

Over the last decades, several types of nanocarriers which efficiently protect and deliver 

biomolecules to target cells have been designed, developed and optimized, namely 

vesicles, polymers, dendrimers, nanotubes, nanocapsules and nanoparticles.1-51 In the 

case of surfactant-based systems, the use of novel surfactants derived from natural 

structural motifs has been deemed as a promising alternative to those obtained from 

petrochemical sources, in particular for applications in foods, pharmaceuticals and 

nanomedicine.6-8 From a pharmaceutical and biomedical point of view, amphiphiles 

derived from natural sources such as amino acids, are indeed more biocompatible than 

conventional surfactants.9-11 There has thus been a huge incentive for the development 

of biocompatible surfactants with suitable interfacial and aggregation properties. 

In the past twenty years, catanionic mixtures have prompted a vast interest in 

the colloid community, due to the facile formation of stable vesicles at low surfactant 

concentrations.12-19 Catanionic systems consist of aqueous mixtures of two oppositely 

charged surfactants are usually studied by varying the cationic/anionic surfactant molar 

ratio and total surfactant concentration. Their properties differ considerably from those 

of individual surfactants, due to the observed electrostatics-driven associative and non-

ideal behavior, which manifests itself in strong synergism in interfacial properties  

(e.g. highly reduced critical aggregation concentrations and enhanced surface 

adsorption).18,20 The spontaneous formation of catanionic vesicles is of great interest and 

has been widely studied not only from a fundamental point of view, but also aiming at 

practical applications, such inter alia drug and gene delivery,21-25 separation methods26,27 

and synthesis of inorganic materials.16,28,29 

In effect, catanionic vesicles possess several advantages compared to vesicles 

formed by natural lipids, namely spontaneous formation, long-term colloidal stability 

(which may be thermodynamic stability), and variability in size, surface charge,  

gel-to-liquid crystal phase transition and pH.13,18 On the other hand, lipid-based vesicles 

(liposomes) are more biocompatible and biodegradable, exhibiting lower cytotoxicity 

towards human cells. The vast majority of the studied catanionic vesicles have been 

prepared from mixtures of commercial cationic and anionic surfactants,12,13,17,30 whose 

toxicity may be detrimental to pharmaceutical or biomedical applications. To overcome 

these shortcomings and improve the cytotoxic profile, catanionic vesicles based on 

surfactants with natural structural motifs have been developed in recent years.6,9,23,25,31-

34 In this context, amino acid-derived surfactants have been the focus of great interest 

as building blocks to design and obtain robust and biocompatible vesicles for drug and 

gene delivery. 
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Several studies have previously dealt with the in vitro biocompatibility of 

catanionic vesicles, using assorted surfactant components (commercial, sugar-based or 

amino acid-based; monomeric or dimeric) and different cell lines.9,25,31,32,35-42 Vesicles 

based on amino acid-derived cationic surfactants and SDS/SDBS were reported to be 

nontoxic to NIH3T3 cells.32 Catanionic vesicles formed by amino acid-based carboxylate 

surfactants and cationic alkyltrimethylammonium hydroxide surfactants (DTAOH and 

CTAOH) did not induce significant toxicity to cells neither hemolysis against red blood 

cells and the vesicles were capable to release an entrapped model drug via a  

pH-triggered stimulus.38 Recent work showed that catanionic vesicles composed only of 

serine-derived surfactants25,33 were able to efficiently encapsulate doxorubicin, 

internalize cancer cells and kill them, highlighting the therapeutic potential of amino  

acid-based surfactant vesicles.25  

In what concerns catanionic vesicles containing gemini surfactants, several 

systems have been reported,43-53 in particular those composed of single-tailed 

surfactants and conventional bis-quat gemini,44,45,47-49 showcasing the gemini’s versatile 

features (combination of spacer and tail lengths, as well as headgroup chemistry) that 

may lead to vesicle stabilization. However, knowledge on catanionic vesicles involving 

simultaneously a combination of amino-acid surfactants, gemini structures and 

assessment of their toxicological profile remains largely unexplored. 

In this work, we investigated the vesicle-forming and cytotoxicity properties of a 

family of anionic single-tailed surfactants derived from threonine and different types of 

cationic gemini surfactants. The synthesized threonine-derived compounds have 

different alkyl chain length and are designated by CnThr, where n is the number of carbon 

atoms in the hydrocarbon chain, ranging from 8 to 16, as shown in Figure 1A. Previous 

reports on Thr-derived surfactants are scarce in the literature and have not addressed 

the formation of vesicles nor cytotoxicity evaluation.54,55 After an initial determination of 

the interfacial properties of the individual threonine surfactants, C12Thr was selected as 

the surfactant with the most suitable features to search for catanionic vesicles. A 

microstructural characterization of mixtures composed of C12Thr was thus performed in 

order to identify vesicle-containing regions using as cationic counterparts conventional 

gemini surfactants (n-s-n), shown in Figure 2B, with a fixed carbon spacer s = 2 and 

varying tail length (n = 12, 14 and 16), or with fixed tail length n = 12 and varying spacer 

lengths, s = 2, 5 and 12). In addition, serine-based gemini surfactants developed in our 

group56 with 12 carbon tails and either 5- or 12-carbon spacers, (12Ser)2N5 and 

(12Ser)2N12, shown in Figure 2C, were used. A comparative analysis of tail vs. spacer 

length effects, and conventional vs. amino acid-derived surfactants, was carried out. The 

cytotoxicity profile of the catanionic vesicles, evaluated by monitoring metabolic activity 
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in L929 cells, was also investigated in order to explore their potential as viable and robust 

drug delivery vectors. 

 

Figure 1. Molecular structure of the surfactants used in this work: A, threonine-derived surfactants, CnThr, 

with n = 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 carbon atoms in the alkyl chain; B, conventional bis-quat n-s-n gemini 

surfactants; C, serine-derived gemini surfactants. 

 

2. Experimental section 

2.1 Materials 

The conventional gemini surfactants with different spacer length (12-s-12, s = 2, 5 and 

12) and with different chain length (n-2-n, n = 12, 14 and 16) were synthesized in our 

group according to the Menger method,57 and detailed data on purity and surface 

properties have been reported in previous work.30 The synthesis of the serine-based 

gemini surfactants (12Ser)2N5 and (12Ser)2N12) was performed according to the 

procedure previously described.56 The good purity of all synthesized surfactants was 

confirmed by NMR and mass spectrometry. 

 

2.2 Surfactant synthesis 

The threonine-derived surfactants were synthesized according to the reaction scheme 

presented in Figure 2. The spectroscopic data of all the compounds can be found in the 

supplementary data (section S1, Figures. S1.1-S1.15). A brief description of the synthetic 

path is presented below. 
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Figure 2. Synthesis of the threonine–derived surfactants. 
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Representative procedure for the introduction of the alkyl chain by condensation 

N-octanoylthreonine methyl ester (3a): To a solution of 2a (n=5; 1.3 equiv) in 

dichloromethane (DCM) at 0 ºC and under an Ar atmosphere, 1.5 equiv of the peptide 

coupling reagent benzotriazol-1-yl-oxytripyrrolidinophosphonium hexafluorophosphate 

(PyBOP) was added, and the mixture was left under stirring for 1h. Then, a solution of 1 

(1 equiv) and N,N-Diisopropylethylamine (DIEA, 3.5 equiv) in DCM was added and the 

reaction mixture was left with stirring for 48 h. The solvent was removed under reduced 

pressure and the crude taken in ethylacetate (AcOEt). Washing cycles of HCl (1M), H2O, 

NaHCO3, H2O were performed until removal of unwanted by-products. The organic layer 

was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated. The crude product was 

submitted to column chromatography on silica gel (hexane/ethyl acetate, 1:2) to afford 

3a as a waxy white compound with an average yield of 75 %.  

 

Representative procedure for the hydrolysis of the esters 

The sodium salts were readily obtained by saponification of the corresponding esters 

with sodium hydroxide at room temperature. Thus, the acylated compound (3a-e) was 

dissolved in the minimum volume of methanol and 2/3 drops of water. NaOH was added 

and the mixture was left to react for 36-48h. The solvent was evaporated under reduced 

pressure and the desired product (4a-e) isolated by recrystallization from ethyl ether or 

chloroform with an average yield of 80 %.  

 

2.3 Sample preparation 

For the micellization studies, stock surfactant solutions were prepared by weighing 

appropriate masses of both surfactant and ultrapure Milli-QTM water and molality was 

used to express concentration, due to the high temperatures needed to prepare the 

C14Thr (40 ºC) and C16Thr (60 ºC) solutions. For all the other studies, performed at  

25 ºC, molarity was used. Thus, the catanionic mixtures were prepared by mixing 

appropriate aliquots taken from 10 mM aqueous stock solutions of the individual anionic 

(C12Thr) and cationic surfactants. The proportion between surfactants is expressed by 

the molar fraction of the threonine derivative in the mixture: 

 

xC12Thr = nC12Thr / (nC12Thr+ ncat)               (1) 
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where nC12Thr and ncat are the number of moles of the C12Thr and cationic surfactant, 

respectively. 

 

2.4 Surface tension measurements 

For the surface tension measurements, a DCAT11 tensiometer from Dataphysics GmbH 

with a Pt-Y alloy Wilhelmy plate was used. The temperature was kept constant by using 

a thermostated Julabo F20 circulating water bath (± 0.2 °C) and set to 1-2 °C above the 

Krafft temperature. Different aliquots of a surfactant stock solution were added to the 

solution in the measuring vessel, at fixed pH.  

 

2.5 Video-enhanced light microscopy (VELM) 

An Olympus BX51 light microscope, equipped with differential interference contrast 

(DIC) lenses, was used for phase assignment and visualization of aggregates. The main 

goal was to check for the presence of vesicles and DIC lenses help in this process by 

enhanced contrast between background and object. Micrographs were acquired with an 

Olympus C5060 video camera and with the assistance of CellA software. 

 

2.6 Cryo-scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

To complement the morphology assessment, cryo-scanning electron microscopy was 

performed on the vesicle solutions. A JEOL JSM 6301F Oxford INCA Energy 350 

scanning electron microscope, equipped with a Gatan Alto 2500 cryo-preparation 

chamber, was used. The aqueous sample was vitrified by immersing it into nitrogen slush 

(-200 °C) and then freeze-fractured at -140 °C. The ensuing sublimation of water 

(solvent) was performed at -95 °C for 2 minutes. Finally, the specimen was sputtered 

with an Au-Pd alloy, for 30 s in an argon atmosphere in the cryo-preparation chamber, 

before being transferred to the microscope. 

 

2.7 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

Particle size and zeta potential were measured using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS 

particle analyzer. The scattered light intensity was detected at an angle of 173° (particle 

size) or 17° (zeta-potential) and analyzed using the Malvern Dispersion Technology 

Software (DTS), with multiple narrow mode (high resolution) data processing. A 

multimodal analysis of the DLS intensity autocorrelation function was performed yielding 
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intensity and frequency of the aggregate populations.2 The electrophoretic mobility, μ, 

was measured using a combination of electrophoresis and laser Doppler velocimetry 

techniques, and ζ was calculated from μ using the Henry equation, with a dielectric 

constant of 78.5, a medium viscosity of 0.89 cP, and a f(κa) function value of 1.5 

(Smoluchowsky approximation). 

 

2.8 Cell culture 

L929 cells (fibroblast from Mus musculus, mouse, subcutaneous connective tissue; 

areolar and adipose) were cultured in a humidified atmosphere at 37 °C, under 5 % of 

CO2, in Dulbecco´s modified Eagle´s medium- high glucose (DMEM), supplemented with 

10 % (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS). L929 cells grown in monolayers were detached by 

treatment with 0.05 % trypsin solution. 

 

2.9 Cell viability assay 

Briefly, L929 cells were seeded at a cell density of 10000 cells/well in a 96-well plate and 

incubated at 37 °C, under 5 % CO2, during night. A 100 µL aliquot of each surfactant 

solution, previously diluted in DMEM culture medium (maximum H2O concentration:  

5 %) at different concentrations, was added to the cells and left to incubation. After  

24 and 48 h, the medium was replaced with 80 µL of MTT solution and the plates were 

further incubated for 2 h at 37 °C. After this period, the MTT was removed and 120 µL of 

ethanol/DMSO (1:1) (v/v) solution was added to solubilize the crystals formed. The 

absorbance at 570 nm was measured in a microplate spectrophotometer (SpectraMax 

Plus, Molecular Devices) at 570 nm. Cell viability was calculated according to: 

 

𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (%) =     

   
 ×  100             (2) 

 

where the control cells (untreated) were incubated with DMEM medium. The data 

acquired for the various surfactant solutions, prepared at varying concentrations, was 

used to obtain dose-response curves that allowed the determination of the half inhibitory 

concentration (IC50), i.e. the surfactant concentration at which cell viability reaches 50 % 

of that of a control culture.  
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Micellization properties of the neat threonine-derived surfactants 

An initial surface tension study was performed on aqueous solutions of the neat 

threonine-derived surfactants ensuring that each surfactant was completely soluble. A 

fixed temperature was chosen above the respective Krafft temperature of the surfactant 

(which was approximately estimated from ocular solubility tests). For these reasons, 

measurements were performed at 25 °C for all compounds except C14Thr (40.0 °C) and 

C16Thr (60.0 °C).  

The surface tension curves are presented in Figure 3, for pH ≈ 7 of the solutions 

(natural pH, Table 1) and pH = 12 (Figure 3b), for reasons explained below. The obtained 

interfacial parameters are shown in Table 1. The critical micelle concentration, cmc, and 

the surface tension at the cmc, γcmc were directly determined from the surface tension vs. 

ln (c) plots. From the Gibbs adsorption isotherm 

 

𝛤 = −
( ⁄ ) ,

                             (3) 

 

the maximum surface excess concentration, Γmax, was obtained, and from this 

parameter, the minimum surface area per molecule, as, 

 

𝑎 =
 

                                (4) 

 

where ni is the number of free chemical species at the interface, R is the ideal gas 

constant, T is the absolute temperature, ∂γ / ∂ln(m/mo), is the maximum slope of the γ vs. 

ln (m) graph below cmc, m is the surfactant molal concentration (with mo = 1 mmol·kg-1), 

and NA is the Avogadro constant.  

For the shorter chain length surfactants—C8Thr, C10Thr, and C12Thr—there 

is a smooth and characteristic variation of surface tension with concentration until the 

cmc break point is attained, and no minimum is observed. In contrast, the curves for 

C14Thr and C16Thr show a minimum (well) near cmc, indicating that strong  

surface-active species are present. This species, acting similarly to an impurity, is the 

conjugated acid form of the surfactants, resulting from the protonation of the salts as 

weak bases: 
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RCOO Na (aq) + H O(l)  ⇌  RCOOH(aq) + OH (aq) +  Na (aq)                    (5) 

 

The acid RCOOH is amphiphilic and neutral, is more strongly adsorbed at the 

water-air interface than the salt and hence causes significant lowering of the surface 

tension.58 The subsequent increase in surface tension is due to the desorption of the 

acid from the water-air interface and solubilization in the RCOO--rich micelles. Due to 

this “well” effect, it was not possible to determine the interfacial parameters for C14Thr 

and C16Thr at pH = 7. To suppress the observed minimum, the pH was adjusted to 12.0 

with a NaOH 0.1 M solution and surface tension curves were measured for all the 

surfactants at this pH, for comparison purposes, as shown in Figure 3b (where only the 

C14Thr derivative displays a very weak minimum). 

 

Figure 3. Plots of surface tension vs. ln (concentration) for the threonine surfactants in aqueous solution:  

a) at natural pH (pH ≈ 7) and b) pH = 12, adjusted with NaOH. All measurements are for T = 25 °C, except 

for C14Thr, T = 40 °C, and C16Thr, T = 60 °C. The cmc is determined from the intersection point of the 

straight lines. 

 

Several conclusions can be withdrawn from the analysis of Figure 3 and  

Table 1. As expected, for all surfactants, the cmc decreases with the increase of the total 

number of carbon atoms in the alkyl chain, nC, since longer tails have a stronger 

contribution to the hydrophobic effect that drives the aggregation process. This is 

observed both at pH = 7 (for n ≤ 12) and pH = 12 for the complete series of surfactants. 

The cmc values obtained for C8Thr, C10Thr, and C12Thr at pH = 12 are invariably higher 

than those at pH = 7. When the acid-base equilibrium is shifted to the anionic form at 

high pH and the acid form is basically suppressed (pH >> pKa), stronger electrostatic 

repulsions in the micellar surface become unfavorable for the micellization process, and 

consequently, the cmc is elevated.  
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Table 1. Interfacial parameters for the neat threonine-based surfactants in aqueous solution. 

Surfactant pH(a) Tmeas / °C cmc(b) / mmol∙kg-1 γcmc / mN∙m-1 as
(c) / nm2 

C8Thr 7.2 25.0 16.4  44.0 0.59  

 12.0 25.0 22.3  47.8 0.62  

C10Thr 6.9 25.0 8.0  41.0 0.63  
 

12.0 25.0 11.5 43.9 0.50  

C12Thr 7.3 25.0 7.3 32.4 0.65  
 

12.0 25.0 7.7 36.8 0.38  

C14Thr 12.0 40.0 1.1 33.7 0.55  

C16Thr 12.0 60.0 0.23 29.3 0.64 

(a) The natural pH of the surfactant solutions is ≈ 7 as indicated; to adjust it to 12.0, a NaOH 0.1 M 
solution was used. 

(b) Typical uncertainty: ± 5%. 
(c) Typical uncertainty: ± 3%. 

 

Comparing the synthesized surfactants with commercially available sodium 

alkylcarboxylates and sodium alkylsulfates (Figure 4), the former have lower cmc values 

than the commercial counterparts with identical chain length, particularly the sodium 

soaps, which have an identical functional group in the polar head. With respect to the 

alkyl sulfates, this is only true for chains shorter than 12 carbons. Interestingly, there 

seems to be a break in linear trend at nC = 12 for the Thr surfactants. In the range 8-12 

the decrease of cmc with nC is weaker than expected, but in the range 12-16, a linear fit 

yields a slope of -0.25 (pH = 12), virtually identical to that of the sodium alkylsulfates and 

sodium soaps (-0.24). Again, we highlight the causal relationship between the increase 

of the surfactant hydrophobic character and the reduction of the cmc. For each two CH2 

groups added in the alkyl tail the cmc is expected to decrease by a 4-fold factor, and this 

is indeed observed in the C12 to C16 range. 

Regarding the trends on the minimum surface area, as, a cautious analysis is 

warranted. First, it is noteworthy we use a Gibbs pre-factor n as 2 in eqn (2) for the 8 to 

12 carbon surfactants at pH = 7. For pH = 12, when there is excess NaOH in solution 

and owing to electrostatic screening effects at the interface, ni should be a value between 

1 and 2.58,60 However, in Table 2, we take as first approximation ni = 2 also for pH = 12, 

hence getting a lower limit to as values for all the surfactants. While at pH = 7 as remains 

essentially at about 0.60 nm2 as nC increases from 8 to 12, at pH = 12 a non-monotonic 

U-shaped variation is seen for the full series, with a minimum at C12Thr (as= 0.38 nm2). 

Given the uncertainty associated with the real n value in Gibbs equation, we refrain from 

more detailed discussions. We only point out that at the interface, the combined effects 
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of the screening of headgroup repulsions and increasing chain length can lead to tighter 

packing, alongside intermolecular hydrogen bonding at headgroups (possible for these 

surfactants), and this would explain the descending part of the variation. The higher as 

values observed for the nC = 14 and 16 surfactants could just reflect the higher 

measurement temperature (40 ºC and 60 ºC, respectively). As concerning γcmc, one sees 

that it decreases as nC increases, which highlights the fact that in a homologous series 

longer tailed surfactants tend to be more surface-active. 

 

 

Figure 4. Plot of the logarithm of cmc vs. number of carbon atoms in the alkyl chain for the CnThr surfactants 

(data from this work) and for the sodium alkyl carboxylate and sodium alkyl sulfate series (data from ref.59). 

The lines are least square linear fits for each surfactant’s family. For the CnThr, data are presented for  

pH = 7 (only for C8, C10 and C12) and adjusted pH = 12 (for all the family). 

 

3.2 Catanionic mixtures: phase behavior and aggregate characterization 

The phase behavior of catanionic mixtures was investigated by ocular and microscopy 

observations, using video-enhanced light microscopy and cryo-SEM. Both the anionic 

surfactant and the selected cationic gemini surfactants56,61 are individually  

micelle-forming surfactants. However, when mixed together in cationic/anionic systems 

and by varying the molar ratio, they may form other aggregates, in particular vesicles. 

To test this hypothesis, the C12Thr surfactant was selected as the anionic component, 

since it presents good interfacial activity, a Krafft point below room temperature and can 

be studied at natural pH (≈ 7.3) close to the physiological pH. For the cationic component, 

different gemini surfactants were used. In these amphiphiles, both spacer and tail lengths 

can impact the phase behavior significantly.61,62 Thus, five conventional bis-quat 

surfactants were selected, divided in two series: (i) gemini 12-2-12, 14-2-14 and 16-2-16 
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where the tail length is varied for fixed spacer, s = 2; and (ii) gemini 12-2-12, 12-5-12 and 

12-12-12, where the spacer is varied for fixed tail length, n = 12. In addition, two serine-

derived gemini surfactants with 12 carbon atoms tails and two spacer lengths (5 and 12 

carbon atoms), were also used, to prospectively improve the cytotoxic profile of the 

catanionic mixtures.56 All catanionic mixtures were investigated at 25 °C and for constant 

surfactant concentration, by varying the molar fraction of the anionic surfactant, xC12Thr. It 

should also be noted that xC12Thr = 0.50 corresponds to a 1:1 gemini/C12Thr molecular 

ratio between surfactants, and a 1:1 charge ratio occurs for xC12Thr = 0.67, that is for a 

(1:2) gemini/C12Thr molecular ratio, due to the dicationic nature of the gemini.  

Observing the phase maps for catanionic mixtures of C12Thr and conventional 

gemini surfactants (12-2-12, 14-2-14 and 16-2-16), in Figure 5 (upper panel), three 

distinct regions are found with varying xC12Thr: two regions of colorless solutions and an 

intermediate region of bluish solutions. The colorless solutions show very low viscosity 

and no visible aggregates are detected by VELM and DLS, leading to infer that small 

aggregates, likely mixed micelles, are present. These solutions appear for high excess 

of gemini surfactant (xC12Thr < 0.20 for C12Thr/14-2-14 and xC12Thr < 0.30 for the other 

gemini) and high excess of C12Thr (xC12Thr > 0.90 for 12Thr/12-2-12 and xC12Thr > 0.80 for 

the other gemini). The intermediate bluish solutions are slightly more viscous and under 

VELM inspection clearly show the presence of vesicles (micrographs in Figure 5 and 

Figure S2.1, S.I.). This vesicle-containing region extends from 0.30 ≤ xC12Thr ≤ 0.90 for 

C12Thr/12-2-12 system, 0.30 ≤ xC12Thr ≤ 0.80 for C12Thr/14-2-14, and  

0.30 ≤ xC12Thr ≤ 0.80 for C12Thr/16-2-16 mixture.  

In Figure 5, we illustrate the types of aggregate structures present in the three 

mixtures, for xC12Thr = 0.40 where there is excess cationic surfactant, Figure 5a-c-e, and 

0.70, where there is excess anionic surfactant, Figure 5b-d-f (for the remaining values of 

xC12Thr, see supplementary data, section S2, Figure 2.1). The aggregates present show 

different morphologies and sizes. It is possible to observe spheroidal giant unilamellar 

vesicles (GUV) in all mixtures, multilamellar vesicles (MLV), multivesicular vesicles 

(MVV, consisting of large vesicles containing smaller ones in their interior) and  

non-spheroidal tubular vesicles (TV). From the light micrographs, it appears that the 

predominant structures are GUV, ranging in diameter from 0.5 to few µm. From cryo-

SEM imaging we also confirm the existence of small vesicles, with sizes ranging from  

50 nm to 1 µm, with approximately spheroidal shape (Figure 5a’ and b´). 

As concerning catanionic mixtures based on gemini 12-5-12 and 12-12-12, 

unlike the mixtures described above, no vesicular regions were detected. The identified 

regions are either colorless, low viscosity solutions or two phase liquid-liquid regions. It 

is then clear that for conventional gemini, longer spacer lengths do not seem to favor 
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vesicle formation when interacting with C12Thr. This is seemingly in contrast with the 

catanionic vesicles that were found for mixtures of the single-tailed surfactant sodium 

dodecylsulfate (SDS) with 12-6-1244 and 12-10-12,48 highlighting the role that headgroup 

chemistry plays in self-assembly. 

 

Figure 5. Phase behavior and aggregation in the catanionic C12Thr/n-2-n gemini mixtures at total surfactant 

concentration of 10 mM and T = 25 °C: upper panel, phase maps indicating the different regions observed; 

a-f, light microscopy and b-b’ cryo-SEM images of representative bluish solutions showing the presence of 

polydisperse vesicles. The location and composition of the samples is indicated in the phases maps and 

micrographs, where xC12Thr is the molar fraction of surfactant C12Thr in the mixture. Legend for the 

aggregates: GUV, giant unilamellar vesicles; MLV, multilamellar vesicles; MVV, multivesicular vesicles; TV, 

tubular vesicles. Bars: light micrographs, 10 µm; cryo-SEM micrographs, 500 nm. 

 

In order to obtain a complementary and more comprehensive characterization 

of aggregate size distributions, DLS measurements were also performed on the bluish 

solutions of the C12Thr/n-2-n mixtures (Figure 6a), alongside with zeta potential  

(Figure 6b) and pH measurements (Figure 6c). Regarding DLS, the mixtures behave 
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qualitatively in a similar and interesting way. Inside the bluish region, for a lower xC12Thr 

range, there is a subregion designated as (i) in Figure 6a, where a bimodal distribution 

is observed, one of small aggregates of mean hydrodynamic diameter <DH> ≈ 20-40 nm, 

and another one, with much larger aggregates, <DH> ≈ 180-250 for 12-2-12 and  

14-2-14, and even bigger for 16-2-16 <DH> ≈ 450-550 nm. The latter population is entirely 

consistent with vesicles and is thus in line with the VELM and cryo-SEM observations, 

attesting that the vesicles are indeed rather polydisperse, whereas the population of 

small aggregates presumably consists of (non-spherical) mixed micelles. The fraction of 

each populations of the bimodal distribution is not easily retrievable from the data in a 

consistent manner, so we refrain from analyzing this aspect. The coexistence of micelles 

and vesicles for a number of catanionic mixtures has been reported before33,63 and 

constitutes evidence of the highly non-ideal character of this type of mixtures. There is a 

second subregion designated as (ii), for higher values of xC12Thr, where only a monomodal 

distribution is observed, roughly in the range of <DH> ≈ 100-175 nm (irrespective of 

mixture), consistent with vesicles and also in line with the imaging data.  

Two other relevant features are apparent in Figure 6a. First, in subregion (ii), as 

xC12Thr increases the vesicles seem to decrease in average size, which can be understood 

since C12Thr is a single-tailed surfactant and hence increasing its proportion in the 

vesicles is reasonably expected to increase the mean curvature of aggregates  

(i.e. decrease their radius). Secondly, comparing the gemini surfactants, the one with 

intermediate tail length, 14-2-14, seems to induce a wider subregion (ii), i.e. a wider 

range of composition where only monomodal vesicles are present. This suggests there 

may be an optimal gemini tail length for the formation of aggregates of lower 

polydispersity, in particular vesicles. 

As concerning the variation of zeta potential, for xC12Thr ≤ 0.60 the aggregates 

are net positively charged—with ζ ≈ +50 mV for the 12-2-12 and 14-2-14 mixtures, and 

a bit lower for 16-2-16, ≈. + 38 mV— but for xC12Thr ≥ 0.70, they become net negatively 

charged ultimately attaining -38 mV. This is consistent with the fact that charge neutrality 

should theoretically occur at xC12Thr ≈ 0.67; moreover, the transition in charge seems to 

take place sharply around this value. With respect to pH, the catanionic solutions go from 

weakly acidic when there is excess gemini to essentially neutral as xC12Thr attains ≈ 0.50, 

especially for the 12-2-12 and 14-2-14 mixtures; interestingly, for the 16-2-16 system, 

the pH starts at ≈ 4 for the neat gemini and attains neutrality only at about xC12Thr ≈ 0.70 

(around charge neutrality in the system). Moreover, the pH variation is rather gradual. 
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Figure 6. C12Thr/n-2-n gemini mixtures: a) mean hydrodynamic diameter, <DH>, b), ζ, zeta potential, and 

c) pH, as a function of molar fraction of C12Thr, at total surfactant concentration of 10 mM and T = 25 °C. 

Caption: squares, C12Thr/12-2-12; circles, C12Thr/14-2-14; triangles, C12Thr/16-2-16. 

 

With respect to the catanionic mixtures containing the serine-derived gemini 

surfactants, Figure 7 and 8, although the phase behavior is qualitatively similar to that 

observed for the bis-quat gemini, there are some interesting and noteworthy differences. 

Three distinct regions on the phase maps for both C12Thr/(12Ser)2N5 and 

C12Thr/(12Ser)2N12 are observed, similar to the previous gemini. For xC12Thr< 0.30 and 

xC12Thr > 0.90 colorless, low viscosity solutions are obtained and no aggregates are 

captured by VELM; in the 0.30 ≤ xC12Thr ≤ 0.90 range, bluish solutions containing 

polydisperse vesicular structures are found. For these systems, we illustrate features for 
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xC12Thr = 0.40 (excess gemini), 0.50 (equimolarity) and 0.80 (excess C12Thr), and for the 

other molar fractions, micrographs can be found in supplementary data (Figure S2.2). 

Regarding the C12Thr/(12Ser)2N5 system, the most conspicuous feature is that 

multilamellar tubular vesicles (MLT), of several tens of µm, are observed over the range 

xC12Thr ≈ 0.50 – 0.90, appearing to be the dominant structures. Such structures are 

practically absent for the (12Ser)2N12 system, where mostly GUV and MLV dominate. 

This suggests a spacer effect here, with the shorter spacer gemini inducing larger bilayer 

structures. 

 

Figure 7. Phase behavior and aggregation in the catanionic C12Thr/serine-derived gemini mixtures at total 

surfactant concentration of 10 mM and T = 25 °C: upper panel, phase maps indicating the different regions 

observed; a1-c1 and a2-c2, light microscopy images for the C12Thr/12(Ser)2N5 and C12Thr/12(Ser)2N12 

systems, respectively. The location and composition of the samples is indicated in the phases maps and 

micrographs, where xC12Thr is the molar fraction of surfactant C12Thr in the mixture. Legend for the 

aggregates: GUV, giant unilamellar vesicles; MLV, multilamellar vesicles; MVV, multivesicular vesicles; 

MLT, multilamellar tubular vesicles. All bars: 10 µm. 

 

When analyzing the DLS measurements, Figure 8a), relevant differences are 

also observed between the two serine-derived gemini systems, and with respect to the 

previous gemini. Regarding (12Ser)2N5, three regions (i)-(iii) can be defined as shown 

in Figure 8a): regions (i) and (iii) have bimodal distributions, similarly to the bis-quat 

gemini, but the population of large aggregates contains much higher <DH>, in the range 

of 200-1000 nm, than observed before; besides, there is a narrow monomodal region of 

vesicles, (ii), in the range xC12Thr ≈ 0.50-0.60 with very large vesicles of <DH> ≈ 1.6 µm. 
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In sheer contrast, the (12Ser)2N12 mixture presents only a monomodal population of 

vesicles for the entire range of xC12Thr where bluish solutions occur. The average vesicle 

size has a non-monotonic variation with xC12Thr reaching its highest values, ≈ 600 nm, at 

around 0.70, i.e. near charge neutrality in the system.  

 

Figure 8. C12Thr/Ser-gemini mixtures: a) mean hydrodynamic diameter, <DH>, b), ζ, zeta potential, and  

c) pH, as a function of molar fraction of C12Thr, at total surfactant concentration of 10 mM and T = 25 °C. 

Caption: circles, C12Thr/12(Ser)2N5; squares, C12Thr/12(Ser)2N12.  

 

Regarding the zeta potential profile with varying C12Thr content, Figure 8b, both 

mixtures have a similar behavior. The neat (12Ser)2N5 and (12Ser)2N12 surfactants 

(which form micelles) start with ζ = 44 and 64 mV, respectively, and the addition of 

C12Thr leads to a smooth decrease in the zeta potential, which becomes negative at 

xC12Thr = 0.70, with -15 mV and  -3.1 mV, respectively. With further addition of anionic 

surfactant up to xC12Thr = 0.90, the vesicles attain ζ = -25 mV. With respect to pH, Figure 

8c, the values increase gradually from 4.0 (neat gemini) to a plateau value of appr. 7 

when xC12Thr ≥ 0.70.  
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Summing up this section, all the investigated C12Thr/gemini systems (both 

conventional and serine-derived) give rise to catanionic vesicles. The formation of 

vesicles in these mixtures can be understood at a simple qualitative level within the 

framework of the surfactant packing parameter, Ps, model,64 defined as Ps = vhc / (ao lc) 

= ahc / ao, where vhc, lc and ahc are the volume, critical length and cross section area of 

the hydrophobic portion of the molecule and ao is the optimal headgroup area at the 

aggregate interface. C12Thr has a Ps = 1/3 and the gemini have a Ps ≈ 1/3-1/2,56,61 which 

means that individually they only form micelles in solution. When the C12Thr and the 

gemini are mixed, however, strong headgroup electrostatic interactions reduce the 

interfacial headgroup area, hence increasing Ps to an effective value per surfactant of 

about ½-1, which eventually leads to the stabilization of vesicles.13,65 Naturally, chain 

packing interactions between a single (C12Thr) and double-tailed surfactant (gemini) 

also play a role, with a bulkier hydrophobic volume also contributing to the rise in effective 

Ps.13,65 Mixtures of single/double-tailed surfactants yielding stable catanionic vesicles 

have been reported before,13,23,33,66,67 including single-tailed surfactant/gemini 

mixtures,44,48,49,53 but in this work we present a systematic characterization of vesicles 

involving biocompatible amino acid-based surfactants. Importantly, the size, surface 

charge and pH of these vesicles varies with the system’s composition, namely the mixing 

ratio between the two surfactants (at constant surfactant concentration). In practice, the 

mixing ratio is thus an easily controllable parameter that dictates the physicochemical 

properties of the vesicles, making these systems extremely versatile for applications in 

delivery. While polydispersity may be an issue when devising effective nanovectors for 

drug/gene delivery purposes, methods like sonication, extrusion may easily circumvent 

it, producing smaller and monodisperse vesicles without compromising physicochemical 

features.25 After the characterization studies, the evaluation of the cytotoxicity profile of 

these vesicles was also deemed a necessary step envisaging such delivery applications. 

 

3.3 Cytotoxicity studies 

Cytotoxic effects of the catanionic vesicles were analyzed in L929 mouse fibroblasts cells 

by applying the MTT assay to evaluate metabolic activity, after 24 and 48 h of incubation. 

Since surface charge is one of the most critical factors for cytotoxicity, as it greatly 

influences interaction with cell membranes, proteins and cellular processes, for all 

systems we selected two values of xC12Thr, 0.40 and 0.80, where there is presence of net 

positively charged and net negatively charged vesicles, respectively. Thus, in this study 

we screened C12Thr/gemini systems with distinct properties that could potentially be 
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used as carriers of different molecules of pharmaceutical or biomedical interest. The 

graphs of cell viability vs. concentration are presented in Figure 9 and 10, allowing 

comparisons within each mixture and between mixtures. The IC50 values obtained for the 

mixtures and for all the neat surfactants involved are shown in Table 2. 

As general trends, the increase in surfactant concentration and exposure time 

to the catanionic vesicles leads to, as reasonably expected, a reduction of L929 cells’ 

viability. Moreover, the catanionic mixture is always less cytotoxic when containing 

excess anionic surfactant, xC12Thr = 0.80, than cationic surfactant. This fact can be 

explained by the general trend that positively charged vesicles or particles tend to be 

more toxic to cells due to unfavorable membrane interactions, but also considering the 

toxicity associated with each individual surfactant, as can be seen in Table 2. The 

C12Thr is the least cytotoxic surfactant studied, with an IC50, at 48 h, of 422 ± 55 µM (at 

24 h exposure it was not even possible to accurately quantify it, in the concentration 

range studied, 2.5 - 1000 µM). On the other hand, the cationic surfactants have IC50 

values in the range of 7 - 18 µM. Again, since cell membranes are negatively charged, 

they may be more easily destabilized in the presence of positively charged molecules, 

due to strong electrostatic interaction and perturbation effects of the surfactant in the 

bilayers. 

Regarding the mixtures based on conventional gemini surfactants, in general 

there was a reduction of IC50 (higher cytotoxicity) with the increase in the tail length. 

Thus, the IC50 values vary in the order C12Thr/12-2-12 > C12Thr/14-2-14 >  

C12Thr/16-2-16, both for 24 and 48 h of exposure (Table 2). This negative influence of 

longer tails is at first sight a bit counterintuitive since cellular membranes are constituted 

of lipids usually with long tails (C16 and C18), so one can speculate that other factors 

related to headgroup interactions may play a role here. 
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Figure 9. Results of the MTT assay of catanionic mixtures of C12Thr with conventional gemini surfactants 

12-2-12, 14-2-14 and 16-2-16, in L929 cells, after 24 and 48 h of exposure. Caption: full color bars, 24 h; 

striped bars, 48 h. 

 

In what concerns the C12 serine-derived cationic surfactants, several 

interesting observations are possible. First, the C12Thr/(12Ser)2N5 mixture shows IC50 

values that are statistically comparable to those containing conventional gemini, implying 

that there are no obvious gains using serine-based gemini if the spacer is relatively short, 

s = 5. Secondly, and more importantly, the C12Thr/(12Ser)2N12 system is considerably 

less cytotoxic than (12Ser)2N5 or any other gemini, by 5-10 fold. This shows that the 
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spacer length plays a significant role within the serine-based gemini (coupled with the 

fact that the tails are C12); bearing also in mind that when using bis-quat 12-5-12 in the 

catanionic mixtures no vesicles would form, the use of serine-based cationic surfactants 

does seem of great advantage. In fact, for all the systems investigated, the spacer  

12 serine-derived surfactant is clearly the most cytocompatible in all conditions tested, 

xC12Th values and time of exposure, which pinpoints it for further development as 

nanocarrier system for biomedical applications.  

 

Figure 10. Results of the MTT assay of catanionic mixtures of C12Thr with the serine-derived gemini 

(12Ser)2N5 and (12Ser)2N12 in L929 cells, at 24 and 48 h of exposure. Caption: full color bars, 24 h; striped 

bars, 48 h.  
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Table 2. IC50 values, at 24 and 48 h, determined for the different catanionic mixtures studied in this work, at 

xC12Thr of 0.40 and 0.80, and for the individual C12Thr and gemini surfactants 
  

IC
50 

/ µM  

Surfactants xC12Thr  24 h 48 h 

C12Thr/12-2-12 0.40 
0.80 

21.1 ± 3.8 
68.6 ± 7.4 

14.1 ± 1.2 
64.9 ± 9.1 

C12Thr/14-2-14 0.40 
0.80 

15.2 ± 2.2 
44.3 ± 5.4 

10.3 ± 1.0 
32.5 ± 4.2 

C12Thr/16-2-16 0.40 
0.80 

10.8 ± 1.4 
56.7 ± 12.0 

5.04 ± 0.99 
19.4 ± 2.6 

C12Thr/(12Ser)
2
N5 0.40 

0.80 
9.5 ± 1.2 
70.6 ± 8.7 

9.60 ± 0.86 
45.2 ± 4.2 

C12Thr/(12Ser)
2
N12 0.40 

0.80 
80.0 ± 9.9  
261 ± 52 

46.2 ± 5.9 
141 ± 20 

C12Thr - * 422 ± 55 

12-2-12 - 17.7 ± 2.5 8.1 ± 0.7 

14-2-14 - 8.8 ± 1.1 6.6 ± 1.0 

16-2-16 - 7.7 ± 2.0 9.1 ± 0.7 

(12Ser)2N5 - 9.5 ± 0.8 8.8 ± 1.0 

(12Ser)2N12 - 10.3 ± 1.0 8.1 ± 0.7 
*Not measurable in the concentration range studied. 

 

3. Conclusion 

In this work, we investigated the interfacial properties—critical micelle concentration 

(cmc), surface molecular area, the effectiveness of surface tension reduction—of  

single-tailed anionic surfactants derived from the amino acid threonine, CnThr (n = 8-16, 

even values) and the results were compared with those from commercial anionic 

amphiphiles. The results show a pH-dependent micellization behavior of the Thr 

surfactants, and a reduction in the value of the cmc with increasing alkyl chain length for 

the whole series at pH = 12.  

Furthermore, the aqueous phase behavior of several catanionic mixtures 

containing the surfactant C12Thr and gemini surfactants was investigated, and vesicles 

were found for conventional gemini surfactants, n-2-n with n = 12, 14 and 16, and for 

serine-derived gemini surfactants, (12Ser)2N5 and (12Ser)2N12. Polydisperse vesicles 

of various morphologies, different pH (acidic and neutral), as well as net negative and 

positive surface charge, were obtained, depending on the molar fraction of C12Thr in the 
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mixture. The control of this single parameter provides then considerable versatility for 

the application of these vesicles as robust nanocarriers for delivery. 

The IC50 (half inhibitory concentration) for the different catanionic systems was 

determined on reference cell line L929. In general, all systems show good toxicological 

profiles, both for mixtures with conventional and with serine-based derivatives, in the 

approx. range of 10 – 260 µM. The C12Thr/(12Ser)2N12 catanionic mixture is clearly the 

system with lowest cytotoxicity, i.e. higher IC50 values, and thus especially promising for 

further studies. Our results also suggest that, in order to have the best profile for potential 

drug delivery applications, catanionic vesicles containing gemini with shorter tails (C12) 

and a higher fraction of anionic amino acid-based component (in this case, x12Thr > 0.50) 

are preferable. Taken together, this characterization opens up a myriad of possible 

applications in biomedicine, while ensuring minimal risk to the human organism. 
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S1. Characterization of the Thr-derived surfactants 

1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker Avance III 400 or AMX500 

spectrometer. Chemical shifts (δ) are presented in ppm relative to tetramethylsilane 

(TMS; δ = 0 ppm) as internal standard for CDCl3. Coupling constants (J) are in Hertz 

(Hz). ESI mass spectra were recorded with a Finnigan Surveyor instrument, equipped 

with a Finnigan LCQ DECA XP MX (Finnigan Corp. San Jose, Calif. USA) mass detector 

and API (Atmospheric Pressure Ionization) using an electrospray ionization (ESI) 

interface. The samples were introduced by direct injection and the spectra were obtained 

in positive mode (m/z range: 50–1000). 

 

C8Thr – N-octanoylthreonine methyl ester, 3a 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.30 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, NH), 4.60 (dd, J = 8.9, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 4.37 

- 4,30 (m, 1H), 3.76 (s, 3H), 2.54 (brs, -OH), 2.27 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 1.65 (quint, J = 7.4 

Hz, 2H), 1.37 – 1.22 (m, 8H), 1.20 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 3H), 0.87 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H). 

 

 

Figure S1.1 – 1H NMR spectrum of compound 3a. 
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C8ThrNa – N-octanoylthreonine, sodium salt, 4a 

1H NMR (400 MHz, MeOD) δ 4.28 (d, J = 3.4 Hz, 1H), 4.18 (dq, J = 6.4, J = 3.4 Hz, 1H), 

2.29 (dt, J = 7.6, J = 1.6, 2H), 1.64 (quint, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 1.40 – 1.26 (m, 8H), 1.13 (d, 

J = 6.4 Hz, 3H), 0.90 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H).  

 

13C NMR (101 MHz, MeOD) δ 177.4 (C=O), 175.8 (C=O), 69.3 (CH), 60.5 (CH), 37.5 

(CH2), 32.9 (CH2), 30.4 (CH2), 30.2 (CH2), 27.0 (CH2), 23.7 (CH2), 20.2 (CH3), 14.4 (CH3). 

HRMS (ESI, MeOH): calcd. 268.15193 [M +H]+;found 268.15173. 

 

 

Figure S1.2 – 1H NMR spectrum of compound 4a. 
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Figure S1.3 – 13C NMR spectrum of compound 4a. 
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C10Thr – N-decanoylthreonine methyl ester, 3b 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.20 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, NH), 4.62 (dd, J = 8.8, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H), 

4.38 - 4.31 (m, 1H), 3.77 (s, 3H), 2.28 (t, J = 7.6, 2H), 2.18 (brs, -OH), 1.70-1.60 (m, 2H), 

1.36 – 1.23 (m, 12H), 1.22 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 3H), 0.87 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H). 

 

 

Figure S1.4 – 1H NMR spectrum of compound 3b. 
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(CH2), 33.0 (CH2), 30.6 (CH2), 30.5 (CH2), 30.4 (CH2), 26.9 (CH2), 23.8 (CH2), 20.1 (CH3), 

14.4 (CH3). HRMS (ESI, MeOH): m/z calcd. 296.18323 [M +H]+; found 296.18414.  
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Figure S1.5 – 1H NMR spectrum of compound 4b. 

 

 

Figure S1.6 – 13C NMR spectrum of compound 4b. 
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C12Thr – N-dodecanoylthreonine methyl ester, 3c 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.17 (t, J = 8.5 Hz, NH), 4.62 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.4 Hz, 1H), 4.39 

- 4.31 (m, 1H), 3.77 (s, 3H), 2.27 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.09 (brs, -OH), 1.66 (quint, J = 7.4 

Hz, 2H), 1.38 – 1.23 (m, 16H), 1.22 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 3H), 0.88 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H). 

 

 

Figure S1.7 – 1H NMR spectrum of compound 3c. 
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(CH2), 20.2 (CH3), 14.4 (CH3). HRMS (ESI, MeOH): m/z calcd. 324.21453 [M +H]+; found 

324.21303. 
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Figure S1.8 – 1H NMR spectrum of compound 4c. 

 

 

Figure S1.9 – 13C NMR spectrum of compound 4c. 
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C14Thr – N-tetradecanoylthreonine methyl ester, 3d 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.16 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, NH), 4.62 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 4.01 

– 4.31 (m, 1H), 3.77 (s, 3H), 2.28 (dd, J = 7.8, 7.4 Hz, 2H), 2.05 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, -OH), 

1.66 (quint, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.38 – 1.24 (m, 20H), 1.22 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 3H), 0.88 (t, J = 

6.9 Hz, 3H). 

 

 

Figure S1.10 – 1H NMR spectrum of compound 3d. 
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1H NMR (400 MHz, MeOD) δ 4.30 (d, J = 3.4 Hz, NH), 4.19 (dq, J = 6.4, 3.5 Hz, 1H), 
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Figure S1.11 – 1H NMR spectrum of compound 4d. 

 

 

Figure S1.12 – 13C NMR spectrum of compound 4d. 
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C16Thr – N-hexadecanoylthreonine methyl ester, 3e 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.18 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, NH), 4.62 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 4.39 

– 4.31 (m, 1H), 3.77 (s, 3H), 2.28 (dd, J = 7.8, 7.4 Hz, 2H), 2.11 (brs, -OH), 1.71 – 1.62 

(m, 2H), 1.36 – 1.23 (m, 24H), 1.22 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 3H), 0.88 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H). 

 

 

Figure S1.13 – 1H NMR spectrum of compound 3e. 
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3H), 0.90 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H).  
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Figure S1.14 – 1H NMR spectrum of compound 4e. 

 

 

Figure S1.15 – 13C NMR spectrum of compound 4e. 
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S2. Video-enhanced light microscopy of catanionic mixtures 

 

 

Figure S2.1. Light micrographs for C12Thr/n-2-n vesicle dispersions, at different x12Thr, at 10 mM 

and 25 °C. 

 

Figure S2.2. Light micrographs for C12Thr/(12Ser)2Nx vesicle dispersions, at different x12Thr, at  

5 mM and 25 °C.  
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S3. Cytotoxicity 

Figure S3.1. Cytotoxicity induced in L929 cells after 24 (filled symbols) and 48 h (empty symbols) 

of exposure to C12Thr/gemini n-2-n mixtures: a), b) and c), xC12Thr = 0.40; a´), b´) and  

c´), xC12Thr = 0.80. 
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Figure S3.2. Cytotoxicity induced in L929 cells after 24 (filled symbols) and 48 h (empty symbols) 

of exposure to C12Thr/(12Ser)2Nx mixtures. 

 

 

Figure S3.3. Cytotoxicity induced in L929 cells after 24 (filled symbols) and 48 h (empty symbols) 

of exposure to neat surfactants: bis-quat gemini surfactants a) 12-2-12, b) 14-2-14 and c) 16-2-

16); serine-based surfactants d) (12Ser)2N5 and e) (12Ser)2N12; and f) C12Thr surfactant. 
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4.1 Main conclusions 

The strategy of this research work relied on a bottom-up approach that first addressed 

the interfacial and self-assembly properties of ionic amino acid-based surfactants, 

derived from lysine, threonine and serine. The systems were initially studied per se and 

in mixtures, namely with proteins, polymers, other surfactants (catanionic systems) and 

helper lipids. The ability of the formed self-assembled structures to entrap or compact 

biomolecules of biological interest, such as proteins and genetic material, was then 

evaluated. Thus, this work started with a fundamental approach, with the establishment 

and rationalization at molecular level of the mechanisms behind self-assembly 

phenomena, followed by the development of nanocarriers of biological interest. 

Initially, the interfacial and self-assembling properties of double-chained  

lysine-based surfactants with asymmetric chain lengths was studied. These surfactants 

self-aggregate at very low critical concentrations (in the micromolar range) and are in 

general highly surface-active. The mLys8, 8Lysn, mLys10 and 10Lysn series and 

12Lys16 and 16Lys12 isomers below a characteristic Krafft temperature designated as 

Tm behave in a similar way. They form self-organized supramolecular structures like 

tubules, coiled/twisted ribbons and flattened structures the induces gelation, due to chain 

crystallization, formation of rigid bilayers and aggregate entanglement. These 

aggregates have hollow interior and multilamellar structure, with evidence of 

interdigitation between chains in bilayer state. The surfactants from series 8Lysn, mLys8, 
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10Lysn and the surfactant 12Lys10, when in fluid state above Tm, adopt a cone-shaped 

geometry, with formation of micelles in the dilute region and, at higher concentrations, 

hexagonal liquid-crystalline phases emerged. The two surfactants with higher number of 

carbons in the hydrocarbon chain, 12Lys16 and 16Lys12, and surfactants 14Lys10 and 

16Lys10 yield, above Tm, spontaneous vesicles, in a dilute regime, and lamellar liquid 

crystals at higher concentrations, suggesting that they adopt a more cylinder-shaped 

geometry. Both tubule-micelle and tubule-vesicle transitions are reversible and for 

several of the surfactants studied occur in the range of 30 - 40 ºC, in the window of 

physiological temperature (37 °C), which gives them the possibility of being used as 

stimuli-responsive vectors. In interaction studies of the mLys10 and nLys10 surfactants 

with lysosyme (LZM), it was found that the tubule-based gels can entrap LZM (with 

electrostatics-driven adsorption playing a key role) and release it in a sustained mode 

over time, with the release rate being controlled by temperature and pH. The cytotoxicity 

of neat surfactants and surfactant/LZM gels was assessed by measuring metabolic 

activity on normal human skin fibroblasts to explore their potential use in biomedical 

applications, and low cytotoxicity against mammalian cell cultures is seen. Furthermore, 

for isomers, the surfactants from 10Lysn series are always less cytocompatible than 

mLys10 series, showing that the surfactant packing parameter, Ps becomes important 

when the chain length is similar, with higher Ps value meaning lower cytotoxicity. For 

surfactants of the same series, lower cytotoxicity is observed for higher chain lengths.  

Regarding the studies related with non-viral gene delivery, novel nanovectors for 

siRNA based on three different serine-derived surfactants - (12Ser)2N12, amine 

derivative; (12Ser)2COO12, ester derivative; and (12Ser)2CON12, amide derivative — 

with monoolein (MO) as helper lipid have been developed. The presence of MO in 

mixtures with serine gemini leads to major structural transformations; for example, the 

amine-derivative, which is micelle-forming, in the presence of high content of MO 

originate low polydispersity vesicles. All serine/MO aggregates present excellent 

colloidal stability, with positive zeta potential values above + 50 mV. The neat amine and 

ester derivatives are not toxic at the concentration range tested (10 - 100 µM), but the 

presence of MO influences their toxicity—increasing MO content leads to higher 

cytotoxic effects for practically all mixtures. On the other hand, the neat amide derivative 

appears as the most cytotoxic compound, and the incorporation of MO does not produce 

any effects. The serine/MO molar ratio as well the charge ratio of the serine/MO/siRNA 

lipoplexes have a huge influence in mean diameters of the formed lipoplexes. The 

observed populations have mean sizes between 100 and 250 nm, compatible with 

intravenous administration and potentially effective for interaction with cell membranes 

in the transfection process. Most of systems show RNA complexation efficiency between 
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80 – 90 %, with CR (+/-) = 5 and 10. The three types of serine/MO/siRNA nanovectors 

lead to significant percentages of eGFP expression downregulation, comparable to 

commercial standards. The concentration of the aggregates used for the silencing 

experiments do not induce significant cytotoxicity levels on 293T cells. Generally, the 

(12Ser)2N12:MO system has a more favorable cytotoxicity profile and a transfection 

efficiency less dependent on CR (+/-) and so this system seems to be a particularly 

promising non-viral vector for siRNA delivery. 

Concerning the catanionic mixtures based on threonine-derived surfactants, the 

interfacial properties (cmc, surface molecular area and effectiveness of surface tension 

reduction) of single-tailed anionic surfactants, CnThr (n = 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16) were 

obtained and the results were compared with those from commercial anionic 

amphiphiles. There is a pH-dependent micellization behavior of the Thr surfactants and 

a reduction in the value of the cmc with increasing alkyl chain length, at pH = 12. The 

aqueous phase behavior of several catanionic mixtures containing the surfactant C12Thr 

and gemini surfactants was assessed and vesicles regions were found for conventional 

gemini surfactants, n-2-n with n = 12, 14 and 16, and for serine-derived gemini 

surfactants, (12Ser)2N5 and (12Ser)2N12. Polydisperse vesicles with different structural 

morphologies, positive and negatively charged and with different pH values (acid and 

neutral) are obtained, depending on the molar fraction of C12Thr in the mixture. The half 

inhibitory concentration, IC50, for the C12Thr-based catanionic systems was determined 

on reference cell line L929. Overall, all systems show good toxicological profiles, with no 

significant differences observed between systems with serine gemini and conventional 

gemini surfactants, in the approx. range of 10 – 260 µM. The C12Thr/(12Ser)2N12 

catanionic mixture is evidently the system with higher IC50 value, which makes it the most 

biocompatible and most promising one for future studies. The results also reveal that 

catanionic vesicles containing gemini with shorter tails (C12) and a higher fraction of 

C12Thr (xC12Thr > 0.50) are the systems with the best profile for potential drug delivery 

applications.  

The different self-organized systems studied in this work, derived from amino 

acid-based surfactants, have shown promising results for use in pharmaceutical and 

biomedical applications. They are versatile and robust systems, some sensitive to 

external stimuli as temperature and pH, with capacity to entrap or compact biomolecules 

and with a favorable cytotoxic profile, which gives them special interest to be used in 

future applications. Taken together, our work opens up a myriad of possibilities for further 

developing biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. 
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4.2 Future perspectives 

After the conclusion of this research work, several issues remained open and there are 

numerous opportunities for deepening the studies in different directions. At a 

fundamental level, we investigated the formation of tubular structures, and some relevant 

relationships between molecular properties and self-assembly were established. 

However, several aspects concerning the mechanisms behind tubular self-assembly still 

need to be clarified. Preliminary solid-state studies of the lysine-derived surfactants 

showed that these compounds also have a very complex thermal phase behavior, 

forming interesting sequences of thermotropic liquid-crystalline phases. Future studies 

in this domain may allow to deepen the establishment of structure/function relationships 

for this type of double-tailed surfactants with asymmetric chain lengths. 

In what concerns the lysine-based surfactant gel systems, in order to validate the 

topical application of these complexes, assays on pig skin ex vivo (used as an ideal 

model of human skin) to assess the skin permeation capability of the systems could be 

undertaken. In order to assess the bacteriological, bacteriostatic and fungal activity of 

the complexes of lysine-based surfactants gels with LZM one could also study the 

minimum inhibitory concentration in microorganisms with different characteristics. In 

addition, these complexes could be tested for their ability to encapsulate other target 

biomolecules of pharmacological interest. 

The potential of the catanionic vesicles developed in this thesis, inspired in amino 

acid surfactants, as efficient nanocarriers would be yet another theme requiring further 

development. The entrapment and release ability of these catanionic vesicles towards 

biomolecules (proteins, drugs, genetic material) and their in vitro biological is a topic of 

great interest for future studies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


